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 Crater counting is an accepted method for dating the surface of a planetary body. An older 
landscape will have a higher areal density of craters due to exposure of impacts occurring over a 
longer time period. Since each initial impact only forms one primary crater, secondary craters need 
to be excluded in the crater counting method to appropriately catalog only distinct impact events. 
However, small primary craters may be difficult to distinguish from secondary craters. 
Understanding physical features of impact craters, such as the ejecta blanket, would improve the 
planetary community’s ability to differentiate between the two types of craters. Boulder 
distribution analysis of individually measured boulders in an ejecta blanket includes the 
comparison of a boulder’s area to its distance from the crater, the comparison of a boulder’s axial 
ratio to its distance from the crater, and the cumulative size frequency distribution. Krishna and 
Kumar (2016) applied boulder distribution analysis to Censorinus Crater on the Moon. Through 
cumulative size frequency distribution and power-law fit to calculate the largest negative b-value, 
they determined the impact direction. On Mars, boulder distribution analysis has yet to be applied 
to impact craters observed in high resolution images. This study investigated two Martian impact 
craters using boulder distribution and improved the technique of previous boulder distribution 
studies by incorporating error propagation. These craters were: 1. a speculated primary crater 
located in the Tharsis region that was approximately 175 m in diameter (Banks, 2008), and 2. a 
speculated secondary crater located in Elysium Planitia that was approximately 320 m in diameter 
(Hart & Gulick, 2010; McEwen et al., 2005). Variations and similarities between the two types of 
craters on the Martian surface could provide insight about the typical boulder distribution for each 
crater type and the impact direction. For a secondary crater, the impact direction may indicate its 
associated primary crater. At these two Martian impact craters, the power-law fit to the cumulative 
 v 
size distribution frequency, boulder population density, and presence of a forbidden zone, defined 
as a region where ejecta is absent or nearly absent for an oblique impact, did not conclusively 
indicate the impact direction of either crater. While this study serves as a starting point for 
understanding the boulder distribution patterns around small Martian primary and secondary 
craters, it also motivates future work to determine whether the impact direction is indeterminable 
for small craters and to establish a database of Martian primary and secondary craters for which 
boulder distribution was applied.
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1. Introduction 
Craters play an important role in determining the age of a planetary surface (Fassett, 2016; 
McEwen & Bierhaus, 2006; Robbins & Hynek, 2011a). Older terrain on a planetary body is 
expected to have a higher areal density of craters relative to a newly formed surface (Hartmann & 
Neukum, 2001; Robbins & Hynek, 2014), such as resurfacing from volcanic activity, since craters 
form randomly in time across a planetary body (Robbins & Hynek, 2014). However, secondary 
craters can form on a planetary body following the initial impact when the velocity of the ejecta is 
high enough (McEwen & Bierhaus, 2006). The term velocity is used throughout this study because 
the impact direction is a key component of the impact crater formation, particularly with the 
formation of secondary craters. 
Robbins and Hynek (2011b) define secondary craters as typically having one or more of 
the following properties: 1. clustered within troughs that extend radially from the primary crater 
or adjacent to the primary crater (McEwen & Bierhaus, 2006; Robbins & Hynek, 2014), 2. highly 
asymmetric (McEwen & Bierhaus, 2006) or biaxial symmetry with one of the symmetry axes 
pointing to the primary crater, and 3. presence of a herring-bone ejecta pattern that points to the 
primary crater (Hargitai & Kereszturi, 2015; McEwen & Bierhaus, 2006). Secondary craters of 
large impact craters have been discovered thousands of kilometers from the associated primary 
crater (Preblich et al., 2007; Robbins & Hynek, 2011a, 2014). Smaller distant craters are referred 
to as “background secondaries” (Robbins & Hynek, 2011b, 2014). In addition, secondary craters 
typically have a shallower depth than a primary crater of the same size due to the lower impact 
velocity (McEwen et al., 2005; McEwen & Bierhaus, 2006; Melosh, 1984; Robbins & Hynek, 
2011b). The lower impact velocity associated with secondary craters also produces larger boulders 
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than primary craters of the same size (Gwendolyn D. Bart & Melosh, 2007). Table 1 presents the 
differences between primary and secondary craters of similar size. 
Table 1. Characteristics of primary and secondary craters compiled from Bart and Melosh 
(2007), McEwen and Bierhaus (2006), Robbins and Hynek (2011b, 2014), and Robbins et al. 
(2017). 
 
Characteristic Primary Crater Secondary Crater 
Depth (equal 
diameters) Deeper Shallower 
 
Boulder size Smaller Larger 
Location 
 
Across a planetary 
body Usually clustered adjacent to a primary crater 
  





Presence of a herring-bone ejecta pattern that 
points to the primary crater 
  
Highly elliptical crater with the long axis 
pointing towards a primary crater 
Crater rim may be absent in the uprange 
direction 
 
Secondary craters produced from the same primary crater form in the same geologic instant 
as the initial impact and are spatially distributed around a central source (Robbins & Hynek, 2014). 
Since impacts forming secondary craters are not independent events, secondary craters can 
contaminate the primary crater population in crater counting and affect the results of dating a 
planetary body through this method (Gwendolyn D. Bart & Melosh, 2007; Bierhaus et al., 2005, 
2012; Calef et al., 2009; McEwen & Bierhaus, 2006; Robbins et al., 2014; Robbins & Hynek, 
2011a, 2014; Werner et al., 2009; Xiao, 2016; Xiao & Strom, 2012).  
 Zunil Crater is a large primary crater located at 7.69°N, 166°E that produced approximately 
107 secondary craters, some up to 1600 km away (McEwen et al., 2005). It was the first rayed 
crater discovered on Mars using the Thermal Emission Imaging System (THEMIS) onboard the 
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2001 Mars Odyssey orbiter (Christensen et al., 2004; McEwen et al., 2005). Tornabene et al. 
(2006) subsequently identified additional rayed craters on Mars also using THEMIS. The 
expansiveness of secondary craters across Mars produced from Zunil Crater demonstrates the high 
probability of secondary crater contamination in primary crater counts. Using THEMIS and the 
Mars Orbital Camera (MOC) onboard the Mars Global Surveyor (MGS), Preblich et al. (2007) 
mapped and imaged the rays and some secondary craters of Zunil Crater. MOC images have a 
resolution of 3.1 m/pixel. Preblich et al. (2007) indicated that the High Resolution Imaging Science 
Experiment (HiRISE) onboard the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) would improve the 
investigation of small craters on Mars. Since September 2006, HiRISE has been imaging the 
surface of Mars with a resolution of approximately 0.3 m/pixel (McEwen et al., 2005, 2007). 
Boulder fields at impact craters are easily observable on planetary bodies with high 
resolution imagery – Meteor Crater on Earth, Censorinus Crater on the Moon (Krishna & Kumar, 
2016), and rayed craters on Mars. As demonstrated by Krishna and Kumar (2016) in their 
investigation of Censorinus Crater, clues about a crater’s formation, such as impact direction, can 
be revealed through the measurement of individual boulders and the application of boulder 
distribution analysis. Some of the properties Krishna and Kumar (2016) investigated with boulder 
distribution analysis included boulder area, axial ratio, and cumulative size frequency distribution. 
Boulder distribution analysis is applicable to boulder fields around impact craters on other 
planetary body (Alpert & Melosh, 1999; G. D. Bart & Melosh, 2010; Gwendolyn D. Bart & 
Melosh, 2007, 2010; Bierhaus et al., 2012; Cameron & Coyle, 1971; Cintala & McBride, 1994; 
Craddock et al., 2000; Di et al., 2016; Hartmann, 1969; Jones et al., 2016; Li et al., 2017a; 
Mcgetchin et al., 1973; Mouginis-mark & Garbeil, 2007; Orloff et al., 2013; Osinski et al., 2011; 
Pajola et al., 2015, 2017; Singer et al., 2013; Thomas et al., 2000; Vickery, 1987). Here, I 
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investigated two Martian impact craters (Figure 1), termed informally as “Impact Crater 1” and 
“Impact Crater 2.” Both craters have visible darks rays and ejecta consistent with other rayed 
craters observed on Mars in HiRISE images (Calef et al., 2009; M. P. Golombek et al., 2014). 
Impact Crater 1 is a small rayed crater, interpreted to be a primary crater, with a diameter 
of approximately 175 meters located in the Tharsis region at 17.41°N, 248.75°E (Banks, 2008; 
West et al., 2010), as shown in Figure 1. If Impact Crater 1 were a secondary crater, a large, an 
order of magnitude larger in diameter) associated primary craters would need to be present nearby, 
as described for Impact Crater 2. Since no potential associated primary craters are observed, Impact 
Crater 1 is assumed to be a primary crater itself. At the Henbury Meteorite Craters in the Northern 
Territory of Australia, some craters provide a terrestrial analog for Impact Crater 1 in terms of size 
and visible rays surrounding the crater. One of the Henbury Meteorite Craters has ejecta easily 
identifiable in the downrange direction (Milton & Michel, 1977; West et al., 2010). Impact Crater 
1 has rays visible in all radial directions. The terrain in which Impact Crater 1 formed is classified 
as an Amazonian and Hesperian volcanic unit, AHv (Tanaka, Robbins, et al., 2014; Tanaka, 
Skinner, et al., 2014). The Hesperian period lasted from 3.7 – 3.0 Gya was followed by the 
Amazonian period. Although I do not discuss older terrain, the Pre-Noachian and Noachian time 
periods preceded the Hesperian period (Carr & Head, 2010). Lowe and Byerly (2015) presented 
two large terrestrial impacts at 3.29 Gya and 3.23 Gya that suggested that large asteroids (20 – 70+ 
km in diameter) impacted the Earth as late as 3.2 Gya. Previous lunar studies suggested that this 
heavy bombardment ended around 3.8 – 3.7 Gya. If similar bombardment occurred on Mars, large 
impacts would have occurred until almost the end of the Hesperian and would have created a 
disproportionate number of secondary craters as compared to the most recent Martian time period. 
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Impact Crater 2 is a slightly larger impact crater with a diameter of ~320 m and is located 
in Elysium Planitia at 0.51°N, 163.14°E (Figure 1). The terrain in which Impact Crater 2 formed 
is classified as a late Amazonian volcanic unit, IAv (Tanaka, Robbins, et al., 2014; Tanaka, 
Skinner, et al., 2014), indicating that it is slightly younger than Impact Crater 1. Located 
approximately 450 km to the southwest of Zunil Crater, Impact Crater 2 may be a secondary crater 
of Zunil Crater (Hart & Gulick, 2010) since it meets the requirements stated by McEwen et al. 
(2005). 
Figure 1. Locations of Impact Crater 1 and Impact Crater 2 shown on a Mars Orbiter Laser 
Altimeter (MOLA) map, available from NASA. Impact Crater 1 has a diameter of 175 m and 
Impact Crater 2 has a diameter of 320 m. Both impact craters were imaged with the High 
Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE) onboard the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter 
(MRO). The HiRISE images are from https://hirise.lpl.arizona.edu and were subsequently used in 
HiView. 
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Secondary craters of Zunil Crater larger than 50 m are located within 800 km of Zunil 
Crater (McEwen et al., 2005). Identification of the impact direction using boulder distribution 
analysis could assist with definitively identifying Impact Crater 2 as a secondary crater of Zunil 
Crater if the impact direction was determined to originate from the direction of Zunil Crater. 
This study is one of the first applications of boulder distribution analysis to Martian impact 
craters. Several studies (Krishna & Kumar, 2016; Mazrouei & Ghent, 2017; Watkins et al., 2017)  
focused on lunar craters that are several kilometers in diameter. At some large lunar craters, it is 
impractical to measure all the surrounding boulders (Mazrouei & Ghent, 2017). With 
measurements of all boulders surrounding these two Martian impact craters, my dataset is more 
complete than the lunar craters at which only a subset of boulders were measured. In addition to 
the differences in crater size and percentage of measured boulders, the planetary community lacks 
a standard for boulder measurements and area calculations of a boulder (Krishna & Kumar, 2016; 
Mazrouei et al., 2014; Mazrouei & Ghent, 2017; Sholes et al., 2017; Watkins et al., 2017). Lastly, 
my study expands on previous boulder distribution analyses by incorporating the statistical 
analysis error propagation. Boulder distribution analysis of Impact Craters 1 and 2 provides new 
insight about Martian impact craters and expands the planetary community’s knowledge of 





Using HiRISE images, boulders within ejecta blankets surrounding two Martian impact 
craters were measured (Figure 1). HiRISE images have a resolution of approximately 0.3 m/pixel 
and objects at least 1 meter in length are distinguishable from one another (McEwen et al., 2005, 
2007). Therefore, the minimum area for a measured boulder in this study was 1 m2. One program 
for viewing and analyzing HiRISE images is HiView, which was developed and is maintained by 
the University of Arizona. HiView was optimal for this study because it is specifically designed 
for viewing HiRISE images at their full resolution and is available at no cost to anyone in the 
world, even those with limited bandwidth, at https://www.uahirise.org/hiview/. In addition, since 
the use of HiView does not require GIS software skills, all researchers are able to immediately 
implement this software into their study as well as engage other groups, including K-12 students, 
through outreach to participate in a research study. Lastly, the availability of this program allows 
future studies to produce results that are directly comparable to those in this study or to replicate 
my results if necessary. 
The HiRISE image PSP_008011_1975 contains Impact Crater 1 and its ejecta field and has 
a resolution of 0.25 m/pixel. The HiRISE image ESP_018352_1805 contains Impact Crater 2 and 
its ejecta field and has a resolution of 0.50 m/pixel. The crater centers were determined by locating 
the point inside the crater that is approximately one crater radius from the crater rim in any given 
direction. Figure 2 provides an example of a boulder measured at Impact Crater 1 using 
HiView.The larger image represents the resolution of the boulders during measurement, which 
was optimal to prevent blurring of the individual boulders and to provide context of the impact 
crater and its rays. Due to constraints in HiView and to facilitate comparisons across planetary 
bodies and prior work (e.g. Krishna and Kumar (2016) and Li et al. (2017b)), two perpendicular 
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axes were measured for each boulder, referred to as length and width. However, HiView limited 
the perpendicular axes to be measured only in the north-south and east-west directions, whereas 
Krishna and Kumar (2016) used perpendicular axes that aligned with the longest and shortest axes. 
In this study, the axial ratio is defined as the longest axis divided by the shortest axis. As described 
in more detail in the following paragraphs, these two boulder measuring techniques produced 
different axial ratios. In Figure 2, the white box around the boulder (present in both the larger 
image and the inset) demonstrates the length and width measurements of the boulder in the north-
south and east-west directions. The dimensions of each side of the box were automatically 
provided and subsequently recorded in a spreadsheet (Appendix: Raw Data). The latitude and 
longitude were obtained using the function “copy coordinates” and recorded in the same 
spreadsheet (Appendix: Raw Data). These measurements were conducted for all boulders in the 
ejecta blanket to a distance approximately 3-4 times the diameter of the crater. Greater than this 
distance, boulders were not visible or did not meet the area threshold. At Impact Crater 1, this 
distance was approximately 700 m and at Impact Crater 2, this distance was approximately 1 km. 
In total, 1794 boulders were measured at Impact Crater 1 and 4251 boulders were measured at 
Impact Crater 2.  
Since the measurement tool in HiView only provided measurements in the north-south and 
east-west directions, inaccuracies in measurements occurred when the longest and shortest axes of 
the boulder were not orienting with these compass directions. Figure 3 shows schematics of an 
elongated boulder (axial ratio equals 5:3) with the longest axis oriented in the north-south direction 
and the same boulder oriented 45° to the east from north. In Figure 3a, the boulder is correctly 
measured by the simulated HiView box. In Figure 3b, the boulder is shown at the orientation of 
45° from north, which created the greatest deviation from the actual measurements. In addition, 
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this orientation created the issue that the length and width of the box are equal, producing an axial 
ratio of 1. When the actual longest and shortest axes of a boulder are used to calculate the axial 
ratio, such as with Krishna and Kumar (2016)’s method, an axial ratio of 1 indicates an equant 
shaped boulder. However, as demonstrated by Figure 3b, in my method, ambiguity about the 
boulder shape occurred since an axial ratio of 1 also represented a boulder oriented at 45°. Figure 
4 presents the variation of the semi-major axis, semi-minor axis, and boulder size as an elongated 
boulder is rotated through all compass directions. When the longest and shortest axes have an axial 
ratio of 3:1, the boulder size can be incorrect up to a factor of 1.7 (Figure 4c). 
Figure 2. Example length and width measurements for a boulder at Impact Crater 1, observed in 
the HiRISE image PSP_008011_1975, using the program HiView. Impact Crater 1 is 
approximately ~175 m in diameter. Boulders were measured at the resolution of the larger image. 
The resolution provides distinction of individual boulders at least 1 m2 in area while providing 
context of the impact crater and the surrounding ejecta blanket. North is up. 
 
The area of each boulder was calculated using the equation for the area of a rectangle (A = 
length * width) in order to produce comparable results to Krishna and Kumar (2016). The areas 
for a circle (A = 𝜋 * radius2) and an ellipse (A = (𝜋 * length * width)/4) were also considered for 
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the calculations of boulder size based on the boulder shape assumptions by Mazrouei and Ghent 
(2017) and Watkins et al. (2017). In order to assume a circular shape for the boulders in my dataset, 





































Figure 3. Schematic of measurements for a boulder oriented at north (A) and 45° to the east from 
north (B). The box simulates the boulder measurement using HiView. The axial ratio 
(longest:shortest) of the boulder is 5:3. North is up. 
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A. Semi-major axis 
 
 
B. Semi-minor axis 
 
 
C. Boulder size 
 
 
Figure 4. Figures a and b show how the semi-major and semi-minor axes measured with HiView 
change as a boulder is rotated through all compass directions starting at north when the axial ratio 
is 3:1. Figure c shows how the boulder size changes for a boulder with an axial ratio of 3:1 when 
rotated in the same manner as Figures a and b. Visualizing the schematics in Figure 3 on an x-y 
graph, the equations representing the rotation of the ellipse in a, b, and c are 𝑥 = 	𝑥% × 𝑐𝑜𝑠Θ −
𝑦 × 𝑠𝑖𝑛Θ and 𝑦 = 	𝑥% × 𝑠𝑖𝑛Θ − 𝑦 × 𝑐𝑜𝑠Θ, where Θ is the ellipse’s rotation. 
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However, equal length and width measurements occurred in only 21.8% of the boulders at 
Impact Crater 1 and 33.8% of the boulders at Impact Crater 2. Therefore, a circle would incorrectly 
estimate the shape of most boulders in my dataset. The equations for the area of an ellipse and the 
area of a rectangle both use the length and width as measured, with an ellipse producing an area 
for the boulder that is a factor of 0.115 less than that of a rectangle. The lengths and widths were 
also used to calculate the axial ratio of each boulder, defined as the larger measurement divided 
by the smaller measurement. 
Lastly, the cumulative size frequency distribution and the frequency distribution were 
plotted for each impact crater along with power-law fits and associated slope (b-value). The b-
value was calculated using the following equation: 
N(a) = Ce-ab 
where N(a) is the number of boulders with a size greater than a, a is the average 
diameter of each boulder, C is a constant equaling the total number of distinct boulders, and -b is 
the power index (power-law slope) (M. Golombek & Rapp, 1997). This equation from Golombek 
and Rapp (1997) improves upon the power-law fit from Hartmann (1969) used by Krishna and 
Kumar (2016) by incorporating the size of the boulder through its diameter into the exponential, 
which creates a better fit. 
Boulder area and axial ratio were both compared to the boulder distance from the crater center 
for the entire dataset at each impact crater as well as 16 individual angular sectors (22.5° in width) 
surrounding the impact crater. The rose diagram in the upper right of Figures 5, 6, 8, and 9 show 
the division of the angular sectors around the impact craters. Sector 1 is located at 0-22.5°, with 
0° pointed north. Each subsequent sector is located clockwise to the previous sector. Similarly, the 
cumulative size frequency distribution and the frequency distribution were plotted for the entire 
(1) 
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dataset and the 16 angular sectors. Evaluating these three properties for each sector is useful for 
determining the variation in boulder distribution across the ejecta blanket. 
Previous boulder distribution analysis studies did not propagate error in a consistent or 
explicit manner (Krishna & Kumar, 2016; Mazrouei et al., 2014; Mazrouei & Ghent, 2017; Sholes 
et al., 2017; Watkins et al., 2017). In this study, I propagated error to determine how the 
uncertainties in length and width measurements of each boulder affected the subsequent 
calculations of boulder area and axial ratio as well as to serve as a precedent for future boulder 
distribution analyses. The error was propagated using the equation for the standard error of the 
function (sm) (e.g. Karunatillake et al., 2007; Young, 1962):  







where f is the function, such as boulder area or axial ratio. The other variables are: xi (value of the 
ith variable of f), and smx (uncertainty of f and is derived from either the standard deviation or 
systematic error). The systematic error for each measurement was determined to be one pixel since 
measurements smaller than one pixel are not possible. For Impact Crater 1, the systematic error 
was 0.25 m, and for Impact Crater 2, the systematic error was 0.50 m. 
First, I propagated the error for boulder area, where f is the equation for area of a rectangle 






where l and w represent the length and width respectively. In my dataset, the standard error derived 
from the standard deviation was less than the systematic error. Therefore, the variables smlxl and 




 Second, I propagated the error for the axial ratio, where  f is the equation for axial ratio 
















where m1 represents the longest measured axis for a given boulder and m2 represents the shortest 
measured axis for the same boulder. For axial ratio measurements, the standard error derived from 
the standard deviation was less than the systematic error, so smx is the systematic error described 
above. 
Table 2 presents the range of values for the standard errors of the properties of boulder area 
and axial ratio for all measurements at Impact Craters 1 and 2. The cumulative size frequency 
distribution is plotted as a function of boulder diameter. Since the resolution of the image is the 
systematic error, the systematic error represents the uncertainty for the cumulative size frequency 
distribution plots.  
Lastly, the point spread function was used to determine the error of the location of the 
boulder. This error was 3 pixels and therefore, 0.75 m at Impact Crater 1 and 1.50 m at Impact 
Crater 2, also presented in Table 2. 
Table 2. Standard error was calculated for the boulder size and axial ratio of each boulder at Impact 
Craters 1 and 2 calculated using Young (1962). The error for the location was determined based 
on the length of 3 pixels. 
 
  Impact Crater 1 Impact Crater 2 
Block Area 0.35 - 2.75 m2 1.06 - 10.70 m2 
Axial Ratio 0.50 - 1.29 0.71 - 1.91 






 Boulder distribution analysis was applied to Martian impact craters and evaluated the 
properties of boulder area, axial ratio, and cumulative size frequency distribution, as described in 
the Methods. HiRISE images of these craters allowed for viewing and measurement of distinct 
boulders larger than 1 m2. 
3.1. Impact Crater 1 
 Impact Crater 1 is located in the Tharsis region on a volcanic surface classified as 
Hesperian and Amazonian terrain. It is a small primary crater that is approximately 175 meters in 
diameter. At this crater, I measured 1794 boulders. 
3.1.1. Size distribution of boulders 
One key variation amongst boulders across an ejecta field is boulder size. Since 
measurements are only possible in two dimensions from an aerial image, the area of each boulder 
was calculated and represented the boulder size, instead of the volume of the boulder. At Impact 
Crater 1, the boulder area ranged from 1 m2 (minimum area requirement) to 59.5 m2. The largest 
boulder was located at a distance of 127.9 m from the crater center. The area of the boulders for 
the entire dataset decreased as a function of distance from the crater (Figure 5). The boulder 
farthest from the crater was 656.8 m from the crater center and was 5.1 m2 in area. The average 
boulder area was 5.9 m2, with 67.17% of the total number of boulders smaller than the mean. The 
best-fit line shows the decreasing trend of the data. 
Variation of boulder size across the ejecta blanket is easily investigated using 16 angular 
sectors as shown in the rose diagram in Figure 5. This rose diagram shows the boulder population 
density of each sector. The lowest population density sectors were located to the east of the crater, 




Figure 5. The top graph shows the boulder size (m2) compared to the distance of the boulder from 
the crater center (m) for all boulders (n = 1794) measured at Impact Crater 1. No boulders were 
measured inside the crater, so there is an absence of boulders from the crater center to the distance 
of one radius. The 16 lower scatter plots show the same comparison within each sector. The rose 
diagram (upper right) shows the 16 individual sectors (22.5° in width). The population density of 
boulders in each sector is represented in the rose diagram by the length of the sector. Labels are 
listed in increments of 100 for the radial sectors. North is up for the rose diagram.  
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7, had the highest population density with 236 boulders. The maximum distance of a boulder from 
the crater center and the maximum boulder size for each sector is provided in Table 3. The boulders 
with the largest maximum areas were located in Sectors 1-5, with the largest boulder (59.5 m2) 
located in Sector 3. Sectors 6-8 contained the boulders with smallest maximum areas. The largest 
maximum boulder distances from the crater were observed in Sectors 8, 10-11, and 14-15. Sector 
8 also did not contain any large boulders. In the five sectors (Sectors 1-5) that contained the largest 
boulders, the maximum boulder distances from the crater were the smallest of all the sectors. 
3.1.2. Axial ratio and shape of boulders 
Table 3. The maximum distance from the crater center, maximum boulder size, maximum axial 




(m) Max Block Size (m2) 
Max Axial 
Ratio 
Axial Ratio = 
1 
1 300.70 30.88 2.25 23.56% 
2 186.57 50.38 2.57 14.12% 
3 215.70 59.50 2.40 7.55% 
4 224.19 32.06 1.60 18.18% 
5 159.06 30.38 1.50 12.50% 
6 428.79 8.13 2.00 23.81% 
7 461.95 10.31 2.00 30.99% 
8 478.16 12.19 2.14 27.83% 
9 450.52 19.69 2.14 23.53% 
10 535.83 25.50 1.75 22.09% 
11 550.96 18.38 2.18 26.40% 
12 373.92 28.69 2.14 18.18% 
13 473.81 27.50 2.00 20.83% 
14 656.78 23.00 2.25 22.35% 
15 533.74 15.00 2.25 24.58% 
16 461.74 15.94 1.80 30.77% 
 
The axial ratio is an indicator of the two-dimensional shape of the boulder. Since my 
measurements do not necessarily align with the longest and shortest axes of the boulder, the axial 
ratio could be incorrect, as described in the Methods and Figure 4. An axial ratio of 1 in this study 
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represents an equant shaped boulder or an elongated boulder oriented 45° from north. Therefore, 
the shape of 21.8% of the boulders at Impact Crater 1 cannot be determined and are excluded from 
the discussion. A comparison with the axial ratios of the remaining boulders was still possible, 
though. Figure 6 shows the plot of axial ratio compared to the boulder distance from the crater 
center for Impact Crater 1. Overall, the axial ratio decreased as the distance from the crater 
increased. The maximum axial ratio (2.57) occurred very close to the crater rim. The best-fit line 
shows the decreasing trend of the data. It should be noted that in the plot comparing boulder 
distance and axial ratio (Figure 6), the axial ratios did not form a continuum, most likely due to 
length and width measurements in 0.25 m increments. 
Similar to boulder size, the variation of axial ratios and shape of boulders across the ejecta 
could be determined using axial ratio comparisons within each sector, also shown in Figure 6. 
Table 3 presents the maximum axial ratio and the percentage of boulders with an axial ratio of 
1.00 for each sector. The maximum axial ratio ranged from 1.50 (Sector 5) to 2.57 (Sector 2). Both 
of these sectors, located on the eastern side of the crater, contained a low number of boulders. The 
percentage of boulders with an axial ratio of 1.00 ranged from 7.6% (Sector 3) to 31.0% (Sector 
7). Most sectors demonstrated only a slight decrease in axial ratio from the boulders closest to the 
crater rim to the farthest boulders.  
3.1.3. Cumulative Size Frequency Distribution 
The rose diagram in Figure 5 provides a visual representation of the boulder population 
density by showing the number of boulders in each sector (94,709.0 m2 in area). The sectors to the 
northwest and southwest of Impact Crater 1 had the highest boulder population density, whereas 
the sectors to the east had the lowest boulder population density. The boulder population density 





Figure 6. The top graph shows the axial ratio compared to the distance of the boulder from the 
crater center (m) for all the boulders (n = 1794) measured around Impact Crater 1. Axial ratio was 
calculated by dividing larger measurement by the shorter measurement for a given boulder. No 
boulders were measured inside the crater, so there is an absence of boulders from the crater center 
to the distance of one radius. The 16 lower plots show the same comparison. The rose diagram 
(upper right) shows the 16 individual sectors (22.5° in width). The population density of boulders 
in each sector is represented in the rose diagram by varying the length of the sector. Labels are 
listed in increments of 100 for the radial sectors. North is up for the rose diagram.   
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distribution. For Impact Crater 1, these plots, both for the entire dataset and the 16 sectors, are 
shown in Figure 7. The b-value, computed from the power-law slope, is presented for each sector 
on each graph in Figure 7 and in Table 4. At Impact Crater 1, these values ranged from -4.88 to -
2.82. The b-values for each sector in Impact Crater 1 did not correlate with the population density. 
However, some sectors with the lowest population densities had the smallest negative b-values 
and some sectors with the highest population densities had the largest negative b-values, indicating 
a possible pattern. 
3.2. Impact Crater 2 
Impact Crater 2 is located in Elysium Planitia on a volcanic surface classified as late 
Amazonian terrain. It is a small secondary crater that is approximately 320 meters in diameter. At 
this crater, I measured 4251 boulders. 
3.2.1. Size distribution of boulders 
Similar to Impact Crater 1, boulder area, representative of boulder size, decreased from the 
crater rim to the outer edge of the ejecta blanket (Figure 8). The farthest boulder was located at a 
distance of 936.2 m from the crater center and was 8.8 m2 in size in comparison to the largest 
boulder that was 221.0 m2 in size located at a distance of 151.2 m from the crater center. The 
average boulder size was 16.7 m2. More than half of the total number of boulders (58.9%) were 
smaller than the average boulder size. The boulder size distribution of Impact Crater 2 (Figure 8) 
does not have as dramatic of a decreasing trend of boulder size as Impact Crater 1 (Figure 5), as 
shown by the best-fit lines in both figures. Figure 8 also provides the boulder area compared to the 
distance from the crater center for each of the 16 angular sectors. Some of the largest maximum 
boulder distances from the crater center were observed in Sectors 11-13 (west to southwest of the 






Figure 7. The top graph represents the cumulative size frequency distribution (closed circles) and 
frequency distribution (open circles) for Impact Crater 1. The 16 lower scatter plots provide the 
cumulative frequency distribution and the frequency distribution for each sector. The b-value, 
computed with the power-law fit for the cumulative frequency distribution, is also provided for 
each sector. The negative b-value for the overall dataset was -2.85. 
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Table 4. The b-values for each angular sector of Impact Crater 1 (Martian crater), Impact Crater 2 
(Martian crater), and Censorinus Crater (lunar crater). Values from Censorinus Crater are from the 
study by Krishna and Kumar (2016). The overall b-value indicates the b-value for all the boulders 
measured at a given crater.  
 
Sector Impact Crater 1 Impact Crater 2 Censorinus Crater 
Overall -2.85 -3.03 -3.40 
1 -2.85 -3.25 -2.68 
2 -2.40 -3.15 -2.60 
3 -3.79 -3.45 -2.47 
4 -3.64 -2.82 -2.69 
5 -3.33 -3.43 -2.98 
6 -3.18 -4.88 -2.79 
7 -3.04 -3.34 -3.08 
8 -3.38 -3.12 -2.90 
9 -3.25 -3.50 -2.55 
10 -2.84 -3.30 -2.77 
11 -3.85 -3.87 -3.27 
12 -3.56 -3.08 -2.74 
13 -3.34 -3.26 -3.14 
14 -4.00 -2.63 -2.74 
15 -3.59 -3.69 -2.88 
16 -2.95 -2.84 -3.05 
 
 
boulder (221.0 m2) located in Sector 11. Note that the largest boulder in a sector is not necessarily 
the boulder that is located farthest from the crater. At Impact Crater 2, the sectors with the largest 
maximum boulder distances also contained the some of the largest boulders. This pattern varied 
from the one observed at Impact Crater 1, in which the sectors with boulders observed to the edge 
of the ejecta blanket did not contain any large boulders. Each sector displayed the trend that 
boulder size decreased as a function of boulder distance from the crater. 
3.2.2. Axial ratios and shape of boulders 
As with Impact Crater 1, the axial ratio was indicative of boulder shape. The same caveats 
for Impact Crater 1 also existed at Impact Crater 2, as previously described in the Methods. For 
example, axial ratios of 1 represented either equant shaped boulders or elongated shaped boulders 
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oriented 45° from north. Approximately 33.8% of boulders experienced this caveat, an increase 
from the percentage of boulders at Impact Crater 1. Although the number of boulders differed 
between the two impact craters and Impact Crater 2 was larger than Impact Crater 1, the maximum 
axial ratio at Impact Crater 2 was 2.67, a similar maximum axial ratio as Impact Crater 1. However, 
Impact Crater 2 only had 5 boulders with an axial ratio greater than 2.00. The mean axial ratio was 
1.17, which was lower than the mean axial ratio for Impact Crater 1. Figure 9 shows the plot for 
the axial ratio compared to boulder distance from the crater center. As the distance from the crater 
rim increased, the axial ratio decreased. For boulders with an axial ratio that did not equal 1.00, 
this decrease demonstrated that more equant shaped boulders are located farther from the crater. 
The best-fit line shows the decreasing trend of the data. Similar to Impact Crater 1, the graph also 
displayed a discontinuity of values, most likely a result from measurements occurring in 
increments of 0.50 m.  
Once again, the axial ratios in each sector were also plotted to determine the variation 
across the ejecta blanket. The axial ratio decreased slightly as a function of distance within each 
sector, but it was not as prominent as the decrease observed for the entire dataset. The maximum 
axial ratio and the percentage of boulders with axial ratios of 1 are presented for each sector in 
Table 5. The maximum axial ratio ranged from 1.67 (Sector 15) to 2.67 (Sectors 1 and 4). The 
percentage of boulders with axial ratios of 1.00 ranged from 26.2% (Sector 3) to 44.8% (Sector 6). 
Sector 15 contained the most boulders. Since Sector 15 had the lowest maximum axial ratio and 
correlated with the highest population density of boulders, Sectors 1 and 4 would have been 
expected to correlate with the lowest boulder population density. However, this trend was not 







Figure 8. The top graph shows the boulder size (m2) compared to the distance of the boulder from 
the crater center (m) for all of the boulders (n = 4251 boulders) measured at Impact Crater 2. No 
boulders were measured inside the crater, so there is an absence of boulders from the crater center 
to the distance of one radius. The 16 lower scatter plots show the same comparison within each 
sector. The rose diagram (upper right) shows the 16 individual sectors (22.5° in width). The 
population density of boulders in each sector is represented in the rose diagram by varying the 
length of the sector. Labels are listed in increments of 100 for the radial sectors. North is up for 






Figure 9. The top graph shows the axial ratio compared to the distance of the boulder from the 
crater center (m) for all the boulders (n = 4251 boulders) measured around Impact Crater 2. Axial 
ratio was calculated by dividing larger measurement by the shorter measurement for a given 
boulder. No boulders were measured inside the crater, so there is an absence of boulders from the 
crater center to the distance of one radius. The 16 lower plots show the same comparison within 
each sector. The rose diagram (upper right) shows the 16 individual sectors (22.5° in width). The 
population density of boulders in each sector is represented in the rose diagram by varying the 
length of the sector. Labels are listed in increments of 100 for the radial sectors. North is up for 
the rose diagram.  
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Table 5. The maximum distance from the crater center, maximum boulder size, maximum axial 
ratio, and percentage of equant shaped boulders (axial ratio = 1) for each angular sector of 




(m) Max Block Size (m2) 
Max Axial 
Ratio 
Axial Ratio = 
1 
1 557.56 76.00 2.70 32.97% 
2 713.71 56.00 2.20 30.28% 
3 547.84 77.00 1.83 26.19% 
4 936.21 74.75 2.67 29.00% 
5 674.59 95.00 2.00 33.75% 
6 579.83 75.00 1.75 44.81% 
7 549.90 55.25 2.00 36.76% 
8 465.34 52.50 2.00 38.01% 
9 470.22 58.50 2.00 30.49% 
10 562.99 143.00 1.88 41.15% 
11 842.28 221.00 2.00 36.85% 
12 820.26 45.00 2.00 28.63% 
13 787.67 94.50 2.50 34.85% 
14 368.38 33.00 1.71 35.59% 
15 391.53 59.50 1.67 31.41% 
16 631.50 52.00 2.00 26.26% 
 
3.2.3. Cumulative Size Frequency Distribution 
Higher boulder population densities were observed to the southwest and to the east of 
Impact Crater 2 and lower boulder population densities were observed to the northwest of the 
crater (Figure 8, rose diagram). The graphical representation of these population densities is 
presented in Figure 10 with the cumulative size frequency distribution and the frequency 
distribution. Similar to Impact Crater 1, there was not a strong correlation between the population 
density and the b-values. However, Sector 11, the highest boulder population density sector, had 
the second largest negative b-value and Sector 1, the lowest boulder population density sector, had 
the smallest negative b-value (Figure 10). Once again, the crater only partially exemplified the 
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pattern that the highest boulder population density and largest negative b-value were observed in 




Boulder distribution analysis (Krishna & Kumar, 2016; Mazrouei et al., 2014; Mazrouei & 
Ghent, 2017; Sholes et al., 2017; Watkins et al., 2017) was applied to two Martian impact craters 
by measuring all boulders in the ejecta blanket and evaluating the properties of boulder area 
(representative of boulder size), axial ratio, and cumulative size frequency distribution. 
The boulder size results from both impact craters were consistent with one of Krishna and 
Kumar (2016)’s major observations for Censorinus Crater on the Moon that the boulder size 
decreases in an ejecta blanket as the distance from the crater increases. Since the boulders were 
measured in two dimensions, the boulder area represents the boulder size. Boulder area ranged 
from 1 m2 to 59.5 m2 at Impact Crater 1 and 1 m2 to 221.0 m2 at Impact Crater 2. Despite the 
Martian craters having significantly smaller boulders than the lunar crater due to the size difference 
in the craters, the Martian craters displayed the same boulder size decrease pattern. The 16 angular 
sectors displayed the size-decrease pattern, also consistent with Krishna and Kumar (2016)’s 
observations. 
For the property of axial ratio, Krishna and Kumar (2016) observed that more distal 
boulders at Censorinus Crater were more equant in shape (lower axial ratios) than those near the 
crater rim. Both Impact Crater 1 and Impact Crater 2 displayed similar trends (Figures 4 and 7). 
However, individual sectors around the Martian craters did not demonstrate this trend as clearly, 








Figure 10. The top graph represents the cumulative size frequency distribution (closed circles) 
and frequency distribution (open circles) for Impact Crater 2. The 16 lower scatter plots provide 
the cumulative frequency distribution and the frequency distribution for each sector. The b-value, 
computed with the power-law fit for the cumulative frequency distribution, is also provided for 
each sector. The negative b-value for the overall dataset was -3.03. 
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Mechanical weathering is the dominant weathering process on Mars (Jagoutz, 2006) and 
has most likely affected all the boulders at each crater. Chemical weathering also occurred on Mars 
in the past. Since water is often a requirement for chemical weathering, this process becomes less 
dominant when the environment changes and water is no longer present (Gooding, 1978). 
Weathering could create issues with boulder distribution analysis if boulders experience different 
weathering rates. The Moon is not affected by the same weathering processes as Mars, but rather 
experiences space weathering, such as weathering from the impacts of micrometeorites (Hapke, 
2001). Despite the different processes, the same decreasing trends occurred for the properties of 
boulder size and axial ratios were observed on both the Moon (Krishna & Kumar, 2016) and Mars 
(Figures 5, 6, 8, and 9). The similarities in trends were determined with visual inspection of the 
graphs and a best-fit on the graphs in this study. Therefore, it can be assumed that weathering on 
Mars does not affect the overall boulder distribution patterns. 
Although potential complications associated with weathering are resolved, other 
complexities in my assessment arise from buried breccia and pre-impact lithology, remain. These 
properties cannot be interpreted from HiRISE images. The HiRISE images only reveal the visible 
features on the surface and do not show buried features, such as buried breccia. In addition, the 
HiRISE images only photograph the present surfaces and are unable to provide information about 
the past environments, such as the pre-impact lithology. Therefore the results in this study focus 
on the boulders visible in HiRISE images. 
A forbidden zone, a region where ejecta is absent or nearly absent for an oblique impact, 
was clearly observed in the most distal uprange ejecta at Censorinus Crater (Krishna & Kumar, 
2016). A figure from Kenkmann et al. (2014) shows how the direction of impact, the uprange, is 
affected by the impact angle at a crater with fluidized ejecta (Figure 11). An impact angle of 45-
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90° produces a circular ejecta blanket with no discernable forbidden zone, whereas an impact angle 
of less than 35° produces a forbidden zone in the uprange direction. An impact angle of less than 
15° will produce a downrange forbidden zone in addition to the uprange forbidden zone 
(Kenkmann et al., 2014, Figure 11). Ormö et al. (2013) indicate a similar phenomenon of an 
uprange forbidden zone occurs in rayed craters.  
 
Figure 11. Examples of the typical ejecta blanket formed at varying impact angles around Martian 
impact craters. The uprange is the direction of the impact on the planetary surface and experiences 
a forbidden zone when the impact angles is less than 45° (Kenkmann et al., 2014). The forbidden 
zone is defined as the region where ejecta is absent or nearly absent for an oblique impact (Krishna 
& Kumar, 2016). The figure is from Kenkmann et al. (2014, Figure 11). 
 
However, they note that a fully developed uprange forbidden zone occurs at impact angles lower 
than 20°. A figure from Ormö et al. (2013) shows the presence of a forbidden zone at a rayed crater 
(Figure 12). For Censorinus Crater, the uprange corresponded with the highest boulder population 
density. Laboratory experiments by Schultz and Eberhardy (2015) demonstrated this phenomenon 
by observing the vapor composition as a proxy for how the substance is distributed following the 
impact in the experiment at the NASA Ames Vertical Gun Range. Impact Crater 1 potentially 
demonstrated a forbidden zone for the sectors to the east of the crater since no boulders larger than 
1 m2 are observed beyond one crater diameter from the crater rim. These sectors with a potential 
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forbidden zone also contained some of the largest boulders, whereas sectors without the potential 
forbidden zone (boulders observed up to 4 crater diameters away) contained boulders that were 
relatively small, usually less than 10 m2. At Impact Crater 2, most of the sectors contained boulders 
up to 2-3 crater diameters from the crater rim, which prevented identification of a forbidden zone. 
At Censorinus Crater, the largest negative b-value (-3.27), computed from the power-law 
slope, correlated with the uprange, forbidden zone, and high boulder population density areas 
(Krishna & Kumar, 2016). Larger negative b-values and steeper power-law slopes within the 
cumulative frequency distribution may be indicative of complex or multiple fragmentation 
(Hartmann, 1969). Complex fragmentation occurs when particles or fragments experience extreme 
grinding, crushing or energy loss, whereas particles or fragments that undergo simple 
fragmentation experience low amounts of grinding, crushing, and energy loss (Senthil Kumar et 
al., 2014). For these Martian impact craters, the high boulder population density sectors do not 
correspond with the large negative b-values. In addition, sectors containing potential forbidden 
zones at Impact Crater 1 do not correlate with large negative b-value sectors. It should be noted, 
though, that at Impact Crater 1, some sectors with lower numbers of boulders had small negative 
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Figure 12. Example of a forbidden zone in the uprange of the impact direction. A and B) The 
rayed crater as observed in the MRO Context Camera (CTX) image 
P01_001348_1769_XI_03S003W and HiRISE image PSP_001348_1770_RED. Both of these 
images are viewed in the visible spectrum. C) The rayed ejecta as observed in the night-time 
thermal emission. A forbidden zone is visible to the west. D and E) Digital elevation models 
(DEMs) derived from CTX images with the white arrows indicating the impact direction. The 
figure is from Ormö et al. (2013, Figure 9). 
 
b-values and some sectors with higher number of boulders had larger negative b-values. Without 
any correlations, though, the uprange of the impact could not be determined for either of the 
Martian craters. 
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Melosh (1984) related the maximum boulder size to the impact velocity. If the measured 
boulders in this study fit the theoretical model, the impact velocity of each boulder could possibly 
be calculated. These calculations could potentially clarify the formation mechanisms of the boulder 
distribution and whether the speculated secondary crater, Impact Crater 2, could have produced 
tertiary craters. The spallation model by Melosh (1984) could also be applied to axial ratios, but 
given the caveats with this study, too many uncertainties would affect the results. Krishna and 
Kumar (2016) observed that the most equant shaped boulders, which were located farthest from 
the crater, had higher ejection velocities at Censorinus Crater. 
One key difference between my study and Krishna and Kumar (2016)’s study of 
Censorinus Crater is crater size, which resulted in a significantly greater number of boulders 
measured at the lunar crater and larger maximum boulder sizes. With a crater approximately 4 km 
in diameter, Krishna and Kumar (2016) measured nearly 242,000 boulders. In comparison, the 
Martian craters were only a couple hundred meters in diameter. In the ejecta blanket surrounding 
Impact Crater 1, 1794 boulders larger than 1 m2 were measured, and 4251 boulders at Impact 
Crater 2 met the same area threshold. The differences in formation process, such as the impact 
velocity to form a primary crater versus the impact velocity to form a secondary impact as 
demonstrated in the spallation model by Melosh (1984), could account for the observed 
differences. I would expect Impact Crater 2, the speculated secondary crater, to have a lower 
impact velocity and therefore larger boulders than a primary crater of similar size (Gwendolyn D. 
Bart & Melosh, 2007).  In addition, the lower number of boulders at the Martian craters may not 
fully exemplify the patterns observed at Censorinus Crater (Krishna & Kumar, 2016). The two 
Martian impact craters display different boulder distribution patterns, which provide a starting 
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At two Martian impact craters, one in the Tharsis region (Hesperian to Amazonian terrain) 
and one in Elysium Planitia (late Amazonian terrain), the geomorphological properties were 
determined by measuring all the ejecta boulders larger than 1 m2 surrounding these craters as 
observed in HiRISE images. My analysis of the boulder distribution for two Martian craters serves 
as a first application of the techniques used by Krishna and Kumar (2016) on Mars. The most 
consistent observation between my Martian impact craters and Krishna and Kumar’s (2016) lunar 
impact crater was the decrease in boulder size as the distance increased from the crater center 
(Table 6). Impact Crater 1 is smaller than Impact Crater 2 and overall had smaller boulder sizes 
and fewer measureable boulders. Axial ratio trends revealed that the boulders farthest from the 
crater rim were more equant in shape (Table 6). The power-law fit from the cumulative size 
frequency distribution was the last property evaluated for the boulder distribution analysis. Krishna 
and Kumar (2016) observed that the largest negative b-value corresponded to the uprange of the 
impact, including a forbidden zone, and the region with higher boulder population density. 
However, the calculated b-values for the Martian craters did not display a similar trend, and 
therefore, the impact direction could not be determined. The similarities and dissimilarities 
between Censorinus Crater on the Moon and the Martian craters reveal potential clues about the 
boulder distribution patterns at primary and secondary craters (Table 6). Using the method of 
boulder distribution analysis to classify the type of crater would be beneficial for crater counting, 
an important tool for dating Martian terrain. 
My observations set the foundation for future work to build a database of Martian primary 
and secondary craters that have undergone boulder distribution analysis. The database would not 
only provide comparisons between Martian craters of similar size and the same crater 
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classification, but it would also provide comparisons between primary and secondary craters. The 
craters in this database could also be compared to craters across different planetary surfaces, 
including the lunar craters analyzed by Krishna and Kumar (2016), Li et al. (2017b), Mazrouei 
and Ghent (2017), and Watkins et al. (2017). 
Table 6. Boulder distribution properties of Impact Crater 1 (Martian crater), Impact Crater 2 
(Martian crater), and Censorinus Crater (lunar crater). Information for Censorinus Crater from 
Krishna and Kumar (2016). The overall b-value indicates the b-value for all the boulders 
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Size decreased as distance 
from the crater increased 
 
Size decreased as 















Axial ratio decreased as 




Axial ratio decreased 
as distance from the 
crater increased; most 
prominent at this crater 
    
B-value 
(overall) -2.85 -3.03 -3.4 
 
*Axial ratio was calculated by dividing the longest axis by the shortest axis. The perpendicular 
axes of each boulder at Impact Craters 1 and 2 were measured in the north-south and east-west 
compass directions, whereas the perpendicular axes for Censorinus Crater represented the longest 
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Appendix A: Data Management Plan 
 At the completion of this thesis, all data will be available for public access. First, the data 
will be shared on the LSU Planetary Science Laboratory (PSL) website (http:www/lsupsl.org), 
which is hosted on Wix. Data products would include the spreadsheets of the measured boulders 
at each crater and all codes used to develop the figures in this thesis. Matlab was the primary 
software program used in this thesis, with the exception of Figure 4, for which Mathematica was 
used. Both Matlab and Mathematica allow for detailed annotations in each file. With these 
descriptions, the user will be able to replicate the results produced in this study. Each file will also 
include my perpetual email address (the.n.button@gmail.com) to facilitate indefinite data support. 
Multiple data repositories beyond the PSL website will be used as well to ensure indefinite data 
support. Through LSU, data will be archived on the LSU Digital Commons 
(https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/faq.html). Lastly, the codes developed in Matlab and 
Mathematica will be archived on GitHub (https://github.com/nasa).   
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Appendix B: Raw Data 
At Impact Crater 1, 1794 boulders were measured and 4251 boulders were measured at 
Impact Crater 2. The table below provides the raw data of these measurements. The horizontal 
measurement represents the measurement in the east-west direction, and the vertical measurement 
represents the measurement in the north-south direction. The latitude and longitude of each boulder 
are also provided. These measurements and locations can be used to calculate the boulder area and 
the axial ratio as well as the distribution of boulders around the impact craters. 
The raw data does not identify the measured boulder in the corresponding HiRISE image. 
Although this is a caveat for others to easily replicate and compare measurements, the location 
(latitude and longitude) of each boulder allows for identification of the boulder in the 
corresponding HiRISE image. 
Impact Crater 1
Horizontal Vertical Longitude Latitude
3.5 3 248.748540114410 17.423015131960
3 3.25 248.748483328190 17.423023570620
3.25 2.75 248.748588164280 17.423251414370
3.25 3 248.748395964780 17.423289388320
2.75 3.75 248.748527009890 17.423069983230
2.5 2.5 248.749121081080 17.423048886590
3 3 248.749230285340 17.423183905110
2.5 2.5 248.749300176060 17.423074202560
2.25 2.5 248.749313280580 17.423348458920
1.75 2.25 248.748745418420 17.423348458920
2.5 2.5 248.749348225940 17.423331581610
2.5 2 248.749304544230 17.423289388320
2.25 2 248.748858990850 17.423715540520
3 2.75 248.749501111900 17.423445503480
3.75 2 248.749405012150 17.423276730340
2.75 2.5 248.749343857770 17.423276730340
2 1.75 248.749326385090 17.423470819460
2 2 248.749291439720 17.423462380800
2 2 248.749361330450 17.423483477440
2 2 248.749304544230 17.423521451400
2.5 2 248.749383171300 17.423124834510
2 1.75 248.749439957520 17.423154369810
3 1.75 248.749461798370 17.423112176520
1.25 2.25 248.749522952760 17.423183905110
1.75 3.5 248.749562266290 17.423200782420
2.75 1.75 248.749815620180 17.423778830450
2.5 2.5 248.747924202370 17.423496135430
2.5 3 248.748229974300 17.423175466450
1.75 2.25 248.748138242730 17.422888552100
3.25 2.25 248.747535435200 17.423069983230
2.25 1.75 248.748151347240 17.422939184050
2.5 1.5 248.748059615660 17.422934964720
1.75 1.5 248.748090192850 17.423348458920
1.5 1.25 248.748697368540 17.423453942140
3 4 248.747727634700 17.422934964720
2.75 2 248.747823734450 17.422778849560
3.25 3 248.747662112150 17.423137492490
2.75 2.25 248.747705793850 17.423112176520
1.75 1.75 248.748085824680 17.423352678250
1.75 2.25 248.747884888840 17.423605837970
1.75 1.75 248.748090192850 17.423352678250
1.75 2.25 248.748116401870 17.423428626170
1.5 1.25 248.748208133450 17.423420187510
1.75 1.75 248.747902361520 17.423103737860
2.75 1.75 248.747876152500 17.423044667260
3.25 2.75 248.747596589590 17.422833700830
4 4.75 248.747552907890 17.422580541110
2.5 2.25 248.747858679820 17.422905429420
1.5 1.5 248.748020302120 17.422998254650
2.5 3.5 248.747775684580 17.422909648750
2.25 2.5 248.749073031200 17.423188124440
2 1.75 248.748714841220 17.423103737860
2 1.75 248.748863359020 17.423065763910
1 1 248.748697368540 17.423310484970
1.75 2.25 248.749186603630 17.423209221080
1.25 2 248.749217180830 17.423230317720
1.5 1.5 248.749046822180 17.423356897580
2.25 1.5 248.749059926690 17.423192343760
1.5 1.5 248.749055558520 17.423352678250
2 1.75 248.749959769800 17.423593179990
5 3.25 248.749920456270 17.423487696770
2.5 2.25 248.750055869550 17.423517232070
2.5 2.75 248.750068974060 17.423605837970
1.5 2 248.750217491860 17.423538328710
2.75 2.75 248.750112655770 17.423167027790
2 2 248.749658366040 17.423234537050
2 1.75 248.749728256770 17.423162808460
1.75 1.25 248.749837461030 17.423205001750
1.25 1.25 248.749959769800 17.423179685780
2 2 248.749448693860 17.423761953130
1.75 3.5 248.749291439720 17.423753514480
2 3 248.749339489600 17.423618495960
2 1.25 248.749448693860 17.423669127900
1.5 1.5 248.749313280580 17.423550986700
1.25 1.25 248.749265230700 17.423635373270
2 2 248.749239021680 17.423593179990
2.25 1.25 248.749256494360 17.423555206030
1.5 1.25 248.748950722430 17.423892752320
1.25 1.25 248.749081767540 17.423804146420
1.25 1.75 248.749287071550 17.423795707760
1.5 1 248.749243389850 17.423825243060
1.5 1.75 248.749077399370 17.423348458920
1 1.25 248.749151658270 17.423280949670
1.5 1.75 248.749182235460 17.423399090870
1.25 1.25 248.748937617920 17.422989815990
1 1.25 248.748963826940 17.423264072350
1.25 1.25 248.748885199870 17.423302046310
1.25 1.25 248.748269287840 17.423061544580
1.25 1.75 248.748216869790 17.423344239600
1.5 1.5 248.748125138210 17.422947622700
1 1 248.748173188090 17.423348458920
1.5 1.5 248.748212501620 17.423344239600
2.25 1.25 248.748395964780 17.423082641220
1.5 1.5 248.748413437460 17.423002473980
0.75 0.75 248.748356651250 17.422968719350
1.5 1.5 248.748264919670 17.423065763910
1.25 0.75 248.748264919670 17.423183905110
1 1.25 248.748260551500 17.423276730340
2 1.5 248.748465855510 17.423475038780
1.5 1.25 248.748544482580 17.423475038780
3.5 2.25 248.748478960020 17.423504574080
1.5 1 248.748505169040 17.423462380800
1.25 1.25 248.748077088340 17.423280949670
1.25 1.25 248.748002829440 17.423200782420
2 2.25 248.747609694100 17.422728217610
1.75 1.25 248.747596589590 17.422951842030
1 1 248.747867416160 17.423023570620
1 1 248.747766948240 17.422833700830
1 2.25 248.747828102620 17.422614295740
1.75 2 248.747810629940 17.422681805000
1.25 1.5 248.748059615660 17.422799946200
1.75 1.75 248.748002829440 17.422821042840
2 1.25 248.747823734450 17.422939184050
2.25 1 248.748234342480 17.422947622700
1.5 1.75 248.748007197610 17.422825262170
1 1 248.747889257010 17.422913868070
1 1.75 248.747876152500 17.422964500020
1 0.75 248.748015933950 17.422918087400
1.25 1.5 248.749003140470 17.423150150480
1.5 1.25 248.748955090600 17.423044667260
1 1 248.748937617920 17.423002473980
1.25 1.25 248.748872095360 17.423019351290
1.5 1.5 248.749055558520 17.423327362280
0.75 0.75 248.748832781830 17.423407529530
1.25 1.25 248.748745418420 17.423415968180
0.75 1 248.748810940970 17.423361116910
1.25 0.75 248.748802204630 17.423390652210
0.75 0.75 248.748924513410 17.423437064830
1.25 1.75 248.749160394610 17.423411748850
1.25 1.5 248.749256494360 17.423458161470
1.25 1 248.749308912400 17.423542548040
2.25 1 248.749256494360 17.423555206030
1.75 1.75 248.749239021680 17.423593179990
1 1 248.749265230700 17.423635373270
1 1.25 248.749483639220 17.423829462390
1 1 248.749688943230 17.423660689240
1 0.75 248.749671470550 17.423922287620
1 1.25 248.749278335210 17.423795707760
1.25 0.75 248.749405012150 17.423842120380
1.5 1.75 248.749431221180 17.423766172460
1.25 2.25 248.749758833960 17.423681785890
1 0.75 248.749911719930 17.423559425360
1.75 1.75 248.749929192610 17.423445503480
1.5 1.5 248.749942297120 17.423272511010
0.75 0.75 248.750095183090 17.423453942140
3.25 3.75 248.748378492100 17.423842120380
5 3.25 248.750676149750 17.423719759850
4.5 2.5 248.747701425680 17.423804146420
2.25 2.25 248.748317337710 17.423597399320
2.5 2.75 248.750518895620 17.423466600130
4.75 6.5 248.749230285340 17.423048886590
4.5 5.75 248.749732624940 17.423242975710
4.75 3.25 248.750068974060 17.423656469920
3 4 248.750610627200 17.423542548040
3.75 4 248.750558209150 17.423542548040
3.5 5 248.749527320930 17.422951842030
2.5 3.75 248.749597211650 17.422951842030
2.75 3.5 248.749623420680 17.422913868070
4.5 3.25 248.750042765040 17.422994035320
2.75 3.75 248.750134496620 17.423048886590
2.25 2.5 248.748863359020 17.423217659740
3.25 3 248.749806883840 17.423331581610
2 2.5 248.749776306640 17.423453942140
3.75 2.5 248.750278646240 17.423470819460
2.5 2.75 248.750226228200 17.423323142950
2 2.25 248.750435900380 17.423458161470
1 1.75 248.750409691360 17.423449722810
2.25 2 248.750641204390 17.423686005220
3 3 248.750536368300 17.423774611120
3.5 4.5 248.749444325690 17.423344239600
3.25 5.25 248.749435589350 17.423470819460
2.75 6 248.749282703380 17.423774611120
2 4 248.749326385090 17.423664908570
3 2.25 248.747998461270 17.423702882530
2.75 1.75 248.747959147740 17.423728198500
2.5 2 248.747924202370 17.423770391790
3.25 2.5 248.747849943480 17.423956042250
2.5 2 248.748522641720 17.423791488430
2 2 248.748474591850 17.423850559030
1.75 1.5 248.748579427940 17.423753514480
3 3.5 248.748684264030 17.423626934620
1.25 1.5 248.748653686840 17.423656469920
2.25 3 248.749439957520 17.422956061360
3.5 3.75 248.749317648750 17.423002473980
2.5 3.5 248.749426853010 17.423074202560
6.5 3.5 248.749632157020 17.423622715290
3 3.5 248.748391596610 17.423074202560
3 2.5 248.749841829200 17.422960280690
2 2 248.749771938470 17.422909648750
1.75 2 248.749780674810 17.422994035320
2.5 2 248.749741361280 17.422964500020
1.5 2.25 248.749911719930 17.422888552100
1.5 2 248.749920456270 17.422930745390
2 2 248.749841829200 17.422892771430
2.5 1.75 248.749806883840 17.422867455460
2 2.25 248.749955401630 17.423331581610
2.75 2.75 248.750409691360 17.423361116910
2.25 2.5 248.750322327950 17.423331581610
2.5 2.75 248.750357273310 17.423268291680
2.25 2 248.750042765040 17.423323142950
2.5 3 248.749186603630 17.423356897580
2.5 3.25 248.749186603630 17.423420187510
2.25 4.25 248.749741361280 17.423107957190
2 2.25 248.749715152260 17.423099518530
1.75 2 248.749706415920 17.423099518530
3.5 4.25 248.749300176060 17.423171247120
3.5 2.25 248.749265230700 17.423251414370
1.75 2.25 248.748732313910 17.423086860550
2 2 248.748767259270 17.423027789950
3.5 4.25 248.748675527690 17.422977158000
2.5 2.75 248.748575059770 17.423086860550
2.25 1.75 248.749597211650 17.423605837970
2.25 2.25 248.749571002630 17.423639592600
1.5 1.5 248.749544793610 17.423660689240
2 2 248.749479271050 17.423576302670
1.5 1.75 248.749431221180 17.423546767370
2.5 2.25 248.749435589350 17.423576302670
2 3.5 248.750387850500 17.423550986700
2.25 2 248.750392218680 17.423567864010
2.25 3 248.750326696120 17.423529890060
1.5 2 248.750261173560 17.423415968180
2.75 2.25 248.749007508640 17.422985596660
3.5 3.25 248.749348225940 17.423449722810
2.25 2 248.749300176060 17.423420187510
3 1.75 248.747771316410 17.423183905110
2 1.75 248.747762580070 17.423209221080
1.75 2.25 248.747762580070 17.423373774900
3.5 3 248.747745107390 17.422732436940
1.75 2.25 248.747723266530 17.422846358820
2.25 2.5 248.747635903120 17.422681805000
2.25 2.5 248.747753843730 17.422639611710
2.5 3.25 248.747631534950 17.422614295740
3 3 248.747780052750 17.422837920160
2.75 3.25 248.750213123690 17.423154369810
3.75 1.75 248.750147601130 17.423129053840
1.5 2.75 248.750020924190 17.423074202560
2.25 3 248.750064605890 17.423124834510
1.75 4.5 248.749933560780 17.422850578140
3 2.5 248.749754465790 17.423183905110
3.25 2.5 248.749068663030 17.423466600130
2.25 2 248.748286760520 17.423217659740
3.75 4.25 248.748435278320 17.423112176520
3.5 3.5 248.751108598630 17.421209259300
3.75 2.75 248.751340111660 17.421424445060
3.75 2.75 248.750925135470 17.421192381990
3 2.25 248.751292061790 17.421567902240
2.5 4 248.751056180580 17.421500392980
4.75 5.5 248.750746040480 17.421943422490
3.5 3.5 248.751239643740 17.422002493090
3.5 3 248.750706726950 17.422107976300
3.25 2.25 248.750532000130 17.422137511600
3 2.5 248.750248069050 17.422563663800
3 3.25 248.750287382580 17.422584760440
4 2.5 248.750213123690 17.422605857080
3.25 2.25 248.750837772060 17.421293645870
3.5 3.5 248.750663045240 17.421483515660
3.5 3.5 248.750676149750 17.421420225730
3.25 3.5 248.751130439480 17.422631173050
4.5 3.5 248.750920767300 17.422428645280
3.5 2.5 248.750562577320 17.422255652810
3.5 3.5 248.750304855270 17.422905429420
2.5 3.5 248.750409691360 17.422930745390
5 4 248.750304855270 17.422981377330
2.25 3 248.750903294620 17.422061563690
5 3.75 248.750632468050 17.421740894710
3.5 3 248.751907973820 17.421791526650
3.25 3.5 248.751960391870 17.421960299800
2.5 2.25 248.751685197130 17.421892790540
4.75 4 248.751925446500 17.422133292270
3.5 2.75 248.751894869310 17.422352697360
4 3.75 248.751921078330 17.422487715880
4 5.25 248.751340111660 17.423361116910
4.25 3 248.751519206650 17.423453942140
3.75 2.75 248.751545415670 17.423593179990
3.75 3.5 248.751803137730 17.423673347230
3.75 4 248.751191593870 17.423660689240
3.5 3 248.751514838480 17.422648050370
2.5 2.25 248.751693933470 17.421875913230
2.25 2.75 248.751728878830 17.421829500610
2.75 1.75 248.751746351510 17.422209240190
3.5 3.25 248.752733558030 17.422525689840
3 3 248.750540736470 17.422040467040
3.5 2.5 248.750702358780 17.422116414960
2.75 2.25 248.750855244740 17.421293645870
3.25 2.75 248.750798458530 17.421513050960
3.5 2.75 248.750894558280 17.421897009870
4 3 248.751602201890 17.422150169590
4 7.35 248.750165073810 17.422635392380
3 2.75 248.750165073810 17.422905429420
3 3 248.750138864790 17.422960280690
2.75 3 248.749972874310 17.422761972240
3.5 4 248.750837772060 17.422719778960
4.5 3.75 248.750676149750 17.423238756380
3 4.25 248.750732935970 17.423259853020
3.25 4.5 248.750798458530 17.423234537050
2.25 3.25 248.750850876570 17.423230317720
3.5 3.75 248.750986289860 17.423175466450
2.75 4.5 248.751104230460 17.423226098390
3.25 4.5 248.751156648500 17.423120615180
4.25 4.75 248.751401266050 17.423154369810
4 4.5 248.751571624700 17.423183905110
2.25 2.5 248.751724510660 17.423230317720
4.25 5 248.751964760040 17.423774611120
4.75 4.25 248.752104541490 17.423154369810
4 3.5 248.751973496380 17.423086860550
2.5 4 248.752196273070 17.423032009280
3.5 4.5 248.751645883590 17.423006693300
3 3 248.751501733970 17.423082641220
3 3.75 248.751423106900 17.422998254650
5.5 5.25 248.751274589110 17.423061544580
2.75 4 248.751200330210 17.423006693300
3 3.75 248.751147912160 17.422994035320
3 4.5 248.751104230460 17.423006693300
3 3 248.750850876570 17.423023570620
4 4 248.750785354020 17.423082641220
5 4 248.750732935970 17.423006693300
4.75 3.5 248.750138864790 17.422956061360
4.5 3.5 248.750169441980 17.422909648750
4.5 3.5 248.750200019180 17.422825262170
4 3.5 248.750195651010 17.422618515070
6.5 7.75 248.750051501380 17.422588979770
3.5 3.75 248.750086446740 17.422580541110
3.75 3.75 248.749972874310 17.422774630230
4 4.5 248.749924824440 17.422656489030
4 4.5 248.749902983590 17.422588979770
3.75 3.75 248.749942297120 17.422588979770
3.5 5 248.749968506140 17.422631173050
3.75 4 248.750309223440 17.422723998290
2.75 3.5 248.750339800630 17.422681805000
3.25 2.75 248.750427164040 17.422702901640
3.75 3.25 248.750527631960 17.422833700830
2.25 2.5 248.750483950250 17.422804165530
5.75 4.75 248.750850876570 17.422711340300
4.25 3 248.750938239980 17.422804165530
4.25 4 248.751008130710 17.422825262170
7 8.5 248.751069285090 17.422415987290
6 2.5 248.750916399130 17.422310504080
7.5 5.25 248.750798458530 17.422230336830
4.5 3.75 248.750549472810 17.422036247720
4 4 248.750492686600 17.422078441000
3.75 5.25 248.750907662790 17.421880132560
3.75 4.5 248.750933871810 17.421757772020
4.75 3.75 248.751619674570 17.422154388920
5 4 248.751453684090 17.421842158600
4.75 4.25 248.750492686600 17.422513031850
4.25 3.5 248.750597522690 17.422373794010
3 3 248.751554152010 17.421580560220
3.25 4 248.752244322940 17.421681824110
4.75 3.75 248.752060859790 17.423500354760
4.75 4.25 248.751484261290 17.423496135430
3.75 4 248.751331375320 17.423517232070
3.25 4 248.751239643740 17.423525670730
5 3.25 248.751313902640 17.423707101860
5.25 3.75 248.751606570060 17.422293626760
4.25 4.75 248.751632779080 17.422285188110
4 4 248.751658988100 17.422390671320
4 4 248.751702669810 17.422394890650
4.25 4.5 248.751781296880 17.422753533590
3 4.25 248.751038707900 17.421774649340
3.75 3.25 248.751099862290 17.421732456050
3.75 3.25 248.751099862290 17.421694482100
4.75 4 248.752742294380 17.422538347820
4.5 5.5 248.751859923950 17.420867493680
3.5 4 248.751715774320 17.420922344950
3.5 3.75 248.751300798130 17.420951880250
3.5 4.75 248.751864292120 17.421019389510
3 2.25 248.751715774320 17.421006731530
3.5 3.5 248.751667724450 17.421010950850
4.5 6.75 248.751558520180 17.421082679440
4 5.75 248.751658988100 17.421103776080
3 4 248.751527942990 17.421061582800
4.25 3.75 248.751593465550 17.421183943330
5.25 8 248.751658988100 17.422880113450
4 3.75 248.750868349250 17.421293645870
3.25 4.75 248.750894558280 17.421445541700
3 3.75 248.751335743490 17.421078460110
4.75 4.75 248.751366320680 17.421816842630
7.5 4.25 248.751942919180 17.422934964720
3.25 6.25 248.751781296880 17.422880113450
3.5 4.25 248.751427475070 17.423238756380
3.5 3.5 248.752226850260 17.422095318320
3.75 3 248.751510470310 17.421635411490
3.25 3.5 248.751558520180 17.421833719940
5.25 4.25 248.750711095120 17.422095318320
5 5.5 248.751292061790 17.422778849560
4 5.75 248.751091125950 17.422774630230
3 3.5 248.751239643740 17.422601637750
4.25 3.75 248.752681139990 17.421373813120
5.5 4.5 248.752130750510 17.421365374460
6.75 4.75 248.752742294380 17.422846358820
2 2 248.748395964780 17.420015189290
1.5 1.25 248.748404701120 17.419960338020
1 1 248.748478960020 17.419935022050
1.25 1.25 248.748518273550 17.419994092650
1.75 1 248.748361019420 17.419926583390
0.75 1.25 248.748513905380 17.419956118690
1.25 1.25 248.748343546740 17.419567940460
1 1 248.748636214160 17.419589037100
1.5 1.25 248.748474591850 17.419783126220
1.25 1.5 248.748553218920 17.419791564880
1.5 1.75 248.748513905380 17.419702958970
0.75 0.75 248.748391596610 17.419804222860
1.5 1.5 248.748426541970 17.419791564880
0.75 0.75 248.748391596610 17.419816880850
1.25 1.75 248.748518273550 17.419804222860
0.75 0.75 248.748203765280 17.419935022050
1.5 1.25 248.748112033700 17.419787345550
0.75 1.25 248.748601268790 17.419812661520
0.75 1 248.748610005130 17.419892828760
2.75 2.5 248.748037774800 17.419690300990
0.75 1.25 248.748002829440 17.419669204340
1 0.75 248.748081456510 17.419643888370
1 1 248.748116401870 17.419639669040
0.75 0.75 248.747950411400 17.419808442190
1.25 1.75 248.747937306880 17.419913925410
1.25 1.25 248.747972252250 17.419753590920
1.25 1.25 248.747941675060 17.419926583390
1 1 248.748221237960 17.419913925410
1 0.75 248.748256183330 17.419605914410
1 0.75 248.748400332950 17.419702958970
1.5 1.25 248.748400332950 17.419728274950
1.25 1.5 248.748221237960 17.419707178300
0.75 1 248.748077088340 17.419551063140
2 2 248.747906729690 17.419500431200
1.25 1.75 248.747972252250 17.419643888370
1.25 1.5 248.748002829440 17.419648107700
1.5 1.25 248.748142610900 17.419378070670
1.5 1.25 248.747946043230 17.419171323560
2.25 2.25 248.748098929190 17.418989892430
1.25 1.25 248.748129506380 17.419070059680
2 2 248.748430910150 17.419217736180
1 1 248.748142610900 17.419162884910
2.25 2.25 248.749208444480 17.419302122750
1.25 0.75 248.749221549000 17.419677643000
3.25 3.75 248.749308912400 17.419551063140
1.5 2 248.749387539470 17.419504650530
2 1.5 248.749059926690 17.419589037100
2.75 2.75 248.748876463530 17.419411825300
1 1 248.748920145240 17.419340096710
2.5 1.5 248.749038085840 17.419268368120
3.5 3.5 248.748911408890 17.419892828760
1.5 1.75 248.749409380330 17.419888609430
1.25 1.25 248.749391907640 17.419610133740
1.75 1 248.749265230700 17.419297903420
1.75 2 248.749177867290 17.419293684090
0.75 1.25 248.749147290100 17.419120691620
1 1.5 248.749164762780 17.419074279000
1.5 1 248.749282703380 17.419057401690
1.75 1.5 248.748959458770 17.419196639540
1.75 1.25 248.748872095360 17.419264148790
1 1 248.748841518170 17.419053182360
1 1.25 248.749527320930 17.419247271480
0.75 0.75 248.749610316170 17.419099594980
1.75 1.5 248.749077399370 17.418508888970
1.5 1.25 248.749736993110 17.418546862920
0.75 1 248.749702047740 17.418129149390
2.25 1.25 248.749916088100 17.418264167900
1.25 1.25 248.750103919430 17.418078517440
2 2.25 248.749828724690 17.419939241380
1.5 1 248.749876774560 17.419875951450
1.25 1.25 248.749990346990 17.420074259890
1.25 1.5 248.750095183090 17.420074259890
0.75 1 248.750252437220 17.420070040570
1.5 1.5 248.750134496620 17.419846416150
1.75 1.25 248.749933560780 17.419656546360
1.25 1.25 248.749977242480 17.419546843810
0.75 0.75 248.750291750760 17.419622791730
3 2.5 248.750479582080 17.419821100180
3.25 1.75 248.750566945490 17.419762029570
1.25 1.25 248.750658677070 17.419766248900
1.5 1.5 248.750776617670 17.419707178300
2 1.75 248.750728567800 17.419635449720
1.25 1.75 248.750366009650 17.419546843810
1.5 1.25 248.750505791110 17.419416044630
2 2 248.750606259030 17.419652327030
1.25 1 248.750676149750 17.419589037100
2 1.75 248.750505791110 17.420044724590
1.5 1.75 248.750558209150 17.420082698550
2 1.5 248.750628099880 17.420086917880
1 1.5 248.750649940730 17.419905486750
1 1.25 248.750667413410 17.419943460710
1.75 1.25 248.750366009650 17.418871751230
1.5 1.5 248.750060237720 17.418985673100
1.5 1.25 248.750317959780 17.418601714200
1.25 1.25 248.750090814910 17.418555301580
1.75 1.5 248.750352905140 17.417943498930
1.25 1.25 248.750038396870 17.418158684690
1.5 1.5 248.750025292360 17.417306380300
1.75 1.25 248.750628099880 17.418065859460
1 1 248.750711095120 17.417846454370
2.75 2.5 248.747771316410 17.418416063740
1.75 1.5 248.747640271290 17.418399186420
1.75 1.25 248.747618430440 17.418521546950
2.75 1.75 248.747976620420 17.418597494870
2.25 1.75 248.747937306880 17.418310580520
2 1.75 248.747836838960 17.418027885500
1.5 1.75 248.748138242730 17.418394967090
1.75 1.5 248.747985356760 17.418382309110
2 1.75 248.747919834200 17.418665004130
1.5 1.75 248.748077088340 17.418694539430
2.5 2.5 248.747600957760 17.418719855400
1.75 1 248.747574748740 17.418681881440
2 1.75 248.747723266530 17.419137568930
2.25 1.5 248.747627166780 17.418998331090
1.75 2 248.751047444240 17.419500431200
1.75 1.5 248.751200330210 17.419618572400
1 1 248.751165384840 17.419411825300
2 2 248.750842140230 17.419449799250
1.75 1.5 248.751715774320 17.419529966500
1.75 1.75 248.751580361040 17.419483553880
1 1 248.751252748250 17.418006788860
2.25 1.5 248.751506102140 17.418956137800
2 1.5 248.751851187600 17.418926602500
2.5 2 248.751466788610 17.418669223450
1 1.75 248.751340111660 17.418724074730
2 1.5 248.751846819430 17.418926602500
2 1.5 248.752143855020 17.418800022640
3.25 2.5 248.752056491620 17.418964576460
1.5 1.25 248.752152591370 17.418989892430
1.25 1.25 248.752331686350 17.417892866980
1.5 1.25 248.751514838480 17.418306361190
1.25 1.25 248.751702669810 17.418660784800
1.25 1.5 248.751348848000 17.418677662110
1.75 1.75 248.750029660530 17.418340115820
1.25 1.5 248.749902983590 17.418572178900
1.25 1.25 248.749977242480 17.418622810840
1.5 2 248.750156337470 17.418597494870
2 1.75 248.749815620180 17.418643907480
1.5 1 248.749846197370 17.418470915010
1 1.25 248.749837461030 17.418441379710
1.75 1.5 248.749902983590 17.418213535960
2 2 248.749907351760 17.417319038290
1.25 1.25 248.750165073810 17.417660803910
1.25 0.75 248.750156337470 17.417673461890
1.25 0.75 248.750213123690 17.417821138400
0.75 0.75 248.750055869550 17.417871770340
1 1.5 248.749789411150 17.417276845000
2 1.5 248.749077399370 17.418508888970
1.5 1.25 248.748920145240 17.418546862920
2 1.75 248.749365698620 17.418344335150
1.5 1 248.749230285340 17.418496230980
1.75 1 248.749326385090 17.418483572990
2 1.75 248.749103608390 17.418875970560
1 1.25 248.748806572800 17.418846435260
2 1.75 248.748605636960 17.418517327620
1.75 1.25 248.748513905380 17.418513108290
3.25 1.75 248.748478960020 17.418205097300
1.75 1.75 248.748548850750 17.418065859460
3.25 2.25 248.748063983830 17.417821138400
1.5 2 248.748151347240 17.417492030760
2.75 3.25 248.749247758020 17.419977215340
3.5 3.25 248.747810629940 17.419972996010
2.75 3.25 248.747596589590 17.419960338020
2.25 3 248.747906729690 17.419985653990
1.5 1.25 248.747745107390 17.420027847280
2.5 3.75 248.747976620420 17.420070040570
4.25 4.75 248.747810629940 17.419698739640
1.75 2 248.747727634700 17.419698739640
2.75 2.5 248.747657743980 17.419880170780
2 2.25 248.747788789090 17.419854854800
3.75 1.75 248.749020613160 17.419428702610
2.75 3 248.748247446990 17.418724074730
2.5 3.75 248.749273967040 17.419479334560
2 2.75 248.751043076070 17.419508869860
2.5 1.75 248.751357584340 17.419833758160
3.25 3.25 248.748845886340 17.419694520320
3.25 3 248.748483328190 17.419053182360
2.25 2.25 248.748225606130 17.419416044630
3 2.25 248.748260551500 17.419331658050
2.5 2.25 248.748146979070 17.419289464770
3 2.5 248.748077088340 17.419289464770
1.75 1.5 248.747915466030 17.419006769750
1.75 1.5 248.747849943480 17.419766248900
3 2 248.748168819920 17.419821100180
1.75 2.75 248.748216869790 17.419888609430
2.5 2.75 248.748212501620 17.420057382580
3 3 248.747736371040 17.419108033630
3.5 2.5 248.747609694100 17.419010989080
3 3.75 248.747618430440 17.419635449720
3.5 3.5 248.748251815160 17.418863312570
1.75 2 248.747980988590 17.418538424270
2.75 2.75 248.748029038460 17.418639688150
2.75 2.5 248.749418116670 17.419179762220
2.75 1.75 248.747718898360 17.418496230980
2.75 2.5 248.749579738970 17.419732494270
2 2.25 248.750890190110 17.418082736770
2.75 2.25 248.750776617670 17.418036324160
1.75 2.5 248.750335432460 17.418998331090
1.5 2 248.750676149750 17.419981434660
3.5 2.75 248.749405012150 17.419348535370
1.75 1.75 248.748627477820 17.419209297520
3 2.25 248.748920145240 17.419496211870
1.75 2 248.748732313910 17.419074279000
2.5 1.75 248.748701736710 17.419576379110
2.25 2.25 248.748500800870 17.419251490810
2.25 1.75 248.748155715410 17.419698739640
1.25 1.75 248.752043387100 17.419812661520
1.75 2 248.753275211170 17.419394947980
1.75 2.25 248.750680517920 17.419719836290
2 2.75 248.750414059530 17.419922364060
2.25 1.5 248.749771938470 17.419998311980
2.75 3.25 248.750034028700 17.420032066610
2.25 2 248.750973185340 17.419711397630
2.75 2 248.750868349250 17.419863293460
2.25 1.5 248.750042765040 17.419791564880
1.5 2 248.750064605890 17.419863293460
2.5 2.75 248.750103919430 17.419167104240
3 3.25 248.750029660530 17.419740932930
3 5.5 248.748697368540 17.419850635480
2.25 2.75 248.748557587090 17.419770468230
2.25 2.5 248.748583796110 17.419749371590
3.75 2.25 248.748544482580 17.419470895900
3 3.25 248.749640893360 17.419909706080
2.5 2.5 248.748950722430 17.419466676570
1.5 1.75 248.748784731950 17.419420263950
2 1.5 248.749160394610 17.418534204940
3.5 3.5 248.748968195110 17.418854873920
2 2 248.749553529950 17.419209297520
1.25 1.25 248.751134807650 17.418964576460
2 2 248.751287693620 17.419133349610
1.75 2 248.750518895620 17.419188200880
2.5 1.75 248.750317959780 17.419112252960
1.75 2.5 248.750252437220 17.419373851340
1.75 1.25 248.750767881330 17.419217736180
2 2.75 248.747675216660 17.418673442780
1.75 2.25 248.747780052750 17.418871751230
1.5 1.5 248.748767259270 17.418289483880
2 1.75 248.749929192610 17.418677662110
2.75 2 248.749785042980 17.418998331090
2.5 2 248.747810629940 17.418973015120
3.5 3 248.747946043230 17.418947699150
2.25 2.5 248.747959147740 17.419129130280
2.75 2 248.747780052750 17.419264148790
2.25 2 248.748181924430 17.418913944520
2 2 248.748299865030 17.418567959570
2.75 2.5 248.747740739210 17.418306361190
1.25 1 248.751423106900 17.419753590920
1.75 3.75 248.749601579820 17.419833758160
2.5 1.75 248.748505169040 17.418829557940
2 2 248.748378492100 17.418905505860
2 2 248.748356651250 17.418829557940
1.25 1 248.748365387590 17.418800022640
2.25 1.5 248.748343546740 17.418221974620
1.75 2 248.749024981330 17.418546862920
1.25 2 248.749758833960 17.418690320100
1.75 1.75 248.749435589350 17.418897067200
1.5 1.5 248.749566634460 17.419074279000
2.75 2 248.749549161780 17.419175542890
3.75 2.75 248.749802515670 17.419939241380
2.75 1.5 248.748885199870 17.420027847280
1.5 2.75 248.749785042980 17.419297903420
1.5 1.5 248.749728256770 17.419483553880
1.75 1.75 248.749706415920 17.419483553880
1.5 1.5 248.749697679570 17.419555282470
1.25 1.75 248.749597211650 17.419449799250
2 2.25 248.749536057270 17.419728274950
1.5 1 248.749531689100 17.419707178300
1.25 1.5 248.750243700880 17.418399186420
1.5 1.75 248.750230596370 17.418365431790
2 1.75 248.750208755520 17.417740971150
1.75 1.75 248.750117023940 17.419306342080
1.25 1.5 248.750200019180 17.419264148790
1.25 1.75 248.750239332710 17.419192420210
1.75 2 248.750112655770 17.419420263950
1.25 2.25 248.748950722430 17.419567940460
3 2 248.748509537210 17.419829538830
2.25 2 248.748330442220 17.419816880850
3.75 5.25 248.747911097860 17.418243071260
1.75 1.75 248.747753843730 17.418378089780
1.5 1.5 248.748103297360 17.418719855400
2 1.75 248.748072720170 17.418808461300
2.25 1.5 248.748033406630 17.418787364660
2.5 2.25 248.748055247490 17.418909725190
2.25 2 248.747989724930 17.419365412680
1.75 1.5 248.747985356760 17.419386509320
1.75 1.25 248.747998461270 17.419466676570
2 1.5 248.748011565780 17.419563721130
1.5 1.5 248.748002829440 17.419542624480
2.25 1.75 248.747858679820 17.419534185830
1.25 1 248.747793157260 17.419534185830
2 1.25 248.747766948240 17.419462457240
1.5 1.25 248.748059615660 17.419230394160
1.5 1.75 248.749313280580 17.418783145330
2.5 2 248.747771316410 17.417850673700
1.75 2.25 248.747710162020 17.418930821830
2.25 1.75 248.748400332950 17.418589056210
1.75 2.5 248.749300176060 17.419289464770
1.25 1.75 248.749378803130 17.419238832820
1.5 1.75 248.749173499120 17.419500431200
2.5 2.25 248.749016244980 17.419635449720
1.25 1.75 248.748487696360 17.420002531310
1.75 2 248.748356651250 17.419369632010
1.5 1.25 248.749488007390 17.418989892430
2 1.75 248.749169130950 17.419162884910
1.75 1.75 248.749343857770 17.419082717660
1.25 2.5 248.748535746240 17.419521527840
2.5 1.75 248.748592532450 17.419420263950
1.5 1.25 248.748666791350 17.419323219400
2 1.75 248.749785042980 17.419766248900
2 2.25 248.748365387590 17.419622791730
3.5 3 248.748430910150 17.419618572400
2.75 2 248.748509537210 17.419664985020
1.5 1.5 248.751846819430 17.419310561410
1.75 1.75 248.752126382340 17.418888628540
1.75 1.75 248.752467099640 17.419956118690
1.5 1.5 248.751405634220 17.419538405160
1.5 1.75 248.752541358530 17.418766268010
1 1.25 248.752593776580 17.418736732710
1.5 1.25 248.752650562800 17.418736732710
1.75 2.5 248.752322950010 17.418837996600
2.25 2.25 248.752065227960 17.418032104830
1.5 2 248.750912030960 17.419504650530
2.25 2 248.750750408650 17.419791564880
1.5 1.75 248.750728567800 17.419783126220
2.5 1.75 248.750946976320 17.419791564880
1 1 248.751375057030 17.419247271480
1.25 2.5 248.751361952510 17.419154446250
3 2.25 248.751427475070 17.419335877380
1.5 1.25 248.751309534470 17.418584836880
1.25 1.25 248.751287693620 17.418665004130
1.75 1.5 248.748002829440 17.418327457830
1.75 1.75 248.748487696360 17.418154465360
2.25 2.5 248.748990035960 17.419749371590
1.75 2 248.748727945740 17.419470895900
2.75 2.25 248.748850254510 17.419441360600
1.75 1.75 248.749374434960 17.419762029570
2.25 1.75 248.749435589350 17.419833758160
1.75 2 248.749343857770 17.419905486750
1.5 1.5 248.750060237720 17.419605914410
1.25 1.75 248.749038085840 17.418293703210
1.75 1.5 248.748981299620 17.418234632600
2 2 248.747644639460 17.417572198010
1.25 1.5 248.747718898360 17.417795822420
1.25 1.5 248.748623109640 17.418310580520
1.5 2 248.749841829200 17.419302122750
1.75 1.5 248.747600957760 17.417930840940
1.25 1.25 248.747614062270 17.418319019180
1.75 1.25 248.747583485080 17.418348554480
1.75 1.75 248.747657743980 17.418559520910
1.75 1 248.747814998110 17.418639688150
2.25 1.5 248.747797525430 17.418745171370
2.25 2 248.747841207130 17.418804241970
1.5 2 248.748225606130 17.419120691620
1.5 1.75 248.748312969540 17.419108033630
1.75 1.75 248.748675527690 17.417458276130
1.75 1.5 248.748631845990 17.417496250090
1.75 1.5 248.748448382830 17.417913963630
1.5 1.75 248.748356651250 17.418091175430
1.5 1.5 248.748361019420 17.418146026700
1.5 1.75 248.747967884080 17.418040543490
2.25 2.75 248.748714841220 17.419352754700
2 3.75 248.748365387590 17.419032085720
1.75 2.75 248.748400332950 17.419027866390
2 1.75 248.748832781830 17.419082717660
1.5 1.75 248.748802204630 17.419078498330
1.75 1 248.748784731950 17.419112252960
2.5 2.75 248.749134185590 17.418985673100
2.75 2 248.749426853010 17.418854873920
3 1.75 248.749811252010 17.418597494870
2 2 248.750684886100 17.418631249500
1.5 3 248.751187225700 17.418310580520
1.75 3.25 248.749505480070 17.419462457240
3.5 3.25 248.749597211650 17.419344316040
2.5 2.25 248.749527320930 17.419289464770
3 5 248.747644639460 17.419500431200
2.5 3.75 248.749138553760 17.419276806780
2 2.75 248.749221549000 17.419264148790
1.25 2.25 248.749212812650 17.419205078190
2.75 3.75 248.747828102620 17.419112252960
1.5 2.5 248.747836838960 17.419124910950
2 2.25 248.747884888840 17.419183981550
2.5 2.75 248.749164762780 17.419981434660
2 2 248.749374434960 17.419559501800
1.25 1.5 248.749046822180 17.419230394160
2.75 3.25 248.748902672550 17.419736713600
2 2.75 248.750444636720 17.419382290000
2.5 2.75 248.749273967040 17.424217640630
1.75 2 248.749741361280 17.424179666670
2.75 2.5 248.749313280580 17.424065744800
2.25 2.5 248.749488007390 17.424065744800
2 1.5 248.749518584590 17.423989796880
2 1.75 248.749431221180 17.423766172460
3 2 248.749815620180 17.423778830450
2.25 1.75 248.749745729450 17.423850559030
1.5 1.75 248.749815620180 17.424002454870
1.75 1.5 248.749750097620 17.423981358220
2.5 2.5 248.749702047740 17.424086841440
2 2.75 248.749474902880 17.424327343170
2 1.75 248.749592843480 17.424344220490
2.5 1.75 248.749706415920 17.424453923030
2 2.5 248.749540425440 17.424411729740
2.25 1.5 248.749265230700 17.424791469320
1.5 1.5 248.749230285340 17.424580502890
1.75 2.25 248.749732624940 17.425238718160
2.25 2 248.749383171300 17.424968681130
2 1.5 248.749854933710 17.425432807280
1.75 1.75 248.749981610650 17.425217621520
2.25 2.25 248.750204387350 17.425610019080
2.25 1.5 248.750418427700 17.425728160280
2 2 248.750309223440 17.425006655080
2.75 2.5 248.750300487100 17.423787269100
1.75 1 248.750331064290 17.423960261580
2.25 1.25 248.750339800630 17.424179666670
2 2 248.750025292360 17.423821023730
1.5 1.5 248.750317959780 17.425593141770
2.25 2.5 248.749955401630 17.426002416640
1.25 1 248.749872406390 17.425905372090
1 1 248.749819988350 17.426002416640
1.75 1.25 248.749601579820 17.426103680530
1.75 1.5 248.749662734210 17.425867398130
1.75 1.5 248.749308912400 17.425719721620
1.5 1.5 248.749151658270 17.425015093740
2 2 248.749099240220 17.424918049180
1.5 1.25 248.748872095360 17.424871636570
1.75 1.25 248.748924513410 17.425892714100
2.25 1.75 248.748780363780 17.426150093150
2.5 1.75 248.748767259270 17.426120557850
1.5 1.75 248.749295807890 17.426466542800
2 1.5 248.748732313910 17.425285130770
1.5 1.5 248.748679895860 17.425517193850
2 2 248.748732313910 17.425643773710
1.25 0.75 248.748719209390 17.425740818270
1.75 1.25 248.748845886340 17.424597380200
1.25 1.25 248.748714841220 17.424019332180
1.5 1.25 248.748789100120 17.424255614580
2.75 2.25 248.747378181070 17.424867417240
1.75 2 248.747164140720 17.424622696180
2.25 2.25 248.748164451750 17.425892714100
2 2.25 248.749544793610 17.424458142360
3 3 248.749745729450 17.424677547450
2.5 2 248.749046822180 17.426221821730
2.25 2 248.749614684340 17.424698644090
2.5 2.25 248.749121081080 17.424913829850
2.5 2.75 248.748378492100 17.423858997690
3 2.5 248.747295185830 17.423943384260
2.25 2 248.747566012400 17.425555167810
1.5 1.75 248.747452439970 17.425647993040
3.25 2.75 248.746945732190 17.425209182860
3.5 1.75 248.746867105130 17.424757714690
2.25 2.25 248.746840896100 17.424736618050
2.5 2 248.746845264270 17.425023532400
2.25 2 248.746771005380 17.425023532400
2.25 2.5 248.747513594350 17.424289369210
3 2.75 248.747487385330 17.424158570030
2 2.75 248.747539803370 17.424162789350
3 2.25 248.749024981330 17.425677528340
2.5 2.5 248.749046822180 17.426221821730
1.75 1.75 248.748557587090 17.425112138300
2.5 1.75 248.749322016920 17.424951803810
2.75 1.75 248.749522952760 17.425597361090
1.75 1.5 248.749697679570 17.425445465260
2.5 2.5 248.746417183570 17.424951803810
2 1.75 248.746635592090 17.425382175330
2.25 2.5 248.744744174290 17.424635354160
2.25 2 248.744866483060 17.424892733210
2.25 2.5 248.744962582810 17.425019313070
3.25 2.75 248.745294563760 17.424626915510
2.5 2 248.745250882060 17.424415949070
2.5 2 248.745346981810 17.424437045720
2.25 1.75 248.745543549480 17.425074164340
2.25 1.75 248.745635281060 17.425175428230
2.25 2 248.746251193090 17.425238718160
1.5 2.25 248.746141988830 17.426166970460
2.25 1.75 248.746578805880 17.425698624980
3 1.75 248.745355718150 17.424842101270
1.75 1.5 248.746897682320 17.424795688650
1.5 2.25 248.747085513650 17.424677547450
3.25 2.5 248.746085202620 17.424019332180
2.5 2 248.745761958000 17.423934945610
3 2.5 248.745753221660 17.424044648150
2.25 2.25 248.745696435450 17.424120596070
1.75 2 248.746058993590 17.424289369210
2.5 2.75 248.744831537700 17.425188086220
2.75 2.5 248.744892692080 17.425217621520
2.5 1.75 248.745211568530 17.424993997100
2 2 248.745211568530 17.425002435750
1.5 1.75 248.745443081560 17.424981339110
2.25 2.75 248.747587853250 17.424622696180
1.25 1.5 248.747932938710 17.425766134240
2.25 2.25 248.745962893840 17.423947603590
2.25 1.75 248.746080834450 17.423884313660
1.75 1.75 248.745980366520 17.423960261580
1.5 1.75 248.746037152740 17.423934945610
3 2.5 248.745290195590 17.423804146420
3 2.5 248.745150414140 17.423981358220
2.5 2.5 248.746823423420 17.423918068290
2.5 2.25 248.746897682320 17.424133254050
2.5 2 248.746482706130 17.424550967590
3.25 5.5 248.749614684340 17.423934945610
3 4 248.749697679570 17.423901190980
3.25 3.75 248.749426853010 17.424226079280
2.5 3.75 248.749099240220 17.424306246530
1.75 2 248.748941986090 17.424327343170
2 1.75 248.748824045490 17.424344220490
3 2.75 248.749649629700 17.424572064230
5.75 5.25 248.749627788850 17.424783030670
2.75 2.25 248.749911719930 17.424116376740
2 2.75 248.749876774560 17.425179647560
1.75 2 248.750042765040 17.425078383670
2 2 248.746823423420 17.424377975110
2.25 2 248.747081145480 17.424453923030
2.25 2.5 248.750095183090 17.426010855300
2.25 2 248.750475213910 17.424998216430
2 1.75 248.750449004890 17.425002435750
2.25 2 248.750400955020 17.424656450810
1.5 2 248.749684575060 17.425369517350
2 2 248.749553529950 17.425339982050
2.25 1.75 248.747897993350 17.423939164940
2 1.75 248.747710162020 17.423799927090
2 1.75 248.748160083580 17.425057287030
1.5 2 248.746854000610 17.426293550320
2 2.25 248.747229663270 17.424736618050
1.5 1.75 248.747033095600 17.424812565970
2 1.75 248.746902050490 17.424825223950
2.25 1.5 248.747181613400 17.424867417240
1.75 2 248.747225295100 17.424867417240
3.5 2.75 248.749453062030 17.424648012150
1.5 1.5 248.749527320930 17.424542528930
2.25 2.25 248.749736993110 17.424863197910
1.5 2.25 248.748754154760 17.424867417240
2 1.75 248.748976931450 17.425192305540
1.5 1.25 248.748959458770 17.425154331590
1.75 2 248.747019991090 17.424238737270
2 2 248.746967573050 17.424145912040
3 3.75 248.746757900860 17.424116376740
2.25 1.75 248.746203143220 17.424053086810
2 1.75 248.745438713390 17.424373755790
2.25 2.75 248.745167886820 17.424323123840
2.25 1.5 248.745543549480 17.424648012150
1.75 1.75 248.746251193090 17.424521432290
1.5 1.75 248.746264297600 17.424555186920
2.25 1.25 248.746255561260 17.424732398720
2.25 2.5 248.746530756000 17.424783030670
1.5 1.25 248.745958525670 17.426529832730
2.25 2 248.746207511390 17.426314646960
2 1.75 248.745132941460 17.425880056110
2 2.25 248.747487385330 17.424407510420
2.5 2.5 248.745801271540 17.423871655680
2.25 2.25 248.745836216900 17.423799927090
2.25 4 248.745740117150 17.423791488430
1.75 1.75 248.745775062510 17.423770391790
2 2 248.746111411640 17.426141654490
1.75 2.25 248.745954157500 17.426036171270
2 1.5 248.745482395090 17.424580502890
1.75 2 248.745386295340 17.424491896990
2.25 1.75 248.745242145720 17.424053086810
2.25 1.75 248.744656810880 17.424124815400
2.25 2 248.744709228920 17.424099499420
1.75 2 248.744704860750 17.424069964120
4.25 4.75 248.745355718150 17.424643792820
2.5 1.75 248.745709539960 17.424563625580
1.75 1.5 248.745263986570 17.424719740740
1.5 1.5 248.745893003120 17.424740837380
1.75 1.75 248.746006575550 17.424631134830
2 1.75 248.745906107630 17.424534090270
2.25 2 248.745971630180 17.424399071760
2 2.25 248.745954157500 17.424276711230
1.75 2 248.746006575550 17.424162789350
2.25 1.25 248.745351349980 17.424314685190
2.25 2 248.746024048230 17.424002454870
2.25 2 248.746303611140 17.423909629640
2 1.75 248.744796592330 17.425373736680
1.5 1.5 248.744809696850 17.425365298020
1.5 1.5 248.745473658750 17.425183866890
2.25 2.25 248.744888323910 17.424909610520
2.75 2 248.744792224160 17.425040409710
2 1.5 248.744669915390 17.425753476250
1.25 1.25 248.744608761000 17.425698624980
2 2 248.744652442710 17.425483439220
1.5 1.75 248.744888323910 17.425542509820
2.25 1 248.746504546980 17.425369517350
1.75 2 248.746465233440 17.424226079280
2 2.5 248.746613751240 17.424272491900
1.5 2 248.746329820160 17.425770353570
1.5 2 248.746255561260 17.425719721620
1.5 1.75 248.745810007880 17.425820985510
2 1.75 248.745871162260 17.425854740140
1.75 2 248.746058993590 17.426031951940
1 2.25 248.745019369030 17.426339962940
1.5 1.25 248.744608761000 17.426517174740
2.5 1.75 248.744512661250 17.425559387140
2 2 248.744993160000 17.424656450810
2.25 2 248.746631223920 17.425749256930
1.25 1.5 248.745434345220 17.426091022550
1.75 1.5 248.745294563760 17.426529832730
1.5 1.75 248.746259929430 17.426015074630
2 2.25 248.746570069540 17.424133254050
3.25 2.25 248.746766637210 17.423880094330
2.5 2 248.745028105370 17.423880094330
2.5 2 248.745063050730 17.423934945610
1.75 1.75 248.745307668280 17.424129034720
2.25 1.75 248.745613440210 17.423715540520
2 2.25 248.745840585070 17.425314666070
1.75 2.25 248.746264297600 17.425095260990
1.75 1.5 248.746556965020 17.425200744200
3.25 6 248.744525765770 17.424196543980
1.5 1.5 248.745128573290 17.425057287030
1.75 2 248.745626544720 17.424302027200
1.5 1.75 248.746674905630 17.423960261580
1.75 1.5 248.746434656250 17.423951822920
1.25 2 248.747487385330 17.424559406250
1.5 2.75 248.749225917170 17.426348401590
1.5 1.5 248.749003140470 17.426424349510
2.5 1.5 248.747465544480 17.424335781830
2.25 1.75 248.747513594350 17.424323123840
2.25 2.25 248.749051190350 17.424010893520
1.75 1.75 248.748845886340 17.424327343170
2.75 2.25 248.749405012150 17.424335781830
2.25 2 248.749448693860 17.424280930560
2 1.75 248.748618741470 17.425323104730
2.25 2 248.750239332710 17.424504554970
2 2.5 248.749798147490 17.425145892930
1.25 2.5 248.749518584590 17.425145892930
2.5 2 248.749544793610 17.425348420700
2 1.5 248.750020924190 17.425669089680
2 2.25 248.750047133210 17.425550948480
1.5 2.25 248.750051501380 17.425407491300
1.75 2.25 248.748754154760 17.425403271980
1.75 2.5 248.749780674810 17.425458123250
2.5 2.75 248.749662734210 17.424306246530
2.25 2.25 248.749680206890 17.424192324650
2 2 248.749605948000 17.424407510420
2 2.25 248.749776306640 17.424905391200
2.25 2.75 248.749811252010 17.423837901050
2.25 1.75 248.749811252010 17.423867436350
2 1.75 248.750296118930 17.423808365750
1.75 2 248.749540425440 17.424209201970
2.25 2.25 248.749706415920 17.424095280100
2.75 3.75 248.749562266290 17.424280930560
2 1.75 248.749658366040 17.424091060770
2.5 2 248.749946665290 17.424698644090
2.5 2 248.749160394610 17.424420168400
1.5 1.5 248.747902361520 17.424500335650
1.5 1.75 248.747797525430 17.424875855900
3.5 2.25 248.749313280580 17.424268272570
3 3.5 248.749278335210 17.423943384260
2 2.25 248.750073342230 17.423804146420
1.75 2.5 248.749798147490 17.425086822330
2 2 248.749815620180 17.425061506360
3 1.75 248.749776306640 17.424192324650
2 2.25 248.749444325690 17.423968700240
3.25 3.75 248.750186914660 17.423774611120
1.75 1.75 248.748644950500 17.425719721620
1.5 1.75 248.748693000370 17.425715502300
1.5 2.5 248.748653686840 17.425238718160
3.25 2.25 248.748596900620 17.425095260990
2.75 2 248.748684264030 17.425162770240
2 1.5 248.748701736710 17.424951803810
2.25 2.25 248.748693000370 17.425023532400
2 2 248.749619052510 17.424487677660
1.5 2 248.749527320930 17.424415949070
2.5 2.25 248.746364765520 17.425285130770
2.5 1.75 248.746854000610 17.425057287030
3 2.25 248.746849632440 17.425061506360
1.75 2 248.746120147980 17.425065725680
2 2 248.746010943720 17.424905391200
1.75 1.5 248.746050257250 17.425048848370
1.75 2 248.746487074300 17.424639573490
2 2.25 248.749413748500 17.425837862830
2 2 248.749081767540 17.425972881340
1.5 1.75 248.749112344730 17.426082583890
1.5 1.75 248.749160394610 17.426091022550
2.25 1.75 248.749260862530 17.426061487250
1.5 2.5 248.749059926690 17.425799888870
1.5 1.75 248.749295807890 17.425685967000
1.5 2.25 248.749776306640 17.425306227420
1.5 2 248.749798147490 17.425331543390
2.75 2.75 248.749789411150 17.424048867480
5 3.5 248.749370066790 17.424006674190
2.5 4 248.749405012150 17.424103718750
3 4.25 248.749557898120 17.423964480910
2.25 2.75 248.750317959780 17.424226079280
2 2 248.750256805390 17.424200763310
4 3.25 248.750348536970 17.424162789350
2.25 2 248.750230596370 17.424036209490
2.25 2.25 248.750204387350 17.424048867480
2.75 3 248.750252437220 17.423951822920
1.75 1.75 248.750047133210 17.423846339710
4 5.25 248.750462109400 17.423943384260
2.5 2.25 248.749680206890 17.424555186920
2 2.75 248.749916088100 17.424318904510
2 2.25 248.749937928950 17.424318904510
3.5 3 248.748208133450 17.415808518630
2.25 2.75 248.747919834200 17.415766325350
2.5 3.25 248.748496432700 17.417171361780
3.25 2.25 248.753777550770 17.416272644780
2.25 2.25 248.751855555770 17.416749428920
2.75 2 248.747854311650 17.416542681820
2.5 2 248.747736371040 17.416614410400
3 3 248.747653375810 17.417091194540
2.75 2.25 248.748727945740 17.416559559130
2 2.25 248.748417805630 17.416437198600
2 2 248.749566634460 17.417108071860
1.5 2 248.748085824680 17.415027942830
1.75 2 248.748125138210 17.415985730430
2 2.25 248.751405634220 17.415745228700
2.5 2.25 248.751693933470 17.416816938180
3.25 2.25 248.748972563280 17.417065878570
1.5 1.5 248.748880831700 17.416947737370
2.75 1.75 248.747749475560 17.417221993730
1.75 1.5 248.747854311650 17.414150322470
1.5 1.5 248.749190971800 17.414935117600
1.75 2.25 248.748160083580 17.417036343270
1.75 2 248.748767259270 17.416669261680
1.75 2.25 248.748286760520 17.415901343860
1.75 1.5 248.748889568040 17.414677738550
1.25 1.25 248.748915777060 17.414973091560
1.25 1.25 248.749177867290 17.414707273850
2 2 248.750571313660 17.414297998980
1.5 1.5 248.749387539470 17.414095471200
1.5 1.75 248.749653997870 17.415559578240
1.75 2 248.749387539470 17.415791641320
2.25 1.75 248.752694244500 17.416061678350
1.5 2 248.750331064290 17.417196677760
2 1.25 248.750300487100 17.416880228110
1.5 1.75 248.750248069050 17.416876008780
2 1.5 248.750213123690 17.416555339800
2 2.25 248.750313591610 17.417310599630
1.75 1.25 248.749911719930 17.417285283660
1.5 1.75 248.749789411150 17.417276845000
1.5 1.5 248.750051501380 17.417310599630
1.5 1.75 248.750291750760 17.416753648250
1.25 1 248.750352905140 17.416745209590
1.5 2 248.748173188090 17.417449837480
1.5 1.25 248.748264919670 17.417268406340
3.75 2.25 248.751248380080 17.416652384360
2.5 1.75 248.751907973820 17.417129168500
1.25 1.75 248.752807816930 17.416584875100
1.75 1.5 248.750344168800 17.416238890150
3.75 2.5 248.748994404130 17.415854931250
2.25 2.75 248.748828413660 17.416525804500
2 2.5 248.748671159520 17.417462495460
1.75 1.75 248.748487696360 17.417357012250
2 1.75 248.748208133450 17.416378128000
2 1.75 248.747732002870 17.413884504770
2 2 248.748020302120 17.415850711920
1.25 1.5 248.748085824680 17.415770544670
1.5 1.75 248.747867416160 17.413766363570
1.75 1.75 248.749623420680 17.415184057990
3.25 3 248.749038085840 17.415319076510
1.5 2 248.749103608390 17.417095413870
1.5 2 248.748706104880 17.416981492000
1.5 1.5 248.749680206890 17.416960395350
1.5 1.75 248.749702047740 17.416876008780
1.75 1.5 248.748020302120 17.414631325940
1.5 1.5 248.748116401870 17.414833853710
1.75 1.5 248.750514527450 17.413344430700
1.25 1.25 248.750514527450 17.413319114730
2.25 1.75 248.749627788850 17.415209373960
1.5 1 248.749933560780 17.416546901150
1.25 1.25 248.749902983590 17.416534243160
1.25 1.75 248.752873339490 17.415947756480
2.5 2 248.750147601130 17.417061659240
1.5 1 248.751720142490 17.416913982740
1.75 1.75 248.751501733970 17.417074317230
2.25 2 248.748662423180 17.416593313760
2.25 2 248.747727634700 17.417146045810
2.5 2 248.747758211900 17.417146045810
2 2 248.747841207130 17.416922421390
1.5 1.75 248.747863047990 17.417032123940
2.25 2 248.747889257010 17.417112291180
1.75 1.5 248.748409069290 17.417255748360
1.75 2 248.748802204630 17.416652384360
1.75 2.75 248.748885199870 17.416584875100
1.25 1.75 248.749212812650 17.416525804500
1.25 2 248.749204076310 17.416496269200
1.75 1.75 248.749125449250 17.416411882630
1.25 2 248.749138553760 17.416323276730
1.75 1.75 248.749190971800 17.416348592700
1.75 2 248.748404701120 17.416989930650
1.5 1.75 248.748618741470 17.416964614680
1.75 1.75 248.748649318670 17.417137607160
2 2.25 248.749046822180 17.416167161570
2 2 248.751886132970 17.416618629730
1.75 2 248.751803137730 17.416530023830
2 1.75 248.754922011430 17.417146045810
1 1.75 248.755013743010 17.416994149980
1.25 1.5 248.755122947270 17.416926640720
1.75 1.5 248.754747284610 17.415673500110
3.25 2.5 248.750331064290 17.417196677760
2.5 2 248.746264297600 17.416559559130
1.75 1.75 248.746495810640 17.415960414460
2.25 1.75 248.747317026680 17.416563778460
1.5 1.75 248.747504858010 17.414846511700
2.25 1.75 248.747456808140 17.415027942830
1.75 2 248.745281459250 17.417002588640
1.75 1.75 248.743927326420 17.416445637260
1.25 1.5 248.743944799100 17.416487830540
2.25 2.25 248.746312347480 17.414352850250
2 1.5 248.745451817900 17.413369746670
2 2.25 248.744005953480 17.413652441690
1.75 2 248.744150103110 17.413593371090
1.5 2.25 248.743324518890 17.414985749550
1.75 3 248.742171321900 17.414850731030
2.75 2.5 248.741996595080 17.415905563190
1.5 1.5 248.745792535200 17.414859169690
1 1.5 248.746303611140 17.414812757070
1.25 1.75 248.745469290580 17.415508946300
1.75 1.75 248.743420618640 17.415884466550
1.25 1.25 248.744272411880 17.415508946300
1.5 1.5 248.744158839450 17.415458314350
1.75 1.5 248.745718276300 17.413563835790
1.5 1.75 248.745648385570 17.413479449220
2.25 2 248.747059304620 17.417040562600
2 2 248.746884577810 17.416846473480
1.75 1.5 248.746203143220 17.417057439910
1.5 1.5 248.746190038710 17.417053220580
1.5 2 248.746168197850 17.415255786580
1.75 2 248.741660245950 17.415445656370
2.25 2.25 248.743473036690 17.417340134930
1.5 1.75 248.743844331180 17.416998369310
1.5 1.5 248.743796281300 17.416724112950
2.75 2.25 248.744320461760 17.416774744890
1.75 1.75 248.744311725410 17.417040562600
2.25 2.5 248.745508604120 17.417399205530
2.5 2.5 248.745089259750 17.417449837480
1.75 1.75 248.745032473540 17.417357012250
1.75 2.5 248.745381927170 17.416656603690
1.25 2 248.745971630180 17.415774764000
1.75 1.75 248.747474280820 17.414905582300
2.25 2 248.746452128930 17.416888666770
2 2 248.745744485320 17.416791622210
2 2 248.745718276300 17.416740990260
3 2.75 248.745927948480 17.417441398820
1.5 2.25 248.745565390330 17.417281064330
2.75 3.25 248.746181302370 17.417259967690
1.5 2.5 248.746010943720 17.415897124530
1.25 1.75 248.746307979310 17.416783183550
2.25 2 248.741594723400 17.415736790040
1.5 1.5 248.741350105850 17.415665061460
2.25 3 248.746465233440 17.416340154040
2.5 2 248.745678962760 17.416538462490
3.25 2.5 248.746006575550 17.416479391890
2 2.25 248.745818744220 17.415171400010
1.75 1.5 248.743577872780 17.415728351390
1.5 2.25 248.742857124660 17.416825376840
2 1.75 248.742922647210 17.417002588640
1.5 2.25 248.745591599360 17.417200897090
2 1.75 248.744988791830 17.416504707860
1.5 2 248.745001896340 17.416424540610
2 2 248.742988169770 17.415496288310
3.5 4.5 248.747107354500 17.420323200280
2.75 3.25 248.745910475800 17.419466676570
4.25 3 248.746613751240 17.419905486750
3.25 2.75 248.746430288080 17.420897028980
3.25 2.75 248.744294252730 17.421230355940
2.5 2.5 248.745840585070 17.419525747170
3 2.5 248.746600646730 17.420065821240
3.25 2.5 248.746862736950 17.420281007000
2.5 3.25 248.747426230940 17.420238813710
2.5 2.25 248.747207822420 17.420268349010
4.25 6 248.747277713150 17.419120691620
2.5 3 248.747129195350 17.419023647060
2.5 2.5 248.746111411640 17.420833739050
3 3 248.745975998350 17.420323200280
2.75 2.5 248.745486763260 17.419099594980
2.5 2 248.746923891340 17.419234613490
2.25 2.75 248.747002518410 17.420466657460
3.5 3 248.747469912650 17.420285226330
2.75 2.5 248.746915155000 17.419289464770
2.5 3 248.746552596850 17.419795784200
2.25 2.5 248.746465233440 17.419762029570
2.25 3.25 248.746622487580 17.420664965910
2.5 2.5 248.743193473780 17.418829557940
2 2 248.743446827670 17.417357012250
1.5 1.75 248.742708606860 17.417816919070
2.25 2 248.742573193580 17.418589056210
2 1.75 248.742992537940 17.418538424270
1.5 2.25 248.742852756490 17.418340115820
1.75 1.75 248.742892070020 17.418259948580
1.5 1.5 248.742398466760 17.418475134340
2.25 2 248.743311414380 17.420027847280
2.25 2.5 248.744434034190 17.419238832820
2 2.5 248.743787544960 17.420070040570
2.75 1.75 248.744831537700 17.420221936400
2.5 3.25 248.745429977050 17.420323200280
3 2.5 248.745172254990 17.417648145920
2.25 2.5 248.745796903370 17.418011008190
2.5 2.75 248.746840896100 17.417901305640
2.5 2.75 248.746696746480 17.418504669640
3 2.75 248.747172877060 17.418762048690
3.25 2.75 248.746888945980 17.418234632600
2.75 2.25 248.746058993590 17.419209297520
3 2.5 248.747487385330 17.418804241970
3.25 2.75 248.747622798610 17.418698758760
2.75 2.75 248.746190038710 17.419567940460
2.75 2.5 248.746377870040 17.419289464770
2.25 2 248.746268665770 17.419487773210
3 3.75 248.747146668030 17.419673423670
2.5 2.5 248.747116090840 17.420285226330
2.75 2.5 248.746902050490 17.420601675980
3.25 2.5 248.746871473300 17.420597456650
3.25 4.5 248.747011254750 17.420702939860
2.75 3.25 248.746971941220 17.420681843220
3.5 3.25 248.746893314150 17.421369593790
2.5 2.5 248.746657432940 17.421070021460
2.75 2.5 248.746696746480 17.421116434070
2 2.75 248.746600646730 17.420576360000
3 2.25 248.746316715650 17.420567921350
2.5 2.25 248.746342924670 17.420694501210
3 2.25 248.746556965020 17.420736694490
3 2.5 248.746439024420 17.420686062550
3.75 3.75 248.747579116910 17.420694501210
2.75 2 248.747570380570 17.420686062550
3.5 2.75 248.747400021920 17.420639649930
2.5 3.75 248.747465544480 17.420559482690
2.5 2.25 248.747116090840 17.420732475160
2.75 2 248.747347603870 17.419724055620
2 2.25 248.747212190590 17.419690300990
2.25 2 248.746220615900 17.419437141270
2 2 248.746198775050 17.419508869860
2.5 2 248.746286138460 17.419428702610
3 3 248.746316715650 17.419331658050
2.25 1.75 248.746386606380 17.419437141270
1.75 2 248.746478337960 17.419179762220
1.5 2.25 248.746836527930 17.419306342080
3.5 3 248.746002207380 17.420513070070
5.25 3.5 248.747185981570 17.420074259890
2.75 6 248.747365076560 17.419930802720
3.25 2.75 248.747373812900 17.420268349010
2.5 2 248.747386917410 17.420234594380
2.25 2.5 248.747513594350 17.420281007000
2.5 2.25 248.747347603870 17.420732475160
2.25 2.25 248.746709850990 17.420356954910
3 1.75 248.746613751240 17.419804222860
2 1.75 248.746679273800 17.419922364060
2.75 3.25 248.746993782070 17.420019408620
2.25 2.75 248.747015622920 17.420276787670
1.75 2 248.747155404370 17.420795765090
1.75 3.75 248.747483017160 17.421129092060
5.75 4.5 248.747242767780 17.421276768560
5.5 5 248.747059304620 17.421394909760
5 5 248.746980677560 17.421306303860
3 2 248.746530756000 17.421053144140
2.25 2.75 248.746683641970 17.421010950850
4.25 6.75 248.747107354500 17.421145969370
3 3.75 248.747015622920 17.420981415550
2.5 4 248.747417494600 17.420762010460
2.75 2.25 248.747478648990 17.420846397040
2.75 2.25 248.747177245230 17.420930783610
2.25 2.5 248.747199086080 17.420981415550
4 3 248.747120459010 17.421247233260
3.25 3.25 248.747290817660 17.420909686970
2 2.25 248.747094249990 17.418538424270
2.5 2.5 248.746561333190 17.417643926590
2.5 1.75 248.746985045730 17.418048982140
2 2.25 248.747159772550 17.417935060270
2.25 2 248.746578805880 17.418247290590
2 3 248.747172877060 17.419441360600
2.75 2.25 248.747360708390 17.419420263950
3.25 2.25 248.747255872300 17.419639669040
2.75 2.5 248.747426230940 17.419521527840
2.75 2.25 248.747006886580 17.418859093240
2.75 3 248.747107354500 17.418753610030
2 3.5 248.747531067030 17.419538405160
3.25 2.5 248.747513594350 17.419445579930
3 2 248.746923891340 17.418787364660
2.25 2.5 248.746460865270 17.419749371590
2.75 1.75 248.746045889080 17.419356974020
2.5 2.5 248.745967262010 17.419340096710
3.5 2.75 248.747015622920 17.420833739050
2.5 1.75 248.747024359260 17.419188200880
2 1.75 248.746998150240 17.419179762220
2.75 2 248.747172877060 17.419559501800
2.75 2 248.747282081320 17.419778906890
1.75 1.75 248.746168197850 17.419335877380
2.75 2 248.745748853490 17.420466657460
1.75 1.75 248.745735748980 17.420513070070
2 2.25 248.744779119650 17.420829519720
2.5 3 248.747627166780 17.419905486750
2.75 2.75 248.747456808140 17.420837958380
2.25 2 248.747622798610 17.421036266830
2 2 248.747631534950 17.420145988480
2.25 2.75 248.747539803370 17.419846416150
2.75 2.5 248.746364765520 17.419521527840
2.75 2.75 248.747124827180 17.420449780140
2 3 248.747312658510 17.420728255830
2 2 248.747273344980 17.420787326440
1.75 2.5 248.746915155000 17.421314742520
2 2.25 248.745858057750 17.421306303860
2 1.5 248.745032473540 17.419774687560
2.75 2 248.745582863010 17.419373851340
2.5 2 248.747308290340 17.420504631420
2 2.25 248.747242767780 17.420487754100
2 4.25 248.746985045730 17.420576360000
1.75 2 248.745884266770 17.418795803310
1.75 1.75 248.745443081560 17.417989911540
2.25 2 248.747142299860 17.418542643600
2.25 2 248.747461176310 17.419285245440
2.25 2.5 248.747155404370 17.419736713600
1.75 1.75 248.747190349740 17.419707178300
5 3.75 248.747002518410 17.421112214740
3.5 4.25 248.747456808140 17.421365374460
3.75 3.25 248.747343235700 17.421255671920
4 2 248.747426230940 17.420074259890
3 2.75 248.747299554000 17.419158665580
3.5 3 248.747325763020 17.418875970560
3.25 2 248.746958836700 17.419837977490
3.25 2.5 248.746854000610 17.420787326440
3.5 4.75 248.746875841470 17.421023608840
2.5 2.5 248.747504858010 17.419749371590
1.5 2.25 248.746587542220 17.421023608840
4.75 3 248.747002518410 17.421213478630
2.25 2 248.746574437710 17.421091118100
2.25 2 248.746875841470 17.418340115820
1.75 2.75 248.746936995850 17.419694520320
2.25 1.75 248.743739495090 17.419580598440
2.5 3 248.743901117390 17.420378051560
1.5 2 248.744001585310 17.419829538830
1.25 1.75 248.744451506870 17.419812661520
1.5 2 248.745202832190 17.419951899360
1.5 1.5 248.745233409380 17.419947680030
3.5 3.5 248.747487385330 17.421213478630
2.5 3.25 248.747203454250 17.421230355940
3.25 3.5 248.747496121670 17.420728255830
3.25 2.25 248.746810318910 17.421065802130
2.75 2.75 248.747303922170 17.420842177710
3 2.5 248.747487385330 17.421061582800
2.25 2.5 248.747456808140 17.421255671920
2.25 3 248.747443703620 17.421112214740
2.75 2.75 248.747395653750 17.421150188700
2.25 2.25 248.746963204880 17.421255671920
2.5 2 248.745893003120 17.421310523190
2 2 248.744115157740 17.420563702020
1.75 2 248.745076155240 17.420323200280
2 1.75 248.745076155240 17.420369612900
1.75 2 248.745757589830 17.420352735590
2.75 3.25 248.747338867530 17.421086898770
2.5 2.75 248.746823423420 17.421272549230
2.75 2.25 248.746888945980 17.420930783610
1.75 2 248.747059304620 17.421036266830
2.5 1.5 248.747063672800 17.420994073540
3.75 5 248.747242767780 17.421348497150
3 5.25 248.747391285580 17.421407567750
2 2.5 248.747015622920 17.420833739050
1.75 2 248.747019991090 17.420804203750
1.75 2.5 248.746945732190 17.420888590320
2 2 248.747404390090 17.420867493680
2.25 2.75 248.746792846230 17.420504631420
3 2.25 248.746744796350 17.420736694490
2 2 248.746683641970 17.420774668450
2.5 2.5 248.747059304620 17.420593237320
2 2.25 248.746731691840 17.420175523780
2 2.25 248.747251504120 17.420061601910
2.5 2 248.747085513650 17.420829519720
1.75 2.25 248.747408758260 17.420892809650
2.25 1.75 248.747539803370 17.420981415550
2.25 3.25 248.747273344980 17.420960318910
2 2 248.747277713150 17.421070021460
3.25 2 248.746775373550 17.421213478630
1.75 1.75 248.746653064770 17.421217697960
2 1.75 248.746692378310 17.421213478630
1.75 1.5 248.747225295100 17.420681843220
1.75 1.5 248.747190349740 17.420702939860
1.75 1.5 248.747260240470 17.420664965910
1.75 1.75 248.747295185830 17.420783107110
2.25 2 248.743189105610 17.419285245440
3.25 1.75 248.744726701610 17.419812661520
2.5 2.25 248.746950100360 17.420200839750
2.25 2.25 248.746194406880 17.419981434660
1.5 1.5 248.746111411640 17.419871732120
2.25 2 248.746150725170 17.419399167310
1.75 2.25 248.746054625420 17.419500431200
2.25 2.25 248.746098307130 17.419589037100
2 2.75 248.746264297600 17.419681862330
2.75 2.25 248.746124516150 17.420589017990
2.5 2 248.746137620660 17.420508850750
2 1.75 248.746141988830 17.420525728060
2 2.5 248.746045889080 17.420428683500
2 2.75 248.746093938960 17.420382270890
1.25 1.75 248.745167886820 17.421318961850
2.5 2 248.745587231180 17.420880151670
2.75 1.75 248.747207822420 17.420158646470
3.25 2 248.747400021920 17.420686062550
2.25 3.25 248.747290817660 17.420892809650
2 2.25 248.747456808140 17.420901248310
1.75 2.25 248.747430599110 17.420926564280
2.25 3.25 248.747504858010 17.420884370990
3.75 2.25 248.747483017160 17.421209259300
2 3 248.747622798610 17.421276768560
2 1.25 248.747500489840 17.421310523190
2.5 4.5 248.747369444730 17.421327400500
2.25 2.5 248.747338867530 17.421302084530
2.25 2.5 248.746941364020 17.421183943330
2 2 248.746919523170 17.421145969370
1.75 2.25 248.746788478060 17.421331619830
2 2.25 248.746888945980 17.421251452590
2.25 2.75 248.746819055250 17.421335839160
2.75 2.25 248.747317026680 17.419605914410
1.75 2.25 248.747417494600 17.419504650530
2.5 2.25 248.747548539710 17.420167085120
2 2.75 248.747548539710 17.420348516260
2 2.75 248.747330131190 17.420394928870
1.75 2 248.747382549240 17.420517289400
2 2 248.747129195350 17.420483534770
1.75 1.75 248.747094249990 17.420525728060
2.5 2 248.747068040970 17.420546824700
2.25 2.25 248.747146668030 17.418960357130
1.5 2.5 248.747164140720 17.418892847870
3.75 2.75 248.747037463770 17.418892847870
2.25 1.75 248.746784109890 17.418382309110
1.75 1.75 248.746784109890 17.418293703210
2 2.5 248.745989102870 17.419875951450
1.5 2.5 248.745364454490 17.419445579930
2.5 2 248.745495499610 17.419302122750
2.25 2.25 248.744792224160 17.418643907480
1.5 1.25 248.744578183810 17.418179781330
1.5 1.25 248.745093627920 17.418323238510
2 2.5 248.746779741720 17.418340115820
2.5 2 248.742953224410 17.419006769750
1.75 1.5 248.743743863260 17.419238832820
1.75 1.75 248.744171943960 17.418546862920
1.25 1.5 248.744442770530 17.419837977490
2.5 2.25 248.745071787070 17.420099575870
2.25 2.25 248.744853378550 17.420196620430
1.75 2 248.747378181070 17.419099594980
2.5 1.75 248.747360708390 17.419677643000
2.75 2.5 248.747461176310 17.419669204340
2 2.25 248.747539803370 17.419715616960
2 2.75 248.747557276060 17.419736713600
2 3.5 248.747622798610 17.420112233850
2 2.25 248.747579116910 17.419989873320
2.25 3 248.747234031440 17.420614333960
2 2 248.746552596850 17.420302103640
2 2.5 248.746552596850 17.420297884310
1.75 2.25 248.746351661010 17.420331638940
3 1.75 248.747247135950 17.421141750040
2.75 2.25 248.747107354500 17.421175504670
1.75 1.75 248.746823423420 17.420994073540
2.5 2 248.746609383070 17.420787326440
2.25 2.25 248.746731691840 17.420690281880
1.75 1.75 248.746692378310 17.420681843220
2.25 1.5 248.747609694100 17.420799984420
1.5 1.5 248.747596589590 17.420816861740
1.25 1.5 248.747561644230 17.420884370990
2.5 2 248.747587853250 17.420956099580
2 2.25 248.747500489840 17.420956099580
2.75 2.25 248.747579116910 17.420968757570
3.75 2.75 248.747517962520 17.421019389510
3 3 248.747386917410 17.420951880250
3.5 2.75 248.747609694100 17.421124872730
2.25 2 248.747203454250 17.420812642410
2 1.75 248.746985045730 17.420884370990
2.5 3 248.746867105130 17.421314742520
2 3.75 248.746880209640 17.421365374460
4 5.75 248.747618430440 17.422567883130
4.5 2.5 248.747570380570 17.423074202560
4 4.75 248.747465544480 17.422719778960
4 3.75 248.747155404370 17.423559425360
3.75 3.75 248.745159150480 17.422458180580
2.5 2.5 248.744372879800 17.423124834510
3 3.75 248.746736060010 17.422019370400
3.5 2.75 248.747168508890 17.421981396440
4.25 3.5 248.746430288080 17.422394890650
2.75 3.5 248.745395031690 17.423162808460
3.25 2.75 248.746102675300 17.423116395850
3.25 2.25 248.747448071790 17.422272530120
4.25 3.25 248.747496121670 17.421626972840
4.5 2.25 248.745373190830 17.423462380800
3.5 2.75 248.746124516150 17.422766191570
2.5 2.25 248.746255561260 17.422943403370
2.5 2.5 248.745827480560 17.423175466450
3.25 2.25 248.745272722910 17.424420168400
2.5 2.25 248.746120147980 17.424019332180
2.5 2.75 248.746425919910 17.422707120970
3 2.5 248.745272722910 17.422774630230
3.25 3 248.746736060010 17.421867474570
2.75 2.25 248.747321394850 17.423951822920
3 2.75 248.747295185830 17.423770391790
3 2.75 248.747225295100 17.423690224550
1.75 2.75 248.746425919910 17.422196582200
3 3.25 248.746224984070 17.422200801530
3.25 3 248.746447760760 17.421909667860
2.5 2.75 248.746203143220 17.422247214150
3.25 2.75 248.746102675300 17.422221898180
2.75 3 248.746967573050 17.421534147610
2.25 2.25 248.745984734700 17.422972938680
1.75 2 248.746985045730 17.423424406840
2.5 1.75 248.746875841470 17.423386432880
1.75 1.75 248.747426230940 17.423175466450
2.5 2 248.747303922170 17.423145931150
2.5 2 248.747517962520 17.424285149880
3.5 3.25 248.747557276060 17.422939184050
3.25 2.75 248.745233409380 17.423829462390
3.25 2.75 248.746888945980 17.425213402190
2.25 3.5 248.746447760760 17.424918049180
3.75 2.5 248.747434967280 17.424842101270
3.25 2.75 248.745263986570 17.424639573490
2 2.75 248.744420929680 17.424264053240
3.25 2 248.746932627680 17.424745056710
3.5 2.5 248.746788478060 17.423361116910
2.75 3.25 248.747592221420 17.424567844900
2.5 2.25 248.747177245230 17.424618476850
3.25 2.25 248.745766326170 17.424031990170
2 2 248.745788167030 17.423960261580
2.25 2.25 248.746054625420 17.423871655680
2.75 3.75 248.745731380810 17.423783049780
3 2 248.745875530430 17.423635373270
2 2 248.745810007880 17.423774611120
2 1.75 248.745823112390 17.423863217020
2.5 1.75 248.746334188330 17.423394871540
1.75 2.5 248.744739806120 17.424605818860
2.5 1.75 248.744827169530 17.424905391200
2.25 2.5 248.744923269280 17.425031971060
2.5 2.25 248.744901428420 17.425217621520
2 2 248.745565390330 17.425082603000
2.75 2 248.747570380570 17.425542509820
2.75 2.25 248.746251193090 17.425238718160
2.75 2.25 248.745373190830 17.423584741330
2.25 2 248.746089570790 17.424276711230
2.25 2.25 248.746884577810 17.424715521410
3 2.5 248.747487385330 17.424154350700
2 2.75 248.747544171540 17.424162789350
2.75 1.75 248.745325140960 17.424846320590
1.75 2 248.745443081560 17.424981339110
2.75 2 248.745211568530 17.424993997100
2.5 3.25 248.744822801360 17.425158550910
2 1.75 248.745936684820 17.423968700240
2 1.75 248.745678962760 17.424584722220
2.5 2 248.745971630180 17.424394852430
2 3.25 248.745167886820 17.424289369210
2 2 248.745355718150 17.424432826390
3 2.25 248.743940430930 17.423006693300
3 2.75 248.744198152980 17.422694462980
2 2.25 248.743962271780 17.422420206620
1.75 2.25 248.745451817900 17.421614314850
1.5 2.25 248.745084891580 17.421837939270
2 2 248.745403768030 17.421825281280
1.75 2 248.745303300110 17.421791526650
3.5 2.25 248.745630912890 17.422129072950
2.25 2 248.745172254990 17.424027770840
2.25 1.75 248.744071476040 17.424428607060
1.75 2 248.743931694590 17.422888552100
2.75 1.75 248.746360397350 17.422567883130
2 2 248.746268665770 17.422660708360
1.75 2.5 248.746307979310 17.422542567150
2.25 2.25 248.746801582570 17.422816823520
2.25 1.75 248.745700803620 17.424154350700
2.5 3 248.746456497100 17.421643850150
2.25 3.25 248.746578805880 17.421985615770
2.5 2.25 248.745761958000 17.422061563690
2.25 2.75 248.746443392590 17.421960299800
3.25 2.25 248.746915155000 17.422133292270
2.25 2 248.745237777550 17.423238756380
2 3.75 248.747159772550 17.421799965310
2.5 2.75 248.746561333190 17.423242975710
4 4.5 248.747081145480 17.421897009870
3 2.25 248.745893003120 17.422133292270
2.75 2.5 248.746364765520 17.422061563690
2.5 2.5 248.747295185830 17.421994054430
3.5 2.5 248.747094249990 17.421753552700
2.5 2.5 248.747500489840 17.421736675380
2.25 2.75 248.745740117150 17.423069983230
3 2.5 248.745582863010 17.423095299210
4.5 2.25 248.745499867780 17.423091079880
3 2.75 248.746884577810 17.423757733800
2 2.5 248.747220926930 17.423614276630
2.25 2.25 248.743944799100 17.422850578140
3 3 248.746273033940 17.421534147610
2.5 2.5 248.746325451990 17.422167046900
2 1.75 248.746312347480 17.423015131960
3 2 248.745967262010 17.422850578140
2 3 248.746067729930 17.422116414960
3 2 248.747526698860 17.422799946200
3 2.5 248.747321394850 17.421812623300
3 2.5 248.747037463770 17.421930764500
3 2.5 248.746731691840 17.422289407430
2.75 3.25 248.747229663270 17.421466638350
2.75 3.25 248.746574437710 17.421707140080
2.75 1.75 248.746478337960 17.424576283560
2.25 2 248.746771005380 17.425015093740
2.25 2 248.746888945980 17.425006655080
1.75 1.25 248.746814687080 17.425057287030
3 2.25 248.746867105130 17.425057287030
1.75 1.5 248.747185981570 17.424884294550
2 2.5 248.747085513650 17.424635354160
2.25 1.75 248.746858368780 17.424808346640
2 2 248.745853689580 17.424766153350
1.5 1.75 248.746220615900 17.424736618050
2 1.75 248.746172566020 17.424567844900
1.75 1.75 248.746273033940 17.424563625580
3.25 2.75 248.746753532690 17.424095280100
2 2.5 248.745198464010 17.422441303270
2.25 3.25 248.745526076800 17.422791507540
2 2 248.746294874800 17.422247214150
2 2 248.746163829680 17.422462399910
2.5 2 248.747129195350 17.424441265040
2 2 248.746910786830 17.424120596070
1.5 2 248.746198775050 17.424036209490
2.5 2 248.746718587330 17.423694443870
2.25 2 248.746862736950 17.424331562500
2 1.75 248.747015622920 17.424213421300
1.5 1.25 248.746958836700 17.424150131370
1.25 2 248.746041520910 17.424141692710
1.75 2.25 248.745967262010 17.423956042250
2 2 248.746006575550 17.423951822920
2.25 2.25 248.742372257740 17.423053105920
2.25 2.25 248.741074911110 17.423669127900
1.5 1.5 248.742481462000 17.423264072350
2.5 2 248.742787233930 17.423415968180
3 1.5 248.744551974790 17.423234537050
2 2.25 248.747317026680 17.422411767970
2.25 2.25 248.746727323670 17.422158608250
2 2 248.746674905630 17.422124853620
1.75 1.5 248.746797214400 17.422221898180
2.5 2.5 248.746784109890 17.422318942730
1.5 1.5 248.746989413900 17.422264091460
1.25 1.25 248.746980677560 17.422297846090
1.75 1.5 248.745381927170 17.422415987290
1.75 2 248.745438713390 17.422297846090
1.5 2 248.745281459250 17.423015131960
2 3 248.745211568530 17.423112176520
2.75 2.5 248.746316715650 17.423479258110
2.5 2 248.746412815400 17.423437064830
2.25 2.25 248.746050257250 17.423977138890
2 1.5 248.745202832190 17.423407529530
1.75 1.75 248.744717965270 17.424116376740
1.5 2.5 248.744761646970 17.424065744800
2.25 2.5 248.745543549480 17.424660670130
1.5 1.75 248.743451195840 17.424559406250
1.75 1.75 248.743442459500 17.424576283560
2.25 2.25 248.743424986810 17.424314685190
1.75 1.75 248.743971008120 17.424175447340
1.25 1.5 248.741682086810 17.422103756970
1.75 2 248.742284894330 17.423365336240
1.5 2.25 248.742302367010 17.423238756380
2 3.25 248.747107354500 17.422103756970
2.5 2.75 248.747006886580 17.422057344360
2.5 3.5 248.746884577810 17.422120634290
1.75 2.5 248.746910786830 17.422048905700
2.75 2 248.747526698860 17.421930764500
3.25 2.75 248.747579116910 17.421833719940
3 4.75 248.747474280820 17.422588979770
3 2.25 248.747089881820 17.423369555570
1.75 2 248.746923891340 17.422778849560
1.75 2.75 248.747400021920 17.422445522590
1.5 2 248.747544171540 17.422340039380
2.5 1.5 248.743800649470 17.428884218110
3.25 2.75 248.743818122150 17.428491820550
2.5 2.25 248.745067418900 17.428192248210
2.5 2 248.745277091080 17.428036133050
2 2.25 248.745307668280 17.427782973330
2.75 2.25 248.745779430680 17.428310389410
2 1.75 248.746045889080 17.428301950760
1.75 2.25 248.747133563520 17.427669051460
2.5 3.75 248.746884577810 17.427103661420
2.5 2.25 248.747124827180 17.427137416050
2.25 2 248.746753532690 17.427306189200
2.5 3 248.746338556500 17.427251337920
1.5 2.25 248.745941052990 17.427103661420
2 2 248.745914843970 17.426871598350
1.75 2.25 248.746155093340 17.426154312480
2.5 2.25 248.746120147980 17.426124777180
2 2.25 248.745167886820 17.425863178800
2.5 2.75 248.744237466520 17.425972881340
2 2 248.743726390570 17.426280892330
2.25 2.25 248.743547295590 17.426622657960
2.5 2 248.742241212620 17.426736579830
1.75 1.75 248.741210324400 17.427825166620
2 1.75 248.743429354980 17.426652193260
2.25 2.25 248.740275535920 17.428631058390
1.75 1.5 248.746705482820 17.427930649840
2.25 2 248.746561333190 17.427331505170
1.75 2 248.746290506630 17.427154293370
2 1.75 248.746224984070 17.427044590820
2.25 2.25 248.746163829680 17.426335743610
1.75 1.75 248.745670226420 17.427276653900
1.75 1.75 248.745665858250 17.427217583290
2 1.75 248.745993471040 17.427285092550
1.25 2.25 248.746006575550 17.427230241280
2 1.75 248.746229352240 17.426812527740
2.25 2 248.746190038710 17.426766115130
3 2 248.745919212140 17.426546710040
1.75 2.25 248.746775373550 17.427989720440
2.25 1.5 248.745770694340 17.426934888280
2 1.75 248.745617808380 17.427289311880
2 1.5 248.745045578050 17.428517136520
1.5 2 248.746024048230 17.428660593690
1.75 1.75 248.746338556500 17.428133177610
2.25 1.5 248.746360397350 17.428238660830
1.75 2 248.746779741720 17.427635296830
2.25 1.75 248.743870540200 17.427816727960
1.75 2 248.745508604120 17.427234460610
1.5 1.5 248.746268665770 17.427403233760
2 1.5 248.745674594590 17.427390575770
2.25 2.25 248.745949789330 17.426040390600
1.75 2.25 248.746849632440 17.426297769650
1.5 1.5 248.746692378310 17.426993958880
1.75 1.75 248.747220926930 17.427723902730
1.75 2 248.746688010140 17.428875779450
2.25 2 248.745434345220 17.428753418920
1.75 2.25 248.746058993590 17.428639497050
1.25 1.75 248.745001896340 17.426323085620
1.5 2.25 248.745958525670 17.426031951940
2 1.75 248.744115157740 17.425926468730
1.75 2 248.743870540200 17.426120557850
1.5 1.75 248.745853689580 17.425837862830
1.75 1.75 248.745779430680 17.425842082160
2 1.75 248.746058993590 17.426031951940
2 1.5 248.745893003120 17.426496078100
1.5 1.5 248.745408136200 17.426985520220
1.75 1.75 248.743678340700 17.426479200780
1.75 2 248.745713908130 17.427331505170
2 1.5 248.745595967530 17.427407453080
1.75 1.75 248.746561333190 17.425719721620
1.75 2 248.747474280820 17.425639554380
1.75 1.75 248.746976309390 17.426985520220
3 1.75 248.744180680300 17.428280854110
1.75 1.75 248.744674283560 17.428382118000
2 2 248.743975376290 17.428272415460
2 2 248.743001274280 17.427069906790
1.25 2.25 248.746360397350 17.426280892330
2.25 2.25 248.746351661010 17.425757695580
1.75 1.75 248.746251193090 17.425723940950
1.75 2 248.746609383070 17.425791450210
1.5 1.5 248.746085202620 17.427660612800
1.5 2 248.743446827670 17.426572026010
2 2 248.742983801600 17.426411691520
2.25 2.5 248.743691445210 17.427664832130
1.5 1.5 248.743700181550 17.427702806090
1.75 2.25 248.743503613880 17.426424349510
1.5 1.5 248.745307668280 17.427331505170
1.5 1.5 248.743433723150 17.427441207710
1.5 1.75 248.743267732680 17.427403233760
1.5 1.75 248.743228419140 17.427323066510
1.5 1.5 248.743521086560 17.426989739550
2 2 248.742743552220 17.427926430510
Impact Crater 2
Horizontal Vertical Longitude Latitude
5.5 5.5 163.129989830710 0.516194114490
3.5 3 163.129821124660 0.516455608870
2.5 2.5 163.129989830710 0.516354385240
3 2.5 163.130141666150 0.516413432360
2.5 2 163.129660853910 0.516523091290
3 2 163.129837995260 0.516464044170
4 2 163.130091054340 0.516455608870
4 2.5 163.130344113410 0.516455608870
2 3.5 163.130268195690 0.516126632080
2 1.5 163.129635548000 0.515966361330
1.5 1.5 163.129660853910 0.516135067380
2.5 1.5 163.129854865870 0.516480914780
2 1.5 163.129888607080 0.516649620830
3.5 3.5 163.130057313130 0.516919550500
4.5 4 163.129795818750 0.517096691850
4 2.5 163.129745206940 0.517121997760
4 4.5 163.130166972060 0.517383492140
2.5 2 163.130150101450 0.516852068080
3.5 2 163.130099489640 0.517181044880
3 2.5 163.129880171770 0.517425668650
3 3.5 163.129778948150 0.517425668650
3.5 2.5 163.130006701310 0.517796821960
2 1.5 163.130074183730 0.517628115910
3.5 2.5 163.130040442520 0.517518456980
1.5 1.5 163.130276630990 0.517838998470
3 2.5 163.129964524800 0.517493151070
2 2.5 163.130959890490 0.517889610280
3 3.5 163.131002067000 0.517999269210
2.5 2.5 163.130900843370 0.518033010420
2 2 163.131018937600 0.517889610280
2 2 163.131044243510 0.517914916190
3 3 163.131069549420 0.517864304380
3 2 163.131128596530 0.517889610280
2 2 163.131204514260 0.517940222100
3.5 2.5 163.130858666860 0.517940222100
3 2 163.130782749130 0.517678727720
3.5 3.5 163.131170773050 0.516599009010
4.5 3 163.131027372900 0.517037644740
2.5 2.5 163.131440702720 0.517332880320
3 3 163.131541926350 0.517206350790
4 3 163.131466008630 0.517054515340
3 2 163.131533491050 0.516987032920
5.5 6.5 163.131820291330 0.516843632780
4 3 163.131356349700 0.516885809290
5 4.5 163.131988997380 0.516868938690
4 4 163.131803420730 0.516303773430
3.5 3.5 163.132107091620 0.516295338120
3.5 3.5 163.132132397520 0.516776150360
3.5 3 163.132495115530 0.516733973850
3 3.5 163.132107091620 0.517046080040
2.5 2 163.131879338450 0.517560633490
4 3 163.132419197810 0.517687163020
3 2.5 163.132022738590 0.517999269210
3 4 163.132216750550 0.517898045590
3.5 3 163.132469809620 0.518572869780
2.5 1.5 163.132604774460 0.518581305080
4 2.5 163.132866268830 0.517265397900
2.5 2.5 163.133347081070 0.517138868370
4 3.5 163.133659187260 0.516641185520
4.5 3.5 163.133541093030 0.516464044170
3 2.5 163.133870069820 0.516936421110
2.5 2.5 163.133498916520 0.517273833210
3 2 163.133870069820 0.517543762880
3 3 163.134468976300 0.517265397900
3.5 2.5 163.134274964340 0.517341315630
3.5 3.5 163.134975094440 0.515569902120
3.5 3.5 163.135067882770 0.515595208020
4 2.5 163.135540259700 0.515983231930
3.5 3 163.135624612730 0.516000102540
2.5 3 163.135599306820 0.515755478770
2.5 2 163.135076318070 0.515882008310
3 2.5 163.135717401060 0.515898878910
5 4.5 163.135877671800 0.516118196770
4 4 163.136400660550 0.515839831790
3.5 4.5 163.136965825810 0.514144336000
3.5 2.5 163.136712766740 0.514717936570
3 3 163.136873037490 0.514743242480
3 3 163.137505685170 0.514743242480
2.5 2 163.137429767450 0.514068418280
3 2.5 163.137396026240 0.513688829670
3 2 163.137657520610 0.513596041350
4 2.5 163.136594672510 0.513722570880
3 3 163.136096989660 0.513781618000
5 4 163.135557130310 0.513806923910
4 4.5 163.135599306820 0.513958759350
4.5 3 163.135076318070 0.513823794510
3 4 163.135000400350 0.514245559630
4 3 163.134528023410 0.513503253020
4 3.5 163.134258093740 0.513781618000
4 1.5 163.134308705550 0.514380524470
5 4.5 163.134612376440 0.515274666530
3.5 2.5 163.129002900320 0.515856702400
5.5 5 163.128496782180 0.516000102540
5.5 4 163.128640182320 0.515797655280
4.5 3.5 163.128412429150 0.516118196770
5 3 163.128496782180 0.516135067380
3.5 4 163.128530523390 0.515468678490
3 3 163.128581135200 0.515637384530
4 3.5 163.128252158410 0.515418066670
4.5 4 163.128108758260 0.515198748810
4.5 4.5 163.128361817340 0.515114395780
4 3 163.127881005100 0.516000102540
4 3 163.128024405240 0.516354385240
4 2.5 163.127889440400 0.516497785380
4 3 163.128150934780 0.517316009720
2.5 3 163.127442369370 0.516666491430
3.5 4 163.127653251930 0.516447173570
4 3 163.128049711150 0.516666491430
2.5 2.5 163.128032840540 0.516531526590
3 2.5 163.127990664030 0.517273833210
3 3 163.128193111290 0.517467845160
3.5 3.5 163.128328076130 0.518378857820
3.5 3.5 163.128252158410 0.518243892990
2.5 3.5 163.127906311010 0.518463210850
2.5 2 163.127864134490 0.517948657400
3 2.5 163.127897875700 0.517779951350
4 3.5 163.128716100040 0.518395728430
5.5 4.5 163.128648617620 0.518049881030
2.5 3 163.129306571210 0.518513822660
4 3 163.129011335620 0.517282268510
4 4.5 163.128631747010 0.516126632080
7 4.5 163.128724535340 0.516118196770
5 4.5 163.128640182320 0.515957926030
4 4.5 163.128581135200 0.515873573000
4.5 5 163.128446170360 0.515890443610
3.5 3 163.128344946730 0.516084455560
2.5 3 163.128150934780 0.515890443610
3.5 2.5 163.128125628870 0.515949490720
3.5 3.5 163.127796652070 0.516168808590
3.5 2.5 163.128091887660 0.515772349370
3 3 163.127754475560 0.515730172860
3.5 4.5 163.127813522680 0.515536160910
3 4 163.128108758260 0.515451807880
3 4.5 163.128125628870 0.515401196070
6 3.5 163.128252158410 0.515350584250
3.5 3 163.127686993140 0.515283101830
4 3 163.127872569800 0.516236291010
4 3.5 163.128429299760 0.516168808590
3 3 163.128530523390 0.516076020260
3.5 3 163.127965358120 0.514852901410
3 3 163.127897875700 0.514962560340
5 3 163.128260593710 0.515114395780
3 2.5 163.128716100040 0.516008537840
3.5 3 163.128867935480 0.515983231930
7 5 163.131423832120 0.516143502680
7 8 163.132115526920 0.516059149660
3.5 3 163.133220551540 0.516109761470
3 3 163.133110892600 0.515603643320
4.5 3.5 163.132891574740 0.515924184820
4.5 2.5 163.132486680230 0.515460243180
3 3 163.132705998090 0.515418066670
3 2 163.132596339160 0.515122831090
3 2.5 163.132554162640 0.515013172150
4 3 163.132183009340 0.514582971730
2.5 3 163.132410762500 0.514574536430
3.5 3.5 163.132115526920 0.514287736150
3 2.5 163.132731304000 0.514372089170
3 3 163.132452939020 0.514793854290
2.5 2 163.132815657020 0.515249360620
3.5 2.5 163.133094022000 0.514970995640
4 3.5 163.133161504420 0.514017806470
8 4 163.133288033960 0.513646653160
4 2.5 163.133473610610 0.513722570880
4 3.5 163.133549528330 0.513823794510
2.5 1.5 163.133608575450 0.513587606040
3.5 4 163.133853199220 0.513621347250
3.5 4.5 163.133954422850 0.514034677070
3 2 163.133768846190 0.514110594790
2 2.5 163.133684493170 0.514110594790
2.5 2 163.133785716800 0.514051547680
3 3 163.133802587400 0.513731006190
3.5 3 163.133811022710 0.513359852880
5 3 163.133861634520 0.513317676370
3.5 2 163.133861634520 0.513418900000
5 3.5 163.133642316660 0.513747876790
4.5 3 163.133608575450 0.513865971020
4 4 163.133482045910 0.514852901410
5.5 3.5 163.133929116940 0.514920383830
2.5 2 163.134030340570 0.514819160200
2.5 2 163.134148434800 0.514810724900
4 2.5 163.134468976300 0.514658889450
4 4.5 163.134283399640 0.515089089880
3.5 5 163.133802587400 0.515232490020
3.5 2.5 163.133937552240 0.515148136990
3 2 163.133819458010 0.514726371870
3 2.5 163.133920681640 0.514507054010
3 3 163.134342446760 0.514296171450
3 3 163.134587070530 0.514068418280
3.5 2.5 163.134840129600 0.514329912660
3 2.5 163.134899176720 0.514616712940
3 3.5 163.135135365190 0.514355218570
3.5 4 163.135126929890 0.514009371170
3 3.5 163.135599306820 0.514279300840
3 4.5 163.135557130310 0.515013172150
2.5 3 163.135962024830 0.514979430950
3 2 163.135953589520 0.514616712940
3.5 3 163.135751142270 0.514507054010
2 2.5 163.136113860270 0.514945689740
3.5 2 163.136139166180 0.514616712940
3 4 163.136071683760 0.514582971730
2.5 2.5 163.135700530450 0.513342982270
3.5 4 163.135734271660 0.513385158790
3 2 163.136265695710 0.513469511810
2.5 2.5 163.136679025530 0.513444205900
2 2 163.136350048740 0.513562300140
2.5 2 163.136468142970 0.513587606040
2 2 163.136358484040 0.513975629960
2 2 163.136442837060 0.513714135580
2 1.5 163.136265695710 0.513688829670
3 2 163.136021071940 0.513823794510
2.5 2 163.135902977710 0.514237124330
3 2 163.135911413010 0.514270865540
3 2.5 163.135666789240 0.513992500560
2.5 2 163.135557130310 0.514017806470
2 2.5 163.135354683050 0.513865971020
2.5 2.5 163.135354683050 0.513916582840
3 2.5 163.135236588820 0.513714135580
3 2 163.135160671100 0.513587606040
2 2 163.135177541700 0.513545429530
2.5 3 163.135692095150 0.513579170740
6 5 163.134536458720 0.513680394370
4.5 4 163.134426799780 0.513781618000
3.5 2.5 163.134916047320 0.513503253020
2.5 3 163.134502717510 0.513410464690
5 6.5 163.127349581050 0.513486382420
3.5 4 163.127619510720 0.513587606040
4 4 163.127644816630 0.513536994230
5 5.5 163.127653251930 0.513705700280
5 5.5 163.127518287090 0.513840665120
5.5 8.5 163.127425498770 0.513790053300
7 6 163.127391757560 0.513756312090
4 4 163.127307404530 0.513722570880
4 3 163.127282098630 0.513688829670
4.5 6 163.127147133790 0.513705700280
9 6.5 163.127197745600 0.513950324050
4.5 4 163.127197745600 0.514068418280
3 4.5 163.127509851790 0.514068418280
6 6.5 163.127686993140 0.513984065260
9 10.5 163.127206180900 0.514397395080
4.5 4 163.127197745600 0.514566101130
4 3.5 163.127788216770 0.514785418990
5 5 163.127467675280 0.515232490020
3.5 3.5 163.127535157700 0.515493984390
4.5 5 163.127720734350 0.515333713650
5.5 6 163.127813522680 0.515283101830
5.5 8.5 163.127931616910 0.514051547680
2.5 3 163.127948487520 0.515055348670
5 4 163.127931616910 0.515089089880
4 5.5 163.127855699190 0.515114395780
5 4 163.127788216770 0.515156572300
4.5 5.5 163.127307404530 0.516236291010
4 5 163.127341145740 0.515890443610
8 6.5 163.127906311010 0.516539961890
6 6 163.127897875700 0.516506220680
4.5 3.5 163.127805087380 0.516489350080
5.5 4.5 163.127864134490 0.516919550500
7.5 4.5 163.127872569800 0.516236291010
5.5 5.5 163.127290533930 0.516742409150
5.5 6 163.127965358120 0.517147303670
6 6.5 163.127830393280 0.517172609580
6 6 163.128243723100 0.516059149660
4 4 163.128091887660 0.516219420400
4 4 163.128058146450 0.516160373290
6.5 8 163.127982228730 0.516059149660
7 8.5 163.128792017760 0.516177243890
4 4 163.128589570500 0.516354385240
5.5 4.5 163.128564264600 0.516506220680
3.5 4 163.128471476270 0.516438738270
3.5 4 163.128631747010 0.516514655990
5 4 163.128581135200 0.516556832500
4 5.5 163.128741405950 0.516523091290
3.5 3 163.128808888370 0.516624314920
3.5 4 163.128657052920 0.516649620830
4.5 4.5 163.128614876410 0.516615879620
4.5 4.5 163.128572699900 0.516674926730
5.5 6 163.128488346870 0.516877373990
5 5.5 163.128091887660 0.516809891570
5 5 163.128159370080 0.516658056130
5 5 163.128066581750 0.516885809290
4 4 163.128032840540 0.517003903530
4 6 163.128302770220 0.517079821250
6.5 4.5 163.128538958690 0.517088256550
5.5 4.5 163.128673923530 0.517147303670
4 4.5 163.128775147160 0.516961727020
3 3.5 163.128766711850 0.516818326870
4 4.5 163.128387123240 0.516320644030
3.5 4.5 163.128336511430 0.516371255850
4 4.5 163.128285899620 0.516396561750
4 4.5 163.128387123240 0.516489350080
2.5 4 163.128150934780 0.516548397200
4.5 4.5 163.127526722400 0.516717103250
4.5 4.5 163.127560463610 0.516784585660
2.5 3 163.127568898910 0.516809891570
5.5 3.5 163.127307404530 0.517172609580
5 6 163.127298969230 0.517189480180
4.5 5 163.129357183020 0.515974796630
6 7 163.129475277260 0.516160373290
6.5 4 163.129525889070 0.516337514640
6.5 5 163.129272830000 0.517223221390
4 5.5 163.128496782180 0.517290703810
4 5.5 163.128437735060 0.517273833210
4 4 163.128193111290 0.517358186230
7 5 163.128218417200 0.517248527300
4 3.5 163.128361817340 0.517552198190
5 5.5 163.128606441110 0.517720904230
4.5 5 163.127855699190 0.517796821960
5.5 5.5 163.127796652070 0.517754645440
5 5.5 163.127897875700 0.517391927440
5 5.5 163.127762910860 0.517417233350
4.5 5.5 163.128024405240 0.517366621530
3 3 163.128285899620 0.518184845870
3 3 163.128505217480 0.518176410570
5 5 163.128505217480 0.518176410570
5.5 5.5 163.127990664030 0.518353551920
5.5 4.5 163.127872569800 0.518783752340
5 5.5 163.128716100040 0.518733140530
4.5 5 163.128986029720 0.518682528710
3 3.5 163.129095688650 0.518640352200
4 3.5 163.128994465020 0.518547563870
5 4.5 163.128699229430 0.518193281170
6 5.5 163.129019770930 0.517695598330
4.5 4 163.128842629580 0.517864304380
4.5 3.5 163.128867935480 0.518260763590
4.5 3.5 163.128867935480 0.518227022380
3 4.5 163.128994465020 0.518480081450
4.5 4 163.129188476980 0.518201716470
5.5 4.5 163.129272830000 0.518353551920
5 6 163.129205347580 0.518033010420
6 6.5 163.129188476980 0.517889610280
6.5 3.5 163.128792017760 0.518024575120
6.5 5.5 163.128749841250 0.517923351490
6 6 163.129323441810 0.517720904230
4.5 4.5 163.129255959390 0.517864304380
3.5 4 163.129348747720 0.517560633490
5 4.5 163.129449971350 0.517535327580
4 4.5 163.129424665440 0.517391927440
5.5 5 163.129247524090 0.517434103950
6.5 8 163.129475277260 0.517012338830
4.5 4.5 163.129061947440 0.516826762180
5 6 163.129011335620 0.516801456270
4 3.5 163.129593371490 0.518437904940
4 4.5 163.129449971350 0.518311375400
4 4.5 163.129888607080 0.518615046290
6 5 163.129829559960 0.518336681310
5.5 6 163.130681525510 0.518328246010
4 4.5 163.130715266710 0.518353551920
5 5.5 163.130757443230 0.518159539960
4 4 163.130673090200 0.518151104660
4.5 3.5 163.130538125360 0.518117363450
5.5 4.5 163.131162337740 0.518117363450
4.5 4.5 163.131196078950 0.518184845870
6.5 4 163.131288867280 0.517796821960
4 4.5 163.131305737880 0.517670292420
5.5 4.5 163.131381655610 0.518033010420
5.5 3 163.131390090910 0.518176410570
5 4.5 163.131381655610 0.518378857820
4 3.5 163.131339479090 0.518336681310
3.5 4.5 163.130900843370 0.518210151780
8 6.5 163.131018937600 0.518387293130
5 5 163.131002067000 0.518496952060
4 4.5 163.131061114110 0.518488516760
4.5 3.5 163.131187643650 0.518539128570
4.5 3 163.131390090910 0.518547563870
3 4 163.131415396820 0.518496952060
5 5 163.131533491050 0.518328246010
3 3 163.131381655610 0.518766881740
5.5 4.5 163.131449138030 0.518944023090
4.5 4.5 163.131449138030 0.518944023090
4.5 3 163.131491314540 0.518893411270
4.5 3 163.131356349700 0.518901846570
4 4 163.131322608490 0.518851234760
4 4 163.131280431980 0.518834364160
3.5 4.5 163.131246690770 0.518918717180
5 3.5 163.130647784300 0.518868105360
4 4 163.130622478390 0.518547563870
5.5 4 163.130529690060 0.517746210140
4 4 163.130757443230 0.517737774840
6.5 6 163.130554995970 0.517476280460
3 3.5 163.130681525510 0.517417233350
3 4 163.130833360950 0.517358186230
3.5 4.5 163.130883972760 0.517484715770
3 4.5 163.130968325790 0.517484715770
4.5 4 163.131305737880 0.517434103950
4.5 5 163.128311205520 0.518016139820
4.5 4 163.128269029010 0.517813692560
4 4.5 163.131288867280 0.517332880320
3.5 4 163.131137031840 0.517307574420
5 4.5 163.130943019880 0.517138868370
4 4 163.130782749130 0.517113562460
5 6 163.130808055040 0.517172609580
5 5 163.131137031840 0.516674926730
3.5 4 163.131364785000 0.516615879620
4 4 163.131128596530 0.516809891570
7 6 163.130993631700 0.516927985810
5 4 163.131499749840 0.517020774130
4 4.5 163.131449138030 0.517012338830
4.5 4 163.131381655610 0.517003903530
5 4 163.131381655610 0.517121997760
5.5 3.5 163.131347914400 0.517029209440
4 3.5 163.131288867280 0.517071385950
4 3.5 163.131137031840 0.517029209440
4.5 4 163.131499749840 0.516793020970
5 4 163.131398526210 0.516767715060
4 4.5 163.131482879240 0.516809891570
4 4.5 163.131525055750 0.516784585660
4 4.5 163.131128596530 0.516759279760
3 4.5 163.130959890490 0.516733973850
5.5 3.5 163.130689960810 0.516286902820
5 4 163.130782749130 0.516303773430
5.5 7 163.131356349700 0.516076020260
3.5 4 163.131660020590 0.516076020260
3.5 3.5 163.131735938310 0.516008537840
4.5 5 163.131972126780 0.516270032220
6 4 163.131980562080 0.516438738270
6 4 163.131980562080 0.516362820540
4 5 163.132157703430 0.516404997060
5.5 7 163.131693761800 0.516430302960
5 4 163.131735938310 0.517408798040
3.5 3.5 163.131668455890 0.517560633490
3 3.5 163.131727503010 0.517847433770
3 3.5 163.131862467850 0.517847433770
3 3.5 163.131955256170 0.517746210140
4 4.5 163.132199879940 0.517864304380
5 3.5 163.132461374320 0.517704033630
2.5 4 163.132174574040 0.517729339540
4 4.5 163.132436068410 0.518555999180
5 5 163.132646950970 0.518311375400
4 3.5 163.132554162640 0.518210151780
4 3.5 163.132478244920 0.518193281170
3.5 3.5 163.132115526920 0.518049881030
4.5 3.5 163.132495115530 0.517965528010
4.5 4 163.131778114820 0.518851234760
6.5 5.5 163.130479078250 0.516582138410
4 4.5 163.130200713270 0.516658056130
4.5 4 163.130124795540 0.517695598330
5 4.5 163.130065748430 0.517670292420
4 6 163.129998266010 0.517602810000
5 4 163.129972960100 0.517585939400
3.5 3 163.130107924940 0.517594374700
6 7 163.131719067700 0.516219420400
4.5 4.5 163.132081785710 0.516961727020
5 4 163.132250491760 0.517020774130
5.5 5 163.132309538870 0.517316009720
3.5 4 163.132343280080 0.517375056840
4 4.5 163.132157703430 0.516987032920
4.5 3 163.132166138730 0.517197915480
3.5 3 163.131972126780 0.517585939400
9.5 8 163.131474443930 0.515890443610
4.5 3 163.131988997380 0.515991667240
3.5 3 163.132697562790 0.517822127860
3 3 163.132731304000 0.518817493550
2.5 3.5 163.132638515670 0.518766881740
3.5 3.5 163.132393891900 0.518328246010
4 5 163.132469809620 0.518319810710
3.5 2.5 163.132596339160 0.518496952060
3.5 3 163.132377021290 0.517948657400
7 6 163.133541093030 0.513528558930
4 3.5 163.133414563490 0.513739441490
6.5 6 163.133186810330 0.513680394370
6.5 5 163.133431434100 0.513865971020
5 5.5 163.134468976300 0.513612911950
4.5 4 163.135110059280 0.513697264980
4.5 5 163.133583269540 0.514253994940
6 3 163.133372386980 0.514102159490
5 3.5 163.133355516380 0.514102159490
5 3.5 163.134013469960 0.514313042050
4.5 3.5 163.134865435510 0.517164174270
6.5 8 163.135008835650 0.517096691850
4 3 163.135388424260 0.517307574420
5 5 163.135953589520 0.517611245300
5 4 163.135607742120 0.517400362740
3.5 5 163.134418364480 0.516919550500
5 4 163.134477411600 0.516776150360
5 4 163.134384623270 0.516708667940
7.5 9 163.136350048740 0.516624314920
4 4.5 163.133313339860 0.515924184820
4 4.5 163.133321775170 0.515704866950
4 4.5 163.133338645770 0.515620513930
4.5 5.5 163.133448304700 0.515671125740
5 5.5 163.133127763210 0.515485549090
5.5 4 163.133018104280 0.515308407740
5.5 5.5 163.133009668980 0.515316843040
7 5.5 163.133591704840 0.514979430950
5 5 163.133954422850 0.514642018850
4 6 163.135633048030 0.515763914070
6.5 5.5 163.135852365890 0.516168808590
4 4.5 163.136012636640 0.516109761470
5.5 5 163.135995766040 0.516194114490
4 4.5 163.136029507250 0.516177243890
6.5 6.5 163.136156036780 0.516236291010
4.5 5 163.136080119060 0.517189480180
6 5 163.137581602890 0.515941055420
4.5 5 163.137379155630 0.515004736850
7 6 163.136881472790 0.514844466110
5 3.5 163.136569366600 0.514608277640
6.5 11.5 163.134148434800 0.513410464690
6 8.5 163.134232787830 0.515628949230
4.5 3.5 163.133633881360 0.516413432360
4.5 4 163.133794152100 0.516379691150
5.5 4.5 163.135827059990 0.516151937980
6 6.5 163.133254292750 0.517881174980
5.5 7 163.133498916520 0.517847433770
5 3.5 163.133262728050 0.517484715770
5.5 4.5 163.134646117650 0.518361987220
4.5 4.5 163.134620811740 0.518210151780
5.5 3.5 163.134578635230 0.518075186940
4.5 5 163.134781082490 0.518235457680
3.5 4 163.134182176010 0.518243892990
4 4 163.134148434800 0.518252328290
4.5 4 163.134055646480 0.518336681310
4.5 5 163.133996599360 0.518218587080
3.5 4.5 163.134080952380 0.518117363450
4 5 163.134047211170 0.517999269210
6 6 163.133836328610 0.518033010420
4.5 6 163.133743540290 0.518092057540
5.5 5 163.133498916520 0.518294504800
5.5 4.5 163.133642316660 0.518690964010
4.5 4.5 163.133549528330 0.518606610990
5 5.5 163.133701363770 0.515283101830
4.5 6.5 163.133642316660 0.515207184110
5.5 6 163.133524222420 0.515114395780
7.5 6 163.133338645770 0.515038478060
3 4.5 163.132073350410 0.515890443610
5 4.5 163.131845597240 0.515898878910
4.5 5 163.138104591640 0.515350584250
6 6 163.137978062110 0.515299972440
5.5 6.5 163.137952756200 0.515131266390
5.5 6 163.138391391930 0.514633583550
5.5 6 163.132714433390 0.516615879620
5 4 163.132849398230 0.516615879620
5 6 163.133094022000 0.517037644740
5 6.5 163.133161504420 0.517206350790
6.5 6 163.133237422140 0.517197915480
7 6.5 163.133288033960 0.517054515340
4.5 5.5 163.133937552240 0.517121997760
5.5 4 163.135160671100 0.518243892990
5 5.5 163.135202847610 0.518049881030
3.5 4.5 163.134983529740 0.518007704520
6 5.5 163.135379988960 0.518218587080
4.5 5 163.135329377140 0.518117363450
5.5 5.5 163.135346247750 0.518286069500
4.5 4.5 163.134924482630 0.518016139820
4.5 4 163.134924482630 0.517847433770
5 4 163.134966659140 0.517898045590
4.5 4 163.135008835650 0.517855869070
5.5 4 163.135051012160 0.518471646150
4.5 4 163.134983529740 0.518547563870
4.5 6 163.135245024120 0.518589740380
5.5 4.5 163.135548695010 0.518783752340
4 5.5 163.135742706960 0.518766881740
4.5 4.5 163.136037942550 0.518750011130
5.5 7 163.135995766040 0.518412599030
6.5 6 163.136586237210 0.518598175690
4.5 5 163.136316307530 0.518547563870
6 5 163.135978895430 0.518302940100
5 4.5 163.136105424970 0.518421034340
6.5 5.5 163.136113860270 0.518513822660
7 6.5 163.136493448880 0.518817493550
5 5.5 163.136754943250 0.518741575830
4.5 8 163.136839296280 0.518733140530
6 7 163.136948955210 0.518741575830
4.5 5.5 163.137320108520 0.518716269920
5 4.5 163.137438202750 0.518328246010
5 4.5 163.137682826520 0.518547563870
4.5 5.5 163.138433568440 0.518294504800
4.5 4.5 163.138290168300 0.518412599030
5 5.5 163.138079285740 0.518471646150
5.5 5.5 163.137202014280 0.517366621530
4 4.5 163.138728804020 0.517493151070
5.5 5.5 163.138593839180 0.517560633490
5 5.5 163.138045544530 0.517864304380
4.5 5.5 163.137834661970 0.517855869070
7 11 163.137817791360 0.517425668650
5 5.5 163.138087721040 0.517248527300
4.5 6.5 163.136409095850 0.518108928150
5 6 163.132427633110 0.516286902820
5 6.5 163.132528856740 0.516286902820
5.5 6.5 163.132714433390 0.516615879620
6 5.5 163.132857833530 0.516548397200
5.5 6 163.132824092320 0.516666491430
7 7 163.133043410190 0.516683362040
4.5 5 163.132950621860 0.516700232640
5.5 5 163.133077151400 0.517020774130
5.5 7.5 163.133119327910 0.517197915480
6.5 6 163.133203680930 0.517138868370
4.5 6 163.133254292750 0.517003903530
5.5 8 163.133380822280 0.517256962600
5 7.5 163.133321775170 0.517493151070
5 5 163.135540259700 0.516050714350
5 4 163.135253459420 0.515915749510
4 5 163.135261894720 0.515873573000
5.5 5.5 163.135329377140 0.515755478770
5.5 5.5 163.135076318070 0.515747043470
6 5.5 163.135194412300 0.515713302260
5.5 4.5 163.135143800490 0.515603643320
4.5 5.5 163.135261894720 0.515527725600
3 5.5 163.135413730170 0.515493984390
7 5.5 163.135059447470 0.515240925320
4 4.5 163.134966659140 0.515662690440
4 4 163.134890741420 0.515628949230
3.5 5 163.134823259000 0.515595208020
5.5 6 163.134747341280 0.515510855000
3.5 4.5 163.134679858860 0.515460243180
6.5 6 163.134570199930 0.515409631370
5.5 5.5 163.134418364480 0.515468678490
6 6 163.134426799780 0.515333713650
6.5 5 163.134409929180 0.515224054720
5 4.5 163.134603941130 0.515578337420
5 5.5 163.134570199930 0.515671125740
2.5 4 163.134620811740 0.515941055420
3 5 163.134730470670 0.515974796630
5.5 5 163.134494282200 0.515898878910
5 5.5 163.134418364480 0.515831396490
4.5 5.5 163.134494282200 0.516109761470
4.5 5 163.134401493880 0.516151937980
5.5 3.5 163.134342446760 0.516227855700
4.5 6 163.134764211880 0.516177243890
4 5.5 163.134747341280 0.516151937980
4.5 7 163.134679858860 0.516143502680
4.5 5.5 163.134806388390 0.516312208730
5 5.5 163.134764211880 0.516320644030
5 5 163.134831694300 0.516371255850
4 5.5 163.134679858860 0.516556832500
4 5 163.134899176720 0.516700232640
3 4.5 163.134958223840 0.516700232640
4.5 5 163.136425966460 0.516683362040
5.5 7 163.136501884180 0.516708667940
4 3.5 163.136679025530 0.516253161610
4.5 4 163.136679025530 0.516261596910
4.5 4 163.136636849020 0.516362820540
3.5 4.5 163.136746507950 0.516371255850
5 3.5 163.136763378560 0.516472479480
4.5 4 163.136383789950 0.516371255850
5 5 163.136366919340 0.516219420400
5 5 163.136577801900 0.516236291010
5 4 163.136898343400 0.516059149660
4.5 4.5 163.136476578270 0.516084455560
4 3.5 163.136518754790 0.516050714350
4.5 3.5 163.136425966460 0.516000102540
4 4 163.136577801900 0.515941055420
4 3 163.136510319480 0.515941055420
3.5 4 163.137092355350 0.516868938690
5.5 4 163.137092355350 0.516826762180
4 4 163.136830860980 0.516742409150
3.5 4 163.136729637350 0.516801456270
3.5 4 163.135607742120 0.516185679190
5.5 4.5 163.135641483330 0.516236291010
5.5 4.5 163.135734271660 0.516286902820
6.5 5 163.135801754080 0.516219420400
5 3.5 163.135995766040 0.516126632080
4.5 5 163.135835495290 0.516556832500
3 4 163.135962024830 0.516539961890
3.5 3.5 163.135962024830 0.516480914780
5 4.5 163.135152235790 0.516388126450
5.5 5.5 163.135211282910 0.516556832500
4.5 3.5 163.135067882770 0.516590573710
3.5 4 163.134587070530 0.516295338120
4 3.5 163.134629247040 0.516329079330
3.5 4 163.134722035370 0.516615879620
4.5 6 163.134173740710 0.515544596210
4.5 4 163.134080952380 0.515671125740
4 3.5 163.134055646480 0.515738608160
4.5 5.5 163.133920681640 0.515620513930
4.5 4.5 163.133811022710 0.515679561050
4 5 163.133726669680 0.515789219980
4.5 3.5 163.133591704840 0.515814525890
5 4.5 163.134511152810 0.514928819130
4.5 6.5 163.134595505830 0.514928819130
3.5 4 163.134662988250 0.514827595500
4 3 163.134789517790 0.514760113080
4 3.5 163.134705164760 0.514776983690
4.5 5 163.134975094440 0.514827595500
4.5 4 163.135025706260 0.514920383830
4.5 4.5 163.135135365190 0.514928819130
4 4.5 163.135472777280 0.515013172150
6.5 6 163.133026539580 0.513950324050
5 4.5 163.133735104980 0.514397395080
4.5 4 163.133768846190 0.514346783260
5.5 5 163.133406128190 0.514228689030
8 3 163.133448304700 0.514178077210
7.5 6.5 163.133220551540 0.513891276930
7.5 6.5 163.133676057870 0.513747876790
4.5 4.5 163.133507351820 0.513773182700
4 3.5 163.133212116230 0.514135900700
4.5 4.5 163.133448304700 0.514009371170
4 4 163.133549528330 0.513933453440
3 3.5 163.133937552240 0.514110594790
4 4 163.133861634520 0.514119030100
4 3.5 163.133650751960 0.514135900700
3.5 4 163.133886940430 0.513849100420
4.5 3.5 163.133726669680 0.513444205900
4.5 4 163.133735104980 0.513418900000
4.5 3.5 163.133988164060 0.513520123620
4.5 4 163.133903811030 0.513469511810
4 4 163.133751975590 0.513545429530
4.5 4.5 163.133507351820 0.513342982270
6 6 163.133574834240 0.513267064550
5.5 4.5 163.133692928470 0.513326111670
5 4.5 163.133785716800 0.513520123620
3.5 3.5 163.133811022710 0.513461076510
3.5 4 163.133735104980 0.513477947110
4 4 163.133844763920 0.513494817720
5.5 4.5 163.133878505130 0.513511688320
4.5 4.5 163.134047211170 0.513773182700
7 4.5 163.134080952380 0.513840665120
5 4 163.134030340570 0.514085288890
4 3 163.134165305410 0.513402029390
5.5 3.5 163.134232787830 0.513326111670
5.5 4.5 163.134080952380 0.513292370460
3.5 3.5 163.134123128900 0.513351417580
4 4 163.133060280790 0.513579170740
3 4 163.133886940430 0.513950324050
3 3 163.133962858150 0.513899712230
4 4.5 163.134224352530 0.513494817720
4 3.5 163.134300270250 0.513427335300
5 3.5 163.134325576150 0.513638217860
4.5 4.5 163.134291834940 0.513326111670
4 3.5 163.134072517080 0.514582971730
4.5 3.5 163.134123128900 0.514523924610
5.5 6 163.134325576150 0.514481748100
2.5 2.5 163.134241223130 0.514405830380
3.5 3.5 163.134190611320 0.514380524470
3.5 3 163.134241223130 0.514321477360
5.5 4 163.134418364480 0.514380524470
3.5 3 163.134376187970 0.514026241770
4 4.5 163.134637682340 0.514102159490
5.5 7.5 163.134528023410 0.514127465400
4 4.5 163.134713600070 0.514102159490
5 7.5 163.134595505830 0.513798488610
4 8 163.134873870810 0.513714135580
7 6 163.134772647180 0.513646653160
5 8 163.135219718210 0.513925018140
4 6 163.135253459420 0.514287736150
5 5 163.134873870810 0.514161206610
4.5 4.5 163.134907612020 0.514026241770
6 5 163.134958223840 0.514439571590
4 4 163.135245024120 0.514819160200
3.5 3.5 163.135245024120 0.514582971730
5 4 163.135616177430 0.513663523770
5 5 163.135363118350 0.515198748810
4 6.5 163.135371553660 0.515139701690
4.5 5 163.135540259700 0.515122831090
3.5 4 163.135574000910 0.515089089880
5.5 5 163.135599306820 0.514532359920
4.5 4 163.135700530450 0.514346783260
3 3 163.135734271660 0.514178077210
3.5 5 163.135742706960 0.514448006890
7 7.5 163.135371553660 0.514338347960
4 4 163.136569366600 0.514734807170
4.5 4 163.136569366600 0.514827595500
3.5 5 163.136425966460 0.515055348670
3 4 163.134367752670 0.514009371170
5.5 5 163.135067882770 0.513536994230
6.5 9 163.134924482630 0.513621347250
6 5.5 163.134654552950 0.514557665820
3 3 163.135607742120 0.514802289590
3 4.5 163.135633048030 0.514743242480
3.5 5 163.135658353940 0.514836030800
4 5 163.135506518490 0.515097525180
3.5 4 163.134755776580 0.514456442190
4.5 4 163.134646117650 0.514380524470
3 5 163.134620811740 0.514237124330
3.5 4 163.134679858860 0.514397395080
5 5 163.135599306820 0.514582971730
6 5.5 163.135455906680 0.514540795220
5 5 163.135649918640 0.514085288890
3.5 3.5 163.135616177430 0.514068418280
4 4 163.135894542410 0.514481748100
4 4 163.135886107100 0.514490183400
4 4 163.135843930590 0.514532359920
5.5 5 163.136375354640 0.514903513220
7.5 5.5 163.136434401760 0.514827595500
3.5 5 163.136231954500 0.515401196070
4 4 163.136231954500 0.515409631370
5 6 163.137952756200 0.515308407740
3 4 163.127298969230 0.513385158790
3.5 3.5 163.127282098630 0.514515489310
5 4.5 163.127315839840 0.514962560340
4 4 163.127450804670 0.514852901410
3 4.5 163.127737604960 0.514498618710
4 3.5 163.127492981190 0.514540795220
4.5 4.5 163.127307404530 0.514667324760
4 5 163.127442369370 0.514296171450
5 3.5 163.127442369370 0.514237124330
4 5.5 163.127931616910 0.514810724900
3.5 3.5 163.127805087380 0.515224054720
4.5 5 163.127771346170 0.515165007600
3.5 3.5 163.127391757560 0.515291537140
3 4.5 163.127298969230 0.515359019550
4.5 5 163.127830393280 0.515561466810
3.5 4 163.127956922820 0.515409631370
4 5 163.128378687940 0.515350584250
4.5 4.5 163.128429299760 0.515308407740
4.5 4 163.128218417200 0.515367454860
4 4 163.128226852500 0.515316843040
3.5 5.5 163.127585769510 0.515772349370
4 4.5 163.127670122540 0.515780784680
4 3.5 163.127400192860 0.516194114490
3.5 3.5 163.127223051510 0.517096691850
4 4.5 163.127231486810 0.517155738970
4 4.5 163.127307404530 0.517147303670
4 4 163.127189310300 0.517172609580
4.5 4 163.127189310300 0.517248527300
3.5 4.5 163.127611075420 0.516548397200
4 4 163.127729169660 0.516523091290
4 4.5 163.128395558550 0.515569902120
4 4 163.128614876410 0.515662690440
5 5 163.128977594410 0.515738608160
3.5 4.5 163.128800453060 0.515806090580
5.5 5.5 163.129011335620 0.516050714350
4.5 4.5 163.129019770930 0.515620513930
3.5 3.5 163.128690794130 0.515519290300
4 3.5 163.128724535340 0.515519290300
4 3 163.128724535340 0.515510855000
4 4.5 163.128724535340 0.516084455560
4.5 4.5 163.128842629580 0.515966361330
4.5 4.5 163.128834194270 0.515924184820
3.5 3.5 163.128893241390 0.515974796630
3 4 163.128058146450 0.518665658110
4 4 163.127931616910 0.518589740380
3.5 4 163.127585769510 0.518598175690
3 4 163.127594204820 0.518193281170
3 3 163.127881005100 0.518167975260
4.5 6 163.127189310300 0.517720904230
3.5 5 163.127341145740 0.517594374700
3.5 4 163.128538958690 0.517957092700
3.5 3.5 163.128589570500 0.518024575120
3.5 3.5 163.128724535340 0.517425668650
3 3.5 163.128673923530 0.517417233350
3.5 4 163.128640182320 0.517518456980
3.5 3.5 163.127611075420 0.518167975260
3 3 163.127611075420 0.517914916190
3 2.5 163.127627946030 0.517838998470
4 3.5 163.127223051510 0.518446340240
3.5 4 163.127130263180 0.518378857820
3.5 4 163.127172439690 0.518336681310
4 3 163.127273663320 0.518193281170
3.5 4 163.127265228020 0.518016139820
3 3.5 163.127358016350 0.517914916190
3 3 163.128243723100 0.517720904230
3.5 3.5 163.128226852500 0.517569068790
3 3.5 163.127990664030 0.517611245300
3 3.5 163.127906311010 0.518100492840
3.5 3.5 163.127813522680 0.518092057540
3 3 163.127813522680 0.518033010420
3.5 4 163.127999099330 0.517940222100
5 7 163.129028206230 0.516927985810
5 4.5 163.129584936190 0.516388126450
4 4.5 163.129466841960 0.516506220680
6 4.5 163.129719901030 0.516944856410
4 4.5 163.129964524800 0.517712468930
3.5 5 163.129660853910 0.517501586370
4 3.5 163.129120994560 0.517602810000
4.5 4.5 163.129087253350 0.517493151070
3.5 5 163.129374053630 0.518361987220
3.5 3.5 163.129441536050 0.518286069500
3.5 3 163.129407794840 0.518218587080
4 4 163.129492147860 0.518100492840
5.5 5 163.129466841960 0.517855869070
3.5 4 163.129137865160 0.518463210850
3 3 163.129213782880 0.518581305080
3.5 3.5 163.129120994560 0.518648787500
3.5 3.5 163.128648617620 0.518530693270
6 6 163.128041275840 0.518766881740
5 4.5 163.128294334920 0.518707834620
5.5 8 163.128176240680 0.518589740380
5 5 163.129643983310 0.518766881740
4 3 163.129466841960 0.518817493550
6 5 163.129407794840 0.518775317040
4 4.5 163.128876370790 0.518640352200
5 4.5 163.128808888370 0.518716269920
4 7.5 163.129913912980 0.516295338120
4.5 4 163.129821124660 0.516219420400
5 6.5 163.129812689360 0.516168808590
4.5 4.5 163.129947654190 0.516717103250
6 6 163.132765045210 0.514456442190
4 4.5 163.132824092320 0.514372089170
4.5 4 163.132824092320 0.514203383120
5.5 5 163.132478244920 0.514296171450
4 3.5 163.132773480510 0.514220253730
6.5 5 163.132520421430 0.514658889450
5.5 6.5 163.132545727340 0.514895077920
5.5 4.5 163.132478244920 0.514034677070
6.5 5.5 163.132916880650 0.514625148240
4.5 5 163.133043410190 0.514439571590
3.5 3.5 163.133068716090 0.514549230520
4 4 163.132984363070 0.514439571590
5.5 6 163.133279598650 0.514515489310
4.5 4 163.133271163350 0.514667324760
4.5 4.5 163.133043410190 0.514785418990
5.5 4.5 163.133220551540 0.514439571590
4.5 4.5 163.133751975590 0.515004736850
4 4 163.133751975590 0.515072219270
6.5 9.5 163.133557963630 0.514701065970
5.5 4 163.133254292750 0.515089089880
4 6 163.133962858150 0.515004736850
4 4.5 163.133844763920 0.514625148240
4 4.5 163.133768846190 0.514760113080
5.5 5.5 163.133827893310 0.514717936570
4 4 163.133507351820 0.514869772010
5 4 163.133077151400 0.514776983690
6 8.5 163.134047211170 0.515165007600
7 7 163.134797953090 0.513638217860
6 8.5 163.134924482630 0.513663523770
4.5 4 163.135776448170 0.513832229810
4.5 3 163.135093188680 0.513477947110
3.5 5 163.132596339160 0.515139701690
3.5 5 163.132469809620 0.515249360620
5 4.5 163.132444503710 0.515350584250
5 5.5 163.132098656310 0.515316843040
3.5 4.5 163.132301103570 0.515215619410
6.5 6 163.132554162640 0.515485549090
4 3 163.132377021290 0.515139701690
3.5 4 163.132613209760 0.515316843040
7 4.5 163.132663821580 0.515291537140
3 4.5 163.132705998090 0.515595208020
3.5 4.5 163.132790351110 0.515620513930
4 3.5 163.132942186560 0.515924184820
5.5 5 163.133077151400 0.515780784680
4 5 163.132891574740 0.515747043470
3.5 4.5 163.132891574740 0.515671125740
4 5 163.136603107810 0.518665658110
4.5 5 163.136535625390 0.518792187640
4 4 163.136307872230 0.518572869780
4.5 4.5 163.136358484040 0.518623481590
3.5 3.5 163.133085586700 0.516050714350
4.5 4.5 163.133203680930 0.515991667240
4 3.5 163.132975927770 0.516050714350
5 3.5 163.133355516380 0.516160373290
3 5 163.133313339860 0.516295338120
4.5 4.5 163.133608575450 0.516793020970
3.5 4 163.133600140150 0.516936421110
4.5 4 163.133743540290 0.516911115200
5 4.5 163.134030340570 0.516556832500
4.5 5 163.134308705550 0.516464044170
3.5 4 163.134283399640 0.516320644030
4 4.5 163.134173740710 0.516843632780
4 3.5 163.134215917220 0.517003903530
4.5 4 163.133920681640 0.517121997760
4 4 163.134030340570 0.517138868370
4 4 163.134224352530 0.517543762880
6.5 6 163.133009668980 0.515603643320
3.5 5.5 163.136021071940 0.518437904940
4 3.5 163.136063248450 0.518766881740
3.5 5 163.136037942550 0.518513822660
4 5 163.136147601480 0.518446340240
3.5 4 163.136417531160 0.518378857820
5 4.5 163.135970460130 0.518252328290
3.5 3.5 163.135759577570 0.518800622950
3.5 3.5 163.135565565610 0.518817493550
4 3.5 163.136476578270 0.518159539960
4 4 163.136400660550 0.518058316330
4.5 4 163.136392225250 0.517889610280
4 4 163.136687460830 0.518049881030
4 4.5 163.136518754790 0.518033010420
3.5 3.5 163.136510319480 0.517965528010
4.5 4 163.135902977710 0.517881174980
3.5 3.5 163.135768012870 0.517813692560
4 3.5 163.136729637350 0.518547563870
3.5 4 163.135185977000 0.518227022380
4 5.5 163.135337812450 0.518252328290
4 5 163.135202847610 0.518092057540
4 3.5 163.134966659140 0.518024575120
4 4 163.135042576860 0.518505387360
4 4 163.135008835650 0.518555999180
4 5.5 163.135413730170 0.518218587080
4 4 163.134932917930 0.517855869070
4 3.5 163.134806388390 0.517678727720
4 4 163.134755776580 0.517543762880
3.5 4 163.134890741420 0.517375056840
4 3 163.134949788530 0.517282268510
4 4.5 163.135000400350 0.517383492140
4 3.5 163.135759577570 0.517611245300
4 4 163.135759577570 0.517569068790
3 4 163.135827059990 0.517577504090
3 3 163.135700530450 0.517476280460
3.5 3.5 163.135565565610 0.517417233350
4 3.5 163.135565565610 0.517434103950
3.5 3.5 163.135827059990 0.517206350790
3 2.5 163.135810189380 0.517197915480
4 3.5 163.135582436220 0.517029209440
3 3.5 163.135565565610 0.516961727020
4.5 4.5 163.135607742120 0.516843632780
3 3 163.135683659850 0.516877373990
3 3.5 163.135810189380 0.516776150360
3.5 3.5 163.135928283620 0.516801456270
3.5 4 163.135649918640 0.516708667940
3.5 5 163.135582436220 0.516683362040
4 4 163.135304071240 0.516978597620
3 4 163.135489647890 0.517054515340
3 4.5 163.135371553660 0.517214786090
3.5 4 163.135683659850 0.517459409860
4 3.5 163.135540259700 0.517493151070
3 5.5 163.135396859560 0.517434103950
3 3.5 163.135312506540 0.517543762880
3 4 163.135278765330 0.517602810000
3.5 3.5 163.134477411600 0.517290703810
3 4.5 163.134443670390 0.517341315630
4 4 163.132883139440 0.515460243180
3 3.5 163.132756609900 0.515409631370
3.5 4 163.135329377140 0.518100492840
3 3 163.135413730170 0.518167975260
3 3.5 163.135034141560 0.517898045590
3.5 3.5 163.135008835650 0.517881174980
3 3 163.134983529740 0.517957092700
3 3.5 163.135067882770 0.517729339540
2.5 3 163.135017270950 0.517661857120
2.5 3 163.135110059280 0.517594374700
3 3 163.134587070530 0.517923351490
3 3 163.134646117650 0.518033010420
4 4.5 163.134325576150 0.517543762880
3.5 4 163.134241223130 0.517526892280
3.5 5 163.134139999500 0.517569068790
3.5 4.5 163.134005034660 0.517417233350
3.5 3.5 163.134165305410 0.517155738970
3 3 163.134350882060 0.517240092000
3.5 4 163.134409929180 0.517206350790
4 4 163.137328543820 0.518699399320
3 3 163.137370720330 0.518674093410
3.5 3 163.137682826520 0.518539128570
3 3.5 163.135312506540 0.516784585660
3 3 163.135278765330 0.516759279760
3.5 3.5 163.134165305410 0.516733973850
3 3 163.134064081780 0.516759279760
3.5 3 163.134190611320 0.516615879620
4 4 163.135253459420 0.518615046290
3 3.5 163.135211282910 0.518555999180
3.5 3 163.135025706260 0.518286069500
2.5 2.5 163.135025706260 0.518235457680
3.5 3 163.136594672510 0.517729339540
3 3.5 163.136198213290 0.517383492140
3.5 3 163.136400660550 0.517889610280
3 3.5 163.136510319480 0.517864304380
5 6 163.135270330030 0.516539961890
3.5 3 163.134393058570 0.516447173570
3 3.5 163.134350882060 0.516396561750
3.5 4.5 163.134190611320 0.516286902820
3.5 3 163.134139999500 0.516312208730
5.5 4 163.134072517080 0.516320644030
3 4 163.133515787120 0.516590573710
2.5 2.5 163.133473610610 0.516658056130
2.5 2 163.133414563490 0.516582138410
3 3 163.133321775170 0.516599009010
3.5 2.5 163.133389257580 0.516649620830
3.5 3.5 163.138408262530 0.518345116610
3.5 3.5 163.138070850430 0.518463210850
3 3 163.137471943960 0.518345116610
3.5 3.5 163.137252626100 0.517931786800
3.5 3 163.137328543820 0.517830563170
3.5 3 163.137269496700 0.517771516050
3 35 163.137227320190 0.517712468930
3 3 163.137328543820 0.517729339540
2.5 3 163.137168273070 0.518049881030
2.5 3 163.137109225960 0.518041445730
3 3 163.136771813860 0.518252328290
3 3 163.136965825810 0.518345116610
2.5 3 163.138281732990 0.518454775550
3 3 163.138045544530 0.517855869070
3.5 3 163.137218884890 0.517408798040
3 3.5 163.137092355350 0.517197915480
3.5 3 163.137193578980 0.517164174270
3 3 163.136948955210 0.517155738970
2.5 3 163.137008002330 0.517282268510
3 3 163.138391391930 0.516371255850
3 3.5 163.138416697830 0.516236291010
3 3 163.138517921460 0.516227855700
3 3 163.138711933420 0.516396561750
3 3.5 163.138011803320 0.516101326170
3.5 3.5 163.137952756200 0.516185679190
3 3 163.138695062810 0.516961727020
3 3 163.138652886300 0.517029209440
4 4 163.138627580390 0.516784585660
3 3 163.138728804020 0.517510021670
3 3 163.138602274490 0.517560633490
3.5 3 163.138602274490 0.517265397900
4.5 4 163.137952756200 0.515308407740
3 3 163.137935885590 0.515342148950
3.5 4 163.137952756200 0.515165007600
2.5 3.5 163.138442003740 0.515249360620
2.5 3 163.138442003740 0.515198748810
3 3 163.138526356760 0.515249360620
2.5 2.5 163.138442003740 0.515046913360
2.5 2.5 163.138442003740 0.514996301550
2.5 2.5 163.138720368720 0.515013172150
2.5 2.5 163.138720368720 0.514911948530
2.5 2.5 163.138636015700 0.514776983690
2.5 3 163.138475744950 0.514709501270
3 3.5 163.138374521320 0.514658889450
3 3 163.138357650720 0.514388959780
2.5 2.5 163.138433568440 0.514355218570
3 3.5 163.137792485450 0.513697264980
3 4 163.138172074060 0.513562300140
2.5 4 163.138121462250 0.513317676370
3 3.5 163.138509486160 0.513494817720
2.5 3 163.137876838480 0.513359852880
2.5 3 163.136206648600 0.518100492840
2.5 2.5 163.135422165470 0.517889610280
2.5 3 163.135295635930 0.517729339540
3 3.5 163.135295635930 0.517847433770
3.5 2.5 163.135278765330 0.518049881030
3.5 3.5 163.135118494580 0.517079821250
3 3 163.130411595830 0.518699399320
2.5 2.5 163.130200713270 0.518606610990
2.5 2.5 163.130234454480 0.518496952060
5 5 163.130976761090 0.518690964010
2.5 2.5 163.131094855320 0.518741575830
3 3 163.131044243510 0.518682528710
4 3.5 163.130909278670 0.518598175690
4.5 3 163.131111725930 0.518657222800
3.5 3 163.131128596530 0.518606610990
3.5 3.5 163.131010502300 0.518631916900
3 3 163.131111725930 0.518547563870
2.5 2.5 163.131617844070 0.518572869780
3 3 163.131356349700 0.518336681310
3 3 163.131390090910 0.518345116610
3 3 163.131415396820 0.518395728430
3 4 163.131162337740 0.518437904940
4 3 163.130968325790 0.518311375400
3 3 163.130959890490 0.518176410570
2.5 2.5 163.131035808210 0.518083622240
4 4 163.130909278670 0.517898045590
3.5 5 163.131339479090 0.518007704520
3 3 163.130867102160 0.518151104660
3 3 163.130943019880 0.518083622240
3 4 163.133195245630 0.518682528710
3 3 163.131474443930 0.518277634190
2 2.5 163.130597172480 0.518294504800
3 3 163.130293501590 0.518151104660
2.5 2.5 163.130166972060 0.518016139820
2 3 163.130217583870 0.517957092700
3 3 163.130335678110 0.517914916190
3 3.5 163.130369419320 0.517898045590
2.5 3 163.130799619740 0.517881174980
2.5 2.5 163.130698396110 0.517881174980
2.5 2.5 163.130614043090 0.517914916190
2.5 3 163.130571866570 0.518016139820
2.5 3 163.131609408770 0.518016139820
2.5 2.5 163.131558796960 0.517923351490
3.5 3 163.131229820160 0.518328246010
2.5 3 163.131238255470 0.518134234050
3 2.5 163.131314173190 0.518151104660
2.5 3 163.130479078250 0.518167975260
2.5 2.5 163.130420031130 0.518218587080
2.5 2.5 163.130470642940 0.518167975260
3 2.5 163.130495948850 0.517957092700
4 4 163.130875537460 0.517822127860
3 2.5 163.130917713970 0.517754645440
3 3 163.131398526210 0.517931786800
2.5 2.5 163.131811856030 0.518319810710
2.5 3 163.130824925650 0.518463210850
3.5 4.5 163.129795818750 0.516033843750
3 3.5 163.129880171770 0.516008537840
2.5 3.5 163.130107924940 0.516059149660
3 2.5 163.130968325790 0.516388126450
3 4.5 163.130951455180 0.516312208730
3 3.5 163.130883972760 0.516497785380
3.5 3.5 163.130985196390 0.516607444310
3.5 4.5 163.130749007920 0.516556832500
3 4.5 163.129964524800 0.516539961890
3.5 4 163.129972960100 0.516607444310
3 4 163.130057313130 0.516641185520
3 2.5 163.130091054340 0.516708667940
5.5 4.5 163.130065748430 0.516717103250
2.5 3 163.130504384150 0.516717103250
3 3 163.130470642940 0.516691797340
2.5 2.5 163.130436901730 0.516632750220
3 2.5 163.130428466430 0.516683362040
3 3.5 163.130377854620 0.516717103250
4 3 163.130344113410 0.516776150360
3.5 4 163.130428466430 0.516843632780
4.5 4 163.130647784300 0.516472479480
3.5 3.5 163.130639348990 0.516430302960
2.5 3.5 163.130521254760 0.516649620830
2.5 3 163.130630913690 0.516641185520
3.5 6 163.130681525510 0.516641185520
6.5 3.5 163.131103290630 0.516911115200
3 3.5 163.131204514260 0.516793020970
3 3.5 163.131271996680 0.516750844460
2.5 3 163.131162337740 0.516953291710
2.5 3 163.130959890490 0.517020774130
3 3 163.130909278670 0.516961727020
2.5 3 163.130850231550 0.516970162320
3.5 3.5 163.131322608490 0.517096691850
3 3 163.130774313830 0.516987032920
3 3 163.130715266710 0.517029209440
3.5 4.5 163.130445337040 0.517113562460
2.5 4.5 163.130335678110 0.517012338830
3.5 4 163.130242889780 0.516911115200
3.5 3 163.130411595830 0.516911115200
4.5 3 163.130268195690 0.517214786090
3.5 3 163.130268195690 0.517189480180
2.5 2.5 163.130175407360 0.517273833210
3 3.5 163.130521254760 0.517366621530
2 2.5 163.130504384150 0.517206350790
4 4 163.130968325790 0.517256962600
3 3 163.131153902440 0.517324445020
3.5 3.5 163.131432267420 0.517417233350
2.5 3 163.131423832120 0.517526892280
3.5 5 163.130386289920 0.517653421820
4 3 163.130521254760 0.517678727720
3 3.5 163.130900843370 0.517628115910
3 3 163.130824925650 0.517678727720
2.5 3 163.130689960810 0.517704033630
3.5 3 163.129863301170 0.517155738970
3 3 163.129964524800 0.518100492840
3.5 3.5 163.129922348290 0.518404163730
3 3 163.129466841960 0.518724705220
3 4 163.129559630280 0.518007704520
2.5 3 163.129390924230 0.518134234050
3.5 3.5 163.129475277260 0.518176410570
2 2 163.128994465020 0.518429469640
2 2 163.128977594410 0.518463210850
2.5 3 163.129196912280 0.518361987220
3.5 3.5 163.129171606370 0.518311375400
2.5 2.5 163.129095688650 0.518260763590
2.5 2.5 163.129137865160 0.518142669360
3 3 163.130107924940 0.517855869070
2.5 2.5 163.129880171770 0.517965528010
3 3 163.129525889070 0.517273833210
3.5 3 163.130057313130 0.517096691850
4 3.5 163.129947654190 0.516902679900
3.5 4.5 163.130040442520 0.516995468230
3 3 163.132503550830 0.516987032920
3.5 2.5 163.132452939020 0.516978597620
4 3 163.132452939020 0.516843632780
4 3.5 163.132520421430 0.516843632780
3 3.5 163.132579468550 0.516801456270
3 2.5 163.132621645060 0.516793020970
2.5 4 163.132672256880 0.516590573710
3 3 163.132562597950 0.516514655990
4 3.5 163.132621645060 0.516514655990
2.5 2.5 163.132646950970 0.516573703100
3 3 163.132705998090 0.516523091290
3 2.5 163.132705998090 0.516472479480
3 3.5 163.132925315950 0.516674926730
3 3.5 163.133009668980 0.516447173570
3 3 163.132604774460 0.516303773430
4 3 163.132444503710 0.516421867660
3 3 163.134215917220 0.516641185520
3 3 163.132528856740 0.516455608870
3.5 3.5 163.132444503710 0.516624314920
3 3 163.132469809620 0.516607444310
3 3 163.132613209760 0.517029209440
3.5 3.5 163.132554162640 0.517096691850
3.5 5 163.132157703430 0.517088256550
4.5 4.5 163.132073350410 0.517105127160
3 4 163.131837161940 0.516911115200
3 4 163.131752808910 0.516506220680
3 3 163.131786550120 0.516472479480
4 3.5 163.131609408770 0.516927985810
3 3 163.131786550120 0.516902679900
3 3.5 163.131752808910 0.516877373990
4 4 163.131626279380 0.517079821250
3 3 163.131735938310 0.516835197480
2.5 2.5 163.131761244220 0.516742409150
2.5 3 163.131668455890 0.516691797340
3.5 3 163.131735938310 0.516632750220
3.5 3 163.131651585280 0.516582138410
2.5 3 163.131432267420 0.516506220680
3 3.5 163.131449138030 0.516548397200
3 3.5 163.132039609200 0.516480914780
3.5 4 163.132377021290 0.515907314210
6.5 6 163.132503550830 0.515780784680
4.5 5.5 163.132377021290 0.515696431650
2.5 3 163.132334844780 0.515763914070
2.5 3 163.132360150690 0.515772349370
3.5 2.5 163.132427633110 0.515763914070
3 3 163.132064915100 0.515704866950
3 3 163.132115526920 0.515738608160
3 3 163.131862467850 0.515932620120
2.5 2.5 163.131837161940 0.516033843750
3 3.5 163.131778114820 0.516059149660
3 2.5 163.131769679520 0.516118196770
4 2.5 163.131617844070 0.516135067380
3.5 4 163.131626279380 0.516902679900
2.5 2 163.131491314540 0.516902679900
2.5 2.5 163.131440702720 0.516911115200
2.5 2.5 163.131938385570 0.517341315630
4.5 4.5 163.131862467850 0.517299139110
3.5 3.5 163.131634714680 0.517231656690
2.5 2.5 163.131516620450 0.517046080040
3.5 2.5 163.132326409480 0.516151937980
2.5 3.5 163.132284232970 0.516076020260
2 2.5 163.132528856740 0.516016973140
2.5 2 163.132495115530 0.515966361330
2.5 2.5 163.132815657020 0.516286902820
3 3 163.132756609900 0.516303773430
3 2.5 163.133034974880 0.516599009010
2.5 2 163.133077151400 0.516641185520
2 2 163.133127763210 0.516691797340
2.5 2.5 163.133195245630 0.516717103250
2.5 2.5 163.133119327910 0.516767715060
2.5 3 163.133482045910 0.517155738970
3 2.5 163.133532657730 0.517147303670
3 4 163.133557963630 0.517096691850
2.5 2.5 163.133583269540 0.517121997760
3.5 3.5 163.133718234380 0.517181044880
4 3 163.133583269540 0.517231656690
3 3.5 163.133659187260 0.517349750930
3 2.5 163.144102091670 0.515780784680
5 4 163.134156870110 0.517754645440
4.5 4 163.134139999500 0.517779951350
3 3.5 163.134072517080 0.517855869070
3 3 163.134139999500 0.517957092700
2.5 3 163.134300270250 0.518328246010
3 2.5 163.134435235090 0.518530693270
3 3 163.133912246340 0.518353551920
3.5 3 163.133844763920 0.518311375400
3 3.5 163.133996599360 0.518690964010
3 2.5 163.133794152100 0.518615046290
2.5 3 163.133836328610 0.518572869780
3.5 3 163.133541093030 0.518598175690
2.5 3 163.133600140150 0.518657222800
3 3 163.133557963630 0.518682528710
3 5.5 163.133541093030 0.518716269920
3 3.5 163.133490481210 0.518674093410
3 3 163.133321775170 0.518412599030
2.5 2.5 163.133304904560 0.518564434480
3 3 163.133262728050 0.518631916900
2.5 3.5 163.132959057160 0.518640352200
3.5 3.5 163.132933751250 0.518589740380
2.5 2.5 163.132967492460 0.518615046290
3 4 163.132866268830 0.518631916900
2.5 2.5 163.132621645060 0.518581305080
3 3 163.133119327910 0.518437904940
2.5 2.5 163.133119327910 0.518345116610
3 2.5 163.133473610610 0.518513822660
2.5 3 163.133397692890 0.518505387360
3.5 3.5 163.133853199220 0.517771516050
3.5 4 163.133870069820 0.517746210140
2.5 2.5 163.133920681640 0.517872739680
2.5 3 163.133811022710 0.517906480890
3.5 3 163.133676057870 0.517746210140
3 3 163.133490481210 0.517695598330
3 3.5 163.133397692890 0.517737774840
3 3 163.133279598650 0.517779951350
4.5 3 163.133254292750 0.518092057540
3.5 3.5 163.133633881360 0.518412599030
3.5 3.5 163.132790351110 0.517847433770
3 3.5 163.132765045210 0.517914916190
3.5 3 163.132900010040 0.517923351490
3 3 163.132807221720 0.517973963310
5 5 163.132748174600 0.517459409860
3 2.5 163.132959057160 0.517324445020
3 2.5 163.132849398230 0.517273833210
3 3 163.132663821580 0.517290703810
3 3 163.132537292040 0.517847433770
3 3 163.132596339160 0.517805257260
2.5 2.5 163.132689127480 0.518243892990
3 2.5 163.132655386270 0.518201716470
3 3.5 163.132663821580 0.518184845870
3 3.5 163.132765045210 0.518184845870
3 2.5 163.132697562790 0.518058316330
3.5 4 163.132571033250 0.518092057540
5.5 4.5 163.136265695710 0.515941055420
5 4.5 163.136695896140 0.515890443610
4 4.5 163.136662154930 0.515772349370
3.5 3 163.135987330730 0.515806090580
4 4 163.135489647890 0.515139701690
4 4 163.135379988960 0.515165007600
4.5 4 163.135236588820 0.514540795220
4.5 4.5 163.136282566320 0.515468678490
3.5 3.5 163.136189777990 0.515460243180
4.5 5 163.136501884180 0.515038478060
4 4 163.136468142970 0.515519290300
4 4.5 163.136096989660 0.514928819130
3.5 4 163.136240389810 0.514962560340
3.5 3.5 163.136459707670 0.515299972440
3.5 3 163.136341613440 0.515257795930
4.5 3.5 163.136350048740 0.515249360620
3.5 3.5 163.135818624680 0.515308407740
3.5 3.5 163.135717401060 0.515283101830
4 4 163.135574000910 0.515283101830
7 7 163.129753642240 0.510778650340
3.5 3 163.130116360240 0.510618379590
3 3.5 163.130504384150 0.510635250190
3.5 2.5 163.130504384150 0.510576203080
3.5 2.5 163.130504384150 0.510525591260
5.5 5.5 163.130605607780 0.510550897170
4.5 4 163.130251325080 0.510618379590
3 4 163.130234454480 0.510534026570
6 5 163.129753642240 0.510466544150
3 3.5 163.129897042380 0.510441238240
3.5 4 163.129863301170 0.510626814890
2.5 2.5 163.129483712560 0.510483414750
2.5 3 163.129584936190 0.510601508980
5 3.5 163.129719901030 0.509876072980
3 3.5 163.129559630280 0.510011037810
3.5 3 163.129880171770 0.509783284650
2.5 2.5 163.130428466430 0.510264096890
3 2.5 163.130462207640 0.510399061730
3.5 2 163.130386289920 0.510593073680
3 2.5 163.130554995970 0.510323144000
2 4 163.130622478390 0.510154437960
5 4 163.130816490340 0.510078520230
3 3 163.130681525510 0.509985731910
3.5 2 163.130403160530 0.509909814190
4 4 163.130723702020 0.510053214330
2 3.5 163.130749007920 0.510474979450
4 4 163.130875537460 0.510517155960
3 4 163.130951455180 0.510491850050
4 3.5 163.131069549420 0.510407497030
3.5 3 163.130791184440 0.510306273400
5 4.5 163.130765878530 0.510685862010
3 3 163.130959890490 0.510677426710
4.5 4.5 163.130993631700 0.510711167920
3.5 3 163.131002067000 0.510626814890
3.5 2.5 163.131103290630 0.510247226280
4 5 163.131086420020 0.510753344430
3 3.5 163.131094855320 0.510930485780
5 4 163.131221384860 0.510609944290
2.5 2 163.131238255470 0.510542461870
2 1.5 163.131263561370 0.510449673540
3 2.5 163.131617844070 0.510205049770
3.5 2.5 163.131870903150 0.510390626420
2.5 3 163.131972126780 0.510441238240
3.5 3 163.131904644360 0.510829262150
3.5 3 163.131913079660 0.510938921080
2 2 163.132022738590 0.510407497030
3 2 163.131811856030 0.510280967490
2.5 2 163.131879338450 0.510255661580
2.5 2 163.131921514960 0.510247226280
2.5 2 163.131955256170 0.510086955540
3 2.5 163.132014303290 0.509994167210
2.5 2 163.131820291330 0.509690496320
2.5 3 163.131693761800 0.509547096180
5 3 163.131938385570 0.509369954830
2.5 2.5 163.132064915100 0.509344648920
3 3 163.132225185850 0.509623013900
3.5 3 163.131820291330 0.509218119390
3 3.5 163.131288867280 0.509327778320
3.5 2.5 163.131103290630 0.509555531480
2.5 2 163.131128596530 0.509682061020
3 2.5 163.131027372900 0.509656755110
4 2.5 163.130824925650 0.509445872550
4 3.5 163.130799619740 0.509496484370
4.5 2.5 163.130723702020 0.509462743160
4 3.5 163.130706831410 0.509437437250
3.5 2.5 163.130698396110 0.509665190410
3 2 163.130597172480 0.509665190410
4 3 163.130259760380 0.508906013200
2.5 2 163.130318807500 0.509116895760
2.5 2 163.130285066290 0.509201248780
3.5 2.5 163.130900843370 0.508863836680
3 2.5 163.131061114110 0.508745742450
3 3.5 163.131322608490 0.510086955540
3.5 2.5 163.131221384860 0.510086955540
7 4.5 163.131153902440 0.510095390840
4 3.5 163.131187643650 0.510205049770
2 1.5 163.131449138030 0.510137567350
3.5 3 163.132765045210 0.510449673540
3.5 4 163.132444503710 0.510348449910
3 2.5 163.132528856740 0.510011037810
3.5 4 163.132883139440 0.510154437960
3 3 163.132545727340 0.509462743160
3 2 163.132343280080 0.509783284650
3.5 3 163.132638515670 0.511048580010
3.5 3 163.132385456600 0.511251027270
2 1.5 163.132528856740 0.510972662290
2.5 3 163.133110892600 0.511234156670
3.5 3 163.133119327910 0.511326944990
3.5 3 163.133718234380 0.511225721360
3.5 3 163.133617010750 0.510938921080
6.5 5 163.133920681640 0.508771048360
3.5 3 163.133886940430 0.508838530780
3 2.5 163.133945987550 0.508830095470
3 3 163.133743540290 0.509142201660
2 4 163.134232787830 0.508686695330
3.5 2.5 163.134224352530 0.508627648220
3.5 2.5 163.134215917220 0.508475812770
3.5 3 163.134662988250 0.508408330350
2.5 3 163.133431434100 0.507412964670
2.5 2.5 163.133532657730 0.507168340900
2.5 2 163.133937552240 0.507387658760
3 2.5 163.133912246340 0.507784117970
2 2 163.133751975590 0.507691329650
3 2 163.133077151400 0.508264930210
3 3 163.133195245630 0.508366153840
3.5 2 163.133169939720 0.507978129930
2.5 2.5 163.132646950970 0.508087788860
3 2 163.132511986130 0.507412964670
3 2 163.132393891900 0.507944388720
2.5 1.5 163.132157703430 0.507767247370
3.5 2.5 163.131963691470 0.507784117970
2.5 2.5 163.132343280080 0.508399895050
2.5 2.5 163.132140832830 0.508366153840
1.5 1.5 163.131963691470 0.508256494910
2.5 2.5 163.131837161940 0.508366153840
3.5 2.5 163.131390090910 0.508079353560
3.5 3 163.131305737880 0.508121530070
3.5 3.5 163.131246690770 0.507969694630
3 2.5 163.131229820160 0.507817859180
3.5 3.5 163.130833360950 0.507623847230
4 3.5 163.130850231550 0.507657588440
3.5 2.5 163.130900843370 0.507674459040
2.5 3.5 163.130959890490 0.507792553280
4 4 163.131128596530 0.508163706580
3.5 3 163.131212949560 0.508357718540
3 2.5 163.131010502300 0.508467377470
2.5 3 163.130099489640 0.508695130640
3.5 3.5 163.129972960100 0.508855401380
5 4 163.129922348290 0.509007236830
3.5 2.5 163.129593371490 0.508568601100
3 2.5 163.130057313130 0.508560165800
3 2.5 163.129972960100 0.508163706580
2.5 2 163.129964524800 0.508205883090
2.5 3.5 163.130217583870 0.508054047650
2.5 2 163.130166972060 0.508096224160
3.5 2 163.129956089500 0.507969694630
3 4 163.130403160530 0.508020306440
3 2.5 163.130411595830 0.508096224160
4 3.5 163.129441536050 0.508340847930
4 3.5 163.129475277260 0.508222753700
2.5 1.5 163.129593371490 0.508509553980
3.5 3 163.129340312420 0.509024107430
3 3.5 163.129264394700 0.509184378180
4.5 3.5 163.129357183020 0.509580837390
4.5 3.5 163.129239088790 0.509555531480
3.5 3 163.128986029720 0.509462743160
3.5 5.5 163.129180041670 0.509867637670
3.5 3 163.129137865160 0.509850767070
5 3.5 163.129837995260 0.509378390130
3 2.5 163.129804254050 0.509521790270
2 2 163.129551194980 0.509901378880
3.5 2.5 163.129686159820 0.509876072980
5 5 163.129846430560 0.510525591260
4 6.5 163.129939218890 0.509960426000
3.5 2.5 163.130192277960 0.509884508280
3.5 5.5 163.129829559960 0.510272532190
3 2.5 163.129972960100 0.510390626420
2 2 163.129939218890 0.510306273400
5 5 163.129230653490 0.510340014610
3 2 163.129306571210 0.510559332470
3 2.5 163.129500583170 0.510559332470
3 5.5 163.128665488220 0.510373755820
3 3 163.128589570500 0.510331579310
7.5 8.5 163.128471476270 0.510593073680
3 3 163.128614876410 0.510584638380
5 4 163.128488346870 0.510753344430
5 4 163.128269029010 0.510188179170
3.5 3.5 163.128328076130 0.510272532190
2.5 3 163.128522088080 0.509833896460
3.5 3.5 163.128513652780 0.509741108140
3.5 2 163.128429299760 0.509707366930
2 2 163.128344946730 0.509960426000
5.5 5 163.128125628870 0.509867637670
5.5 4.5 163.128429299760 0.509656755110
3 4 163.128673923530 0.509521790270
4.5 3.5 163.128235287800 0.509580837390
2.5 3 163.128851064880 0.509091589850
4.5 3.5 163.127686993140 0.509842331770
5 3.5 163.127796652070 0.509336213620
2 3.5 163.127627946030 0.509732672830
2.5 4 163.127560463610 0.509909814190
4 3.5 163.127332710440 0.510280967490
3 3 163.128142499470 0.510820826850
3 4 163.128184675990 0.510618379590
2.5 3 163.127999099330 0.510719603220
3 3 163.127282098630 0.510635250190
4 3.5 163.127096521970 0.510626814890
3.5 3.5 163.127147133790 0.510559332470
3 3.5 163.127298969230 0.511284768480
3 4 163.127906311010 0.511267897880
4 4.5 163.127990664030 0.511343815600
4.5 4.5 163.128294334920 0.511259462570
4 3.5 163.128184675990 0.511107627130
5 6 163.129348747720 0.510981097590
3.5 5 163.128454605660 0.507092423170
3.5 3.5 163.127501416490 0.507353917550
3.5 2.5 163.128682358830 0.506712834560
4 3 163.128420864450 0.506881540610
5 3.5 163.131204514260 0.506873105310
4 3.5 163.130529690060 0.507311741040
3.5 3 163.129787383450 0.507387658760
3.5 3 163.131685326490 0.507261129220
3 3.5 163.131778114820 0.506704399260
3 3 163.132115526920 0.506375422470
5.5 4.5 163.127147133790 0.511259462570
4 4 163.127239922110 0.511267897880
4 3 163.127425498770 0.511183544850
4.5 3.5 163.127476110580 0.511284768480
4 4 163.127729169660 0.511310074390
3.5 3.5 163.127720734350 0.511259462570
3.5 4 163.127872569800 0.511284768480
4.5 4.5 163.127982228730 0.511116062430
3.5 4.5 163.127779781470 0.511124497740
4 3.5 163.127619510720 0.511040144710
3 3 163.127805087380 0.511014838800
3 4 163.127914746310 0.511073885920
3 4 163.128395558550 0.510972662290
3.5 4.5 163.128209981890 0.511166674250
3.5 3.5 163.128150934780 0.511149803640
7 5.5 163.128749841250 0.511200415460
7.5 6.5 163.128834194270 0.511107627130
5.5 4.5 163.128910112000 0.511107627130
5 5.5 163.129087253350 0.511141368340
3 3 163.128538958690 0.511031709410
3.5 4.5 163.128572699900 0.510981097590
3 3 163.128522088080 0.511065450620
3 3 163.128673923530 0.511048580010
3 3 163.128682358830 0.511099191830
3.5 3.5 163.128935417900 0.510989532900
2.5 3 163.128901676690 0.510930485780
4 4 163.128842629580 0.510888309270
3 3 163.128741405950 0.510905179870
2.5 2.5 163.128530523390 0.510930485780
3 3 163.128513652780 0.510854568060
3 3 163.128538958690 0.510879873960
4.5 3.5 163.128766711850 0.510837697450
3 3 163.128716100040 0.510854568060
9.5 8 163.128876370790 0.510719603220
3.5 3.5 163.128665488220 0.510677426710
3.5 3.5 163.128378687940 0.510837697450
3.5 3.5 163.128336511430 0.510930485780
4 4.5 163.128277464310 0.510922050480
5 5 163.128420864450 0.510643685500
5.5 5.5 163.128463040970 0.510525591260
4 4 163.127636381330 0.510812391550
3 3 163.127585769510 0.510770215030
4 4.5 163.128167805380 0.510694297310
3 3 163.128007534640 0.510500285360
3.5 3.5 163.127855699190 0.510171308560
3.5 4 163.127821957980 0.510154437960
3.5 4 163.127762910860 0.510922050480
3 3 163.127433934070 0.510837697450
3 3.5 163.127417063470 0.510922050480
3.5 3.5 163.127349581050 0.510770215030
3.5 3.5 163.127433934070 0.510576203080
3.5 4 163.127408628160 0.510474979450
3 3.5 163.128285899620 0.510677426710
3 4 163.128159370080 0.510846132750
3 3.5 163.128108758260 0.510744909130
3 3 163.128269029010 0.510896744570
2.5 3 163.128403993850 0.511099191830
3 3 163.128091887660 0.510981097590
2.5 3 163.128049711150 0.511090756530
5.5 5.5 163.127670122540 0.510424367630
3.5 3.5 163.127881005100 0.510407497030
3 3 163.127881005100 0.510491850050
3 4 163.128260593710 0.510264096890
3 3.5 163.127889440400 0.510500285360
3 3 163.127914746310 0.510407497030
3.5 3.5 163.128125628870 0.511267897880
3 3 163.128032840540 0.510770215030
3.5 5 163.127383322260 0.509892943580
3 3.5 163.127425498770 0.509901378880
3.5 4 163.127391757560 0.510112261440
4 3 163.127881005100 0.510019473120
3.5 3 163.128032840540 0.510323144000
3.5 4 163.127931616910 0.510188179170
4 3.5 163.127703863750 0.510070084930
3 3.5 163.127602640120 0.509707366930
4 3.5 163.127476110580 0.509673625720
6.5 4.5 163.127417063470 0.509597708000
3.5 3 163.127433934070 0.509563966790
2.5 2.5 163.127239922110 0.509445872550
2.5 3 163.127214616210 0.509454307850
3.5 3 163.127223051510 0.509673625720
4.5 4 163.127248357420 0.509817025860
2.5 3 163.127298969230 0.509859202370
3 2.5 163.127324275140 0.509808590560
4 3.5 163.127282098630 0.510188179170
3.5 3.5 163.127273663320 0.510272532190
3 3 163.127307404530 0.510483414750
5.5 4 163.127130263180 0.510668991400
3 3 163.127223051510 0.510896744570
5 5 163.127197745600 0.510997968200
3 3 163.127417063470 0.510255661580
2.5 2.5 163.127788216770 0.510593073680
3 2.5 163.127509851790 0.510407497030
2.5 3 163.127450804670 0.510297838100
2.5 2.5 163.127484545880 0.510002602510
5.5 5.5 163.127611075420 0.511183544850
3 3.5 163.128808888370 0.510584638380
3 2.5 163.128876370790 0.510677426710
3.5 3.5 163.128943853200 0.510736473820
3 3 163.129053512140 0.510736473820
5 5.5 163.129070382740 0.510702732610
4 3.5 163.129188476980 0.510719603220
3.5 3 163.129146300460 0.510618379590
4 3.5 163.129365618330 0.510879873960
3 3 163.129264394700 0.510879873960
3.5 3.5 163.129222218180 0.510888309270
3 3 163.129264394700 0.510913615170
3.5 3 163.129298135910 0.510997968200
3.5 3.5 163.129146300460 0.510888309270
3 3 163.129120994560 0.510854568060
2.5 2.5 163.129416230140 0.510888309270
4 5 163.129441536050 0.510778650340
4.5 5 163.129660853910 0.510770215030
4.5 5 163.129989830710 0.510711167920
3.5 3.5 163.129905477680 0.510795520940
3 3 163.129871736470 0.510795520940
3 3.5 163.129711465730 0.510863003360
4 3.5 163.129846430560 0.510955791690
4.5 6 163.129475277260 0.511006403500
3 3 163.129525889070 0.511065450620
4 4 163.129525889070 0.511116062430
3.5 4 163.129551194980 0.510955791690
5 5.5 163.129677724520 0.510458108840
3 3 163.129745206940 0.510550897170
3 3 163.129660853910 0.510525591260
3 3 163.129584936190 0.510643685500
3 3 163.129576500890 0.510736473820
3 2.5 163.129517453770 0.510694297310
3 2.5 163.129449971350 0.510744909130
4.5 5 163.129441536050 0.510550897170
2.5 2.5 163.129542759680 0.510576203080
2.5 3 163.129542759680 0.510517155960
3.5 3 163.129061947440 0.510567767770
3 3 163.129272830000 0.510601508980
3.5 4 163.129255959390 0.510626814890
3 2.5 163.129365618330 0.510652120800
3 3 163.129348747720 0.510744909130
3.5 3.5 163.129306571210 0.510770215030
2.5 3 163.128935417900 0.510871438660
4 4 163.129289700600 0.510154437960
3 4.5 163.129298135910 0.510179743860
3 3 163.129407794840 0.510323144000
3 3 163.129416230140 0.510382191120
3 3.5 163.129374053630 0.510424367630
5.5 3.5 163.128817323670 0.510356885210
3.5 3 163.128859500180 0.510314708700
4.5 4 163.128083452360 0.510635250190
2.5 3.5 163.127695428450 0.510761779730
3 3 163.128024405240 0.510888309270
2.5 3 163.129095688650 0.510306273400
3 3 163.129104123950 0.510238790980
4.5 4.5 163.129812689360 0.510289402790
2 2.5 163.129610242100 0.510213485070
3 3 163.128851064880 0.510230355680
2.5 2.5 163.128758276550 0.510061649630
2.5 25 163.128792017760 0.510112261440
2.5 3 163.128800453060 0.510179743860
4.5 5 163.128673923530 0.510188179170
2.5 3 163.128766711850 0.510171308560
3 3 163.128800453060 0.510255661580
3.5 4 163.129011335620 0.509833896460
3 3 163.129146300460 0.509724237530
3 4.5 163.129146300460 0.509623013900
3 3.5 163.129357183020 0.509926684790
3 3 163.129298135910 0.509842331770
5 4 163.129281265300 0.509462743160
2.5 2.5 163.129205347580 0.509395260740
4 3.5 163.129137865160 0.509378390130
2.5 3 163.129146300460 0.509462743160
3 3.5 163.129053512140 0.509555531480
3 3 163.128969159110 0.509513354970
3.5 3.5 163.128918547300 0.509479613760
4 5 163.128851064880 0.509420566640
4 4 163.128783582460 0.509589272690
3.5 3.5 163.128867935480 0.509673625720
3 2.5 163.128808888370 0.509741108140
3.5 2.5 163.128918547300 0.509817025860
2.5 2.5 163.128901676690 0.509884508280
2.5 3 163.128918547300 0.509968861300
3 3.5 163.128640182320 0.510399061730
3.5 3.5 163.128589570500 0.510053214330
2.5 3 163.128623311710 0.509791719950
3 3 163.128193111290 0.509538660880
3 3 163.128167805380 0.509513354970
3 3.5 163.128252158410 0.509454307850
2.5 3 163.128538958690 0.509403696040
3 3 163.128530523390 0.509513354970
3.5 4 163.128623311710 0.509488049060
3.5 3 163.128758276550 0.509226554690
2.5 2.5 163.128977594410 0.509175942870
4 4 163.128901676690 0.509167507570
3 5 163.129070382740 0.509057848640
3.5 3.5 163.128876370790 0.508956625010
3.5 3 163.128834194270 0.509108460450
3 3 163.128834194270 0.509226554690
3.5 3.5 163.128817323670 0.509302472410
4 4 163.129264394700 0.510356885210
3.5 3.5 163.129298135910 0.510441238240
3.5 3 163.129163171070 0.510044779020
3 3.5 163.129104123950 0.509918249490
3 3 163.128277464310 0.507573235410
3.5 3 163.128134064170 0.507514188300
2.5 2 163.128091887660 0.507547929510
2.5 2.5 163.128125628870 0.507598541320
2.5 3 163.128150934780 0.507615411920
3.5 3 163.127425498770 0.507750376760
3 3.5 163.127265228020 0.507682894340
2.5 2.5 163.127197745600 0.507682894340
3 3 163.127138698490 0.507649153130
2 2 163.127265228020 0.507792553280
3 2.5 163.127239922110 0.507809423880
3 3 163.127881005100 0.507657588440
2.5 2.5 163.127914746310 0.507725070860
2.5 2.5 163.127940052220 0.507750376760
4 3.5 163.127282098630 0.508028741740
3 3 163.127391757560 0.507935953420
3.5 2.5 163.127459239980 0.507961259320
2.5 3 163.128184675990 0.507885341600
2.5 2.5 163.128243723100 0.507792553280
2.5 2.5 163.128277464310 0.507733506160
3 3 163.128311205520 0.507843165090
3 2.5 163.127999099330 0.508079353560
2.5 2.5 163.128294334920 0.508020306440
2.5 3 163.128378687940 0.508062482950
3 3 163.128243723100 0.508256494910
3 3.5 163.127940052220 0.508239624300
3.5 4 163.127686993140 0.508163706580
3.5 3 163.127821957980 0.508349283240
3 3.5 163.127796652070 0.508416765660
2.5 3 163.127720734350 0.508349283240
3 3 163.127602640120 0.508323977330
3.5 4 163.127602640120 0.508408330350
3 3 163.127526722400 0.508391459750
3.5 3.5 163.127568898910 0.508560165800
4 4 163.127442369370 0.508619212910
4.5 4.5 163.127324275140 0.508796354260
4.5 3 163.127265228020 0.508754177750
4 3.5 163.127298969230 0.508846966080
3 3 163.127374886950 0.508948189710
2.5 3 163.127265228020 0.509040978040
4 3.5 163.127459239980 0.508838530780
2.5 3 163.127830393280 0.508526424590
3 2.5 163.127990664030 0.508619212910
2.5 2.5 163.127982228730 0.508526424590
3.5 3 163.127956922820 0.508450506870
3 3 163.128066581750 0.508568601100
4 3.5 163.128277464310 0.509083154550
4 4 163.128344946730 0.509100025150
2.5 3 163.128429299760 0.509133766360
3 3.5 163.128479911570 0.508712001240
3.5 3 163.128387123240 0.508838530780
3.5 3 163.128479911570 0.508796354260
3 2.5 163.128243723100 0.508830095470
3 3 163.128235287800 0.508669824730
3.5 3.5 163.128269029010 0.508551730490
3.5 3.5 163.128319640830 0.508526424590
3 3 163.128328076130 0.508467377470
2.5 3 163.128547393990 0.508509553980
2.5 3 163.128522088080 0.508551730490
3 3 163.128522088080 0.508256494910
3 3 163.128699229430 0.508383024450
2.5 2.5 163.128648617620 0.508416765660
2.5 2.5 163.128623311710 0.508391459750
3 2.5 163.128648617620 0.508366153840
2.5 3 163.128589570500 0.508357718540
4 4 163.127847263890 0.509369954830
4 3 163.127830393280 0.509429001950
2.5 3.5 163.127931616910 0.509707366930
2.5 3 163.127999099330 0.509817025860
5 6 163.128302770220 0.509892943580
2.5 2.5 163.128184675990 0.509757978740
2.5 2.5 163.128370252640 0.509994167210
2.5 2.5 163.128479911570 0.509994167210
2.5 3 163.128193111290 0.509639884510
3 3 163.127805087380 0.509563966790
2.5 2.5 163.127956922820 0.509589272690
2.5 2.5 163.127923181610 0.509580837390
2.5 2.5 163.127889440400 0.509580837390
3 3 163.127653251930 0.509496484370
2.5 3 163.127703863750 0.509504919670
3 3 163.127771346170 0.509454307850
3 3 163.127686993140 0.509403696040
2.5 2.5 163.127746040260 0.508981930920
2.5 3 163.127661687240 0.509040978040
3 3 163.127712299050 0.508965060310
2.5 2.5 163.127653251930 0.509184378180
2.5 2.5 163.127720734350 0.509167507570
2.5 3 163.127315839840 0.509142201660
3 3 163.128075017050 0.509327778320
3 3 163.128134064170 0.509294037110
2.5 2.5 163.128125628870 0.509218119390
3 4 163.128395558550 0.509268731200
2 2.5 163.128463040970 0.509361519530
3 3 163.128707664740 0.508838530780
3 2.5 163.128910112000 0.508906013200
3 3.5 163.128935417900 0.508973495620
3 3 163.129652418610 0.510179743860
2.5 2.5 163.129576500890 0.510474979450
3 3.5 163.129922348290 0.510643685500
3.5 2.5 163.128792017760 0.509184378180
3.5 3 163.128817323670 0.509142201660
3 3 163.128623311710 0.508965060310
2.5 3 163.128598005810 0.508998801520
2 2.5 163.128336511430 0.508728871850
2.5 2.5 163.128311205520 0.508737307150
3 3 163.128471476270 0.508931319100
3 4 163.128134064170 0.509133766360
3 2.5 163.127990664030 0.509074719240
2.5 2.5 163.127923181610 0.509032542730
3.5 3 163.127746040260 0.508728871850
3 3 163.128184675990 0.508551730490
2.5 2.5 163.128117193570 0.508551730490
2.5 2.5 163.128066581750 0.508458942170
2.5 2.5 163.128058146450 0.508425200960
3 2.5 163.128049711150 0.508391459750
3 2.5 163.128083452360 0.508323977330
3 3 163.128235287800 0.508391459750
2.5 2.5 163.127737604960 0.509209684080
2 2.5 163.127720734350 0.509260295900
2.5 2.5 163.127670122540 0.509277166500
2.5 3 163.127391757560 0.509015672130
5 5.5 163.127164004390 0.505894610230
3 3.5 163.127147133790 0.506088622180
3.5 3.5 163.127239922110 0.506400728370
4 4 163.127400192860 0.507244258620
6.5 8 163.130529690060 0.510635250190
3.5 3.5 163.130293501590 0.510711167920
4 4.5 163.130335678110 0.510753344430
4.5 5 163.130099489640 0.510677426710
4.5 4 163.130403160530 0.510601508980
4 3.5 163.130276630990 0.510424367630
4.5 5 163.130057313130 0.510491850050
4 4 163.130091054340 0.510348449910
4.5 4 163.130217583870 0.510399061730
4 3.5 163.129998266010 0.510171308560
3.5 3.5 163.129981395400 0.510238790980
4.5 4 163.130023571920 0.510314708700
3.5 4 163.129972960100 0.510053214330
3.5 4 163.130040442520 0.510027908420
5 4.5 163.129795818750 0.510019473120
3.5 4.5 163.130183842660 0.509960426000
4 4.5 163.129821124660 0.509960426000
5 4.5 163.130251325080 0.509690496320
6.5 8 163.129787383450 0.509639884510
3.5 4 163.130107924940 0.509757978740
3.5 4 163.130124795540 0.510103826140
3.5 4.5 163.129517453770 0.505717468880
4 4 163.129576500890 0.505835563110
3.5 4.5 163.129627112700 0.506038010370
4 4.5 163.129559630280 0.506004269160
4 4.5 163.129323441810 0.506156104600
5 4.5 163.129576500890 0.506493516700
4 4 163.129736771630 0.506611610940
4 4.5 163.129492147860 0.506240457630
4.5 4 163.129517453770 0.507024940750
4 4.5 163.129458406650 0.507033376060
4 4.5 163.129509018470 0.507109293780
4.5 4.5 163.129643983310 0.506839364100
3.5 3.5 163.127577334210 0.505827127810
3.5 3.5 163.127636381330 0.505784951300
3.5 4 163.127282098630 0.505827127810
4 4 163.127805087380 0.506172975210
4 4.5 163.127914746310 0.506046445670
5.5 5.5 163.128032840540 0.506189845810
4 4.5 163.128150934780 0.506021139770
4 4.5 163.127889440400 0.505843998410
4 5.5 163.128041275840 0.506535693210
3.5 3.5 163.128159370080 0.506603175630
5 5 163.128294334920 0.506577869730
3.5 4.5 163.128538958690 0.506518822610
4 5 163.128648617620 0.506544128520
4.5 4.5 163.129509018470 0.506805622890
4.5 5.5 163.129475277260 0.507404529360
4 4.5 163.129551194980 0.507421399970
4.5 5 163.129686159820 0.507421399970
4.5 4.5 163.129719901030 0.507446705880
4 4.5 163.129416230140 0.507531058900
4 4.5 163.129643983310 0.507606976620
3.5 4 163.128673923530 0.507016505450
3.5 3.5 163.128724535340 0.507033376060
4 4 163.128800453060 0.506830928800
4 5 163.128665488220 0.506046445670
3 4 163.128564264600 0.506620046240
3 3 163.128488346870 0.506586305030
3.5 4 163.129559630280 0.507952824020
4 4 163.129517453770 0.507893776900
4 4.5 163.129930783590 0.507725070860
3.5 4.5 163.129770512840 0.508239624300
3.5 4 163.129677724520 0.508366153840
4.5 5 163.129576500890 0.508307106720
3.5 4.5 163.129610242100 0.508281800820
4.5 5 163.129956089500 0.507927518110
4 4 163.130048877820 0.507986565230
5 4.5 163.128977594410 0.507961259320
4 5 163.128699229430 0.508138400680
4.5 5 163.128834194270 0.508028741740
4.5 5.5 163.129171606370 0.507632282530
4.5 4.5 163.128808888370 0.507919082810
4.5 4 163.128749841250 0.508003435840
4.5 4.5 163.129045076830 0.508652954120
4.5 5 163.129011335620 0.508619212910
4 4 163.129171606370 0.508804789570
5 4.5 163.129120994560 0.508956625010
4.5 4.5 163.129289700600 0.508652954120
4.5 5 163.129382488930 0.508517989280
3.5 4 163.129483712560 0.508467377470
4 4 163.129475277260 0.508585471700
4.5 4.5 163.129475277260 0.508501118680
4 4.5 163.129483712560 0.508357718540
4 4 163.129542759680 0.508408330350
4.5 4.5 163.129863301170 0.507961259320
4 4.5 163.129787383450 0.508129965370
3.5 4 163.129719901030 0.508045612350
3.5 3.5 163.129610242100 0.506426034280
4 4.5 163.129846430560 0.509116895760
6 5 163.129753642240 0.509606143300
4 4 163.129863301170 0.507168340900
4 3.5 163.129382488930 0.506333245960
4 3.5 163.129863301170 0.507218952710
4 3.5 163.129829559960 0.507176776200
5 5 163.130048877820 0.508737307150
4 5 163.129871736470 0.508754177750
3.5 4 163.129728336330 0.508534859890
4 4 163.130192277960 0.509606143300
3.5 3.5 163.130065748430 0.509580837390
4 4.5 163.130023571920 0.509454307850
3.5 3.5 163.129593371490 0.508619212910
3 3.5 163.129509018470 0.508619212910
3.5 3.5 163.129449971350 0.508703565940
3.5 3 163.129433100750 0.508720436540
4 4 163.129753642240 0.508534859890
3.5 3.5 163.128260593710 0.507126164380
3.5 3.5 163.128614876410 0.507387658760
3 3 163.128657052920 0.507362352850
3.5 4 163.128707664740 0.507252693920
4 3.5 163.128783582460 0.507640717830
4 4.5 163.129939218890 0.508526424590
5.5 6 163.132672256880 0.510002602510
4 5 163.132554162640 0.510070084930
4.5 5 163.132571033250 0.509580837390
5.5 6 163.130799619740 0.510466544150
5 5 163.131364785000 0.509901378880
4 4.5 163.131794985430 0.510415932330
4.5 5 163.131634714680 0.510255661580
4.5 4.5 163.131660020590 0.510314708700
5.5 6 163.133659187260 0.509623013900
4.5 4.5 163.131626279380 0.506594740330
5.5 4.5 163.131617844070 0.506898411220
5 4.5 163.131854032540 0.506366987170
3.5 4.5 163.131288867280 0.506527257910
4 4.5 163.131305737880 0.506535693210
5 4.5 163.131280431980 0.506459775490
4 4 163.131541926350 0.506038010370
4 5 163.131516620450 0.505886174930
5.5 4 163.131752808910 0.505860869020
4.5 4.5 163.131491314540 0.505751210090
4 4 163.130993631700 0.505768080690
4.5 5.5 163.130133230850 0.505852433720
3.5 4 163.129905477680 0.506004269160
3.5 3.5 163.129922348290 0.505911480830
4.5 3.5 163.130327242800 0.506071751580
5.5 4.5 163.131137031840 0.506248892930
5.5 5.5 163.131137031840 0.506021139770
4 4 163.131643149980 0.506189845810
3.5 3.5 163.131761244220 0.506071751580
3 3 163.131651585280 0.506172975210
5 5 163.129880171770 0.506350116560
4.5 4 163.129939218890 0.506434469580
4 4 163.129880171770 0.506611610940
4 5 163.130032007220 0.506822493500
4.5 4 163.130107924940 0.506864670010
4.5 5.5 163.130816490340 0.506923717130
4.5 4.5 163.130799619740 0.507117729080
5.5 6 163.131103290630 0.507218952710
5 5.5 163.131120161230 0.506366987170
5 4.5 163.130943019880 0.507455141180
4 6 163.131018937600 0.507396094060
3.5 4 163.130959890490 0.507505752990
4 4.5 163.130529690060 0.507429835270
4.5 4.5 163.130504384150 0.507463576480
4.5 4.5 163.130301936900 0.507311741040
3.5 4 163.130200713270 0.507337046940
4 4.5 163.131271996680 0.507261129220
3.5 4 163.131432267420 0.507446705880
3.5 4 163.130765878530 0.507590106020
4 4 163.130732137320 0.507590106020
4.5 4.5 163.130360984010 0.507809423880
4.5 4.5 163.130259760380 0.507716635550
5 4.5 163.130217583870 0.507556364810
3.5 3.5 163.130074183730 0.507784117970
6 4.5 163.130150101450 0.507860035700
4 3.5 163.130883972760 0.508281800820
4.5 3.5 163.130799619740 0.508239624300
4.5 4 163.130867102160 0.508096224160
5.5 5.5 163.130968325790 0.509015672130
4 4 163.130824925650 0.509563966790
4 4 163.130875537460 0.509808590560
5 4.5 163.130808055040 0.509817025860
4 4 163.130959890490 0.510146002650
3.5 3.5 163.130740572620 0.510247226280
3.5 4 163.130757443230 0.510095390840
4.5 4.5 163.130732137320 0.510061649630
3.5 4.5 163.130706831410 0.509555531480
4 4 163.130976761090 0.509530225580
3.5 4 163.131035808210 0.509496484370
3 3 163.131027372900 0.509454307850
4 4 163.130698396110 0.509572402090
4.5 4 163.131035808210 0.509251860600
4 3.5 163.131187643650 0.509083154550
4 4 163.131018937600 0.509108460450
4 3.5 163.130774313830 0.509243425290
3.5 4 163.130597172480 0.509125331060
4 3 163.130521254760 0.509133766360
4 5 163.130538125360 0.509260295900
4 4 163.130689960810 0.509429001950
3.5 3.5 163.130656219600 0.508990366220
4 4 163.130740572620 0.508830095470
4 3.5 163.130479078250 0.508804789570
4 4 163.130588737180 0.508762613050
4 4.5 163.130259760380 0.508779483660
4 4 163.131288867280 0.508070918260
3.5 3.5 163.131305737880 0.508214318400
4 4 163.131145467140 0.508273365510
4.5 4 163.131238255470 0.508433636260
5 4 163.131094855320 0.508374589140
5 5 163.131204514260 0.508922883800
3.5 3.5 163.130546560670 0.508399895050
4.5 4 163.130344113410 0.507978129930
3.5 3.5 163.130251325080 0.507944388720
4 3 163.130217583870 0.507995000530
4 4 163.130217583870 0.507935953420
3.5 4 163.130647784300 0.507311741040
3.5 4 163.131052678810 0.507767247370
3.5 4 163.131069549420 0.509150636970
4.5 4.5 163.134620811740 0.511217286060
3.5 4 163.134612376440 0.511259462570
5.5 6 163.133566398940 0.511259462570
4.5 5.5 163.133827893310 0.511217286060
5.5 5.5 163.133954422850 0.511149803640
5.5 5.5 163.134021905270 0.511141368340
4.5 4.5 163.134005034660 0.511057015320
4 3.5 163.134080952380 0.511251027270
4 5 163.133878505130 0.510753344430
4 4.5 163.133186810330 0.509504919670
5 4 163.133498916520 0.509639884510
4.5 5 163.132571033250 0.510474979450
4.5 4.5 163.131297302580 0.507860035700
5 4 163.131297302580 0.507860035700
5 5 163.131128596530 0.508492683380
3.5 4 163.131145467140 0.508374589140
5 4 163.131339479090 0.510981097590
5.5 4.5 163.131440702720 0.510863003360
4.5 3.5 163.131364785000 0.510778650340
5 7 163.131246690770 0.510728038520
4 5 163.131331043790 0.510635250190
4.5 7 163.131153902440 0.510525591260
4 4 163.131406961510 0.509943555400
10 5 163.131322608490 0.509918249490
6 6 163.131406961510 0.510112261440
4 4 163.131466008630 0.510213485070
4 5.5 163.131406961510 0.510255661580
4.5 4 163.131575667560 0.510542461870
4.5 4 163.131862467850 0.510474979450
4 4 163.131626279380 0.510415932330
4.5 4 163.131086420020 0.510213485070
3.5 3.5 163.131499749840 0.510120696750
3.5 3.5 163.131626279380 0.510027908420
4.5 4.5 163.132360150690 0.509808590560
4 4.5 163.132444503710 0.509817025860
4 4.5 163.132334844780 0.509842331770
4.5 3.5 163.132689127480 0.509682061020
3.5 3.5 163.132722868690 0.509715802230
4 3.5 163.132621645060 0.509766414040
4.5 4.5 163.132427633110 0.509665190410
4 4 163.132436068410 0.509563966790
5 5 163.131567232260 0.510154437960
5 5 163.131668455890 0.509353084230
4 4 163.131660020590 0.509167507570
4 4.5 163.132199879940 0.508737307150
4.5 4.5 163.131972126780 0.508830095470
4 4.5 163.131170773050 0.509201248780
4 4 163.131322608490 0.509201248780
4.5 4.5 163.132174574040 0.510289402790
4 4 163.132258927060 0.510340014610
4 4 163.132090221010 0.510711167920
4 5 163.132857833530 0.508669824730
4.5 4 163.132765045210 0.508720436540
4 4 163.132942186560 0.508517989280
4 4 163.133237422140 0.508762613050
5 4.5 163.133279598650 0.508830095470
3.5 4 163.133153069120 0.508872271990
4 4.5 163.133389257580 0.508501118680
4 4.5 163.133473610610 0.506898411220
3.5 4 163.133237422140 0.506738140470
4 4 163.133018104280 0.506780316980
4.5 4 163.133034974880 0.507075552570
4.5 4 163.131221384860 0.510390626420
4.5 5 163.131137031840 0.510415932330
3.5 4.5 163.132149268130 0.510449673540
3.5 3 163.132191444640 0.510011037810
4 4 163.131938385570 0.509884508280
3.5 3.5 163.131921514960 0.509867637670
4 5 163.131719067700 0.509876072980
4 4 163.131803420730 0.509766414040
4 4 163.131811856030 0.508180577190
4.5 4.5 163.131794985430 0.508222753700
3.5 4 163.132090221010 0.508349283240
4 4.5 163.131980562080 0.509133766360
3.5 3.5 163.131988997380 0.509606143300
4 4 163.131668455890 0.508138400680
4 5 163.131600973470 0.508070918260
4 4.5 163.131592538170 0.508205883090
4 4.5 163.131592538170 0.508104659470
4 4 163.131466008630 0.508922883800
4 3.5 163.131609408770 0.508863836680
5 4.5 163.131550361660 0.509513354970
5 5 163.132183009340 0.509395260740
4 4.5 163.132191444640 0.509479613760
4 5.5 163.131828726640 0.507277999830
4.5 4 163.132199879940 0.507910647510
4.5 4.5 163.132039609200 0.507944388720
4.5 5 163.132107091620 0.508087788860
3.5 3.5 163.132107091620 0.507986565230
3.5 3 163.132166138730 0.508501118680
4 4 163.132056479800 0.508526424590
3.5 3 163.131929950260 0.508619212910
3.5 3.5 163.132132397520 0.508619212910
3.5 3.5 163.132309538870 0.508501118680
4 4 163.132216750550 0.506375422470
4 3.5 163.132267362360 0.506172975210
4 4 163.132132397520 0.506113928090
4 4.5 163.132073350410 0.506822493500
4.5 4 163.132807221720 0.506873105310
4.5 5.5 163.132849398230 0.506982764240
4.5 4.5 163.132866268830 0.507109293780
4 4.5 163.133153069120 0.507218952710
4 4 163.133144633810 0.507033376060
4.5 4.5 163.132874704140 0.507185211500
3.5 3.5 163.132840962930 0.507379223460
4 4 163.133321775170 0.507590106020
5 4.5 163.133203680930 0.507649153130
4 4 163.133456740000 0.507564800110
4 4 163.133617010750 0.507657588440
5 5 163.133735104980 0.507809423880
4 4 163.132638515670 0.506240457630
5 4.5 163.132663821580 0.506257328230
4.5 5 163.132562597950 0.506012704460
4 4 163.132267362360 0.505945222040
4.5 4 163.133077151400 0.505835563110
4.5 4.5 163.133355516380 0.505717468880
5.5 5.5 163.133625446050 0.506426034280
4.5 4 163.133583269540 0.506206716420
3.5 3.5 163.133642316660 0.506223587020
4.5 4.5 163.133827893310 0.506383857770
4.5 4 163.133962858150 0.506316375350
4.5 4.5 163.134477411600 0.506670658050
4 4 163.134468976300 0.506459775490
4.5 4.5 163.134806388390 0.506021139770
4.5 4.5 163.134857000210 0.505768080690
4.5 4 163.134401493880 0.505978963250
3.5 4 163.134426799780 0.505953657350
4.5 4.5 163.134561764620 0.506054880980
4 4 163.134528023410 0.505835563110
4.5 4 163.134553329320 0.505886174930
4.5 5 163.134688294160 0.505768080690
4 4 163.134595505830 0.505810257200
4.5 4 163.133794152100 0.506172975210
5 5.5 163.133861634520 0.506350116560
4.5 5 163.133709799080 0.506586305030
5 4 163.133692928470 0.506923717130
4 4 163.133583269540 0.506797187590
7 7.5 163.132655386270 0.506468210790
5.5 7 163.132748174600 0.506206716420
4 4 163.132326409480 0.506265763540
3.5 3.5 163.132393891900 0.506223587020
4.5 5 163.133785716800 0.507767247370
4.5 4.5 163.133988164060 0.507497317690
4.5 4 163.133836328610 0.507514188300
5 4.5 163.133498916520 0.507876906300
5.5 6 163.133465175310 0.507851600390
5 5.5 163.133338645770 0.507826294490
4.5 5.5 163.133304904560 0.508003435840
5 5 163.133524222420 0.507767247370
4 5 163.133591704840 0.507311741040
6 6.5 163.133178375020 0.508416765660
4 4.5 163.133448304700 0.508045612350
5.5 5.5 163.133009668980 0.509277166500
5 7 163.132900010040 0.509268731200
6 5.5 163.132840962930 0.508543295190
5 5 163.132883139440 0.508475812770
6 8 163.132908445350 0.508180577190
5 5.5 163.132360150690 0.507429835270
4.5 5 163.132073350410 0.506822493500
5 4.5 163.133077151400 0.509184378180
5 5 163.132967492460 0.509066283940
5.5 6 163.132942186560 0.508906013200
4.5 6 163.132469809620 0.507008070150
4.5 6.5 163.132545727340 0.506991199540
5 5 163.133321775170 0.507193646800
3.5 4 163.133304904560 0.507252693920
6.5 8.5 163.132537292040 0.509698931620
4.5 4.5 163.132604774460 0.509024107430
5.5 6 163.132705998090 0.508965060310
4 4 163.132756609900 0.508906013200
5 4.5 163.132984363070 0.508686695330
3.5 3.5 163.131820291330 0.508534859890
4.5 5 163.131845597240 0.508484248070
3.5 3.5 163.131845597240 0.508484248070
4 4 163.132208315240 0.508948189710
4.5 5 163.132242056450 0.509024107430
4.5 6 163.132545727340 0.511175109550
4 4.5 163.132520421430 0.511124497740
4.5 4.5 163.132807221720 0.511149803640
5.5 5.5 163.132900010040 0.511141368340
4 4 163.132857833530 0.511166674250
5 5 163.132942186560 0.511175109550
4.5 4.5 163.132571033250 0.511132933040
5 4.5 163.132393891900 0.510930485780
6.5 5 163.133296469260 0.510922050480
4.5 4.5 163.133271163350 0.511073885920
5 5 163.133186810330 0.510846132750
4.5 4.5 163.133288033960 0.510905179870
5 4.5 163.133431434100 0.510863003360
4.5 4 163.133077151400 0.510829262150
5 5 163.133110892600 0.510829262150
4 3.5 163.133186810330 0.510997968200
4.5 4 163.133001233670 0.510888309270
4.5 4.5 163.132900010040 0.510660556100
4 4 163.133288033960 0.510660556100
3.5 3.5 163.133262728050 0.510626814890
3.5 3.5 163.133304904560 0.510534026570
3.5 4 163.133330210470 0.510660556100
4.5 4 163.133439869400 0.510685862010
5 5 163.133465175310 0.510736473820
5 5 163.133600140150 0.510179743860
4 4 163.132950621860 0.510280967490
3.5 3.5 163.132874704140 0.509926684790
4 4.5 163.132984363070 0.509935120090
5 5 163.133144633810 0.509884508280
4.5 4.5 163.133220551540 0.509817025860
4 3.5 163.133448304700 0.510196614470
5.5 4.5 163.133608575450 0.510323144000
5 5 163.133676057870 0.510432802940
5 6.5 163.135118494580 0.507143034990
4 4.5 163.135506518490 0.506982764240
3.5 3.5 163.134553329320 0.508534859890
6.5 4 163.137134531860 0.506434469580
4 4 163.136932084610 0.506544128520
4.5 4.5 163.136991131720 0.506687528660
4.5 4 163.136898343400 0.506653787450
4 4 163.136611543110 0.507008070150
4 4.5 163.136265695710 0.506873105310
4.5 5 163.136156036780 0.506932152430
3.5 3.5 163.136350048740 0.506982764240
5.5 4.5 163.136451272370 0.507446705880
4.5 4 163.136139166180 0.507311741040
5 4 163.136096989660 0.507455141180
3.5 3.5 163.136265695710 0.507311741040
4 4 163.135818624680 0.507817859180
4 4 163.135835495290 0.507843165090
6 5.5 163.135776448170 0.507944388720
4 4 163.135742706960 0.508054047650
4.5 4.5 163.135692095150 0.507691329650
4 4 163.135590871520 0.507590106020
4.5 4.5 163.135574000910 0.507725070860
4.5 4.5 163.135346247750 0.508028741740
5 4.5 163.135051012160 0.508104659470
4.5 4.5 163.135118494580 0.508087788860
4.5 4.5 163.135439036080 0.508332412630
5 3.5 163.135531824400 0.508307106720
4.5 5.5 163.135270330030 0.508450506870
6 7 163.136619978420 0.507008070150
5.5 5.5 163.135439036080 0.508501118680
4.5 4.5 163.135860801200 0.508113094770
4.5 4 163.135666789240 0.508205883090
5 5.5 163.135346247750 0.508458942170
4 4 163.135304071240 0.508619212910
4 4 163.134789517790 0.508450506870
5 4.5 163.134848564910 0.508467377470
3.5 4 163.135017270950 0.508425200960
4 3.5 163.135051012160 0.508475812770
4 4.5 163.135017270950 0.508568601100
5 5 163.135211282910 0.508239624300
4 4.5 163.135034141560 0.508619212910
4.5 4.5 163.135084753370 0.507556364810
3.5 4 163.134789517790 0.508762613050
4.5 5 163.134840129600 0.508762613050
4 4 163.135000400350 0.508762613050
4.5 4 163.135025706260 0.508821660170
5 4.5 163.134899176720 0.508821660170
4.5 3.5 163.134747341280 0.508956625010
4 4 163.134738905970 0.508965060310
4.5 4 163.134671423550 0.509049413340
4 3.5 163.134806388390 0.508990366220
4 3.5 163.134603941130 0.509285601810
5.5 7 163.134620811740 0.509580837390
4.5 4.5 163.134570199930 0.509547096180
4 4.5 163.134384623270 0.509521790270
4 5 163.134274964340 0.509302472410
4 4 163.134139999500 0.509226554690
5 5.5 163.134393058570 0.509040978040
4 4.5 163.134266529040 0.508939754410
4.5 5.5 163.133735104980 0.509673625720
4.5 6.5 163.133878505130 0.509749543440
4 4.5 163.133903811030 0.509572402090
4 4 163.133886940430 0.509631449210
4 4.5 163.133971293450 0.509488049060
4 3.5 163.134283399640 0.509656755110
3.5 4 163.134350882060 0.509732672830
3.5 3.5 163.134393058570 0.509707366930
5.5 4 163.134097822990 0.509698931620
4.5 5 163.134005034660 0.509445872550
5 4 163.133962858150 0.509437437250
4.5 4 163.134173740710 0.509251860600
4 4 163.134241223130 0.509100025150
4 3.5 163.134249658430 0.509116895760
4.5 4.5 163.134190611320 0.509656755110
5 5.5 163.134376187970 0.509614578600
5 4.5 163.134359317360 0.509479613760
3.5 3.5 163.134359317360 0.509479613760
4 3.5 163.134435235090 0.509766414040
4 3.5 163.134089387690 0.510002602510
4 3.5 163.133768846190 0.510264096890
4 4 163.133886940430 0.510280967490
4 4.5 163.134005034660 0.510188179170
5 6 163.134097822990 0.510120696750
4 3.5 163.134139999500 0.510019473120
3.5 4.5 163.133827893310 0.509859202370
5 3 163.134291834940 0.509538660880
4 3 163.133600140150 0.509066283940
4.5 4.5 163.134131564200 0.508391459750
4.5 4.5 163.133288033960 0.509597708000
4 5 163.133304904560 0.509479613760
4 4.5 163.133262728050 0.509429001950
4 4.5 163.133212116230 0.509462743160
5.5 5 163.133465175310 0.509445872550
4.5 4 163.133380822280 0.509926684790
4.5 4 163.133448304700 0.509892943580
5 5.5 163.138568533280 0.511048580010
4 4.5 163.138754109930 0.510981097590
3 3.5 163.138382956620 0.511132933040
5 5 163.138416697830 0.511031709410
4 4.5 163.138450439040 0.510728038520
4.5 4.5 163.138391391930 0.510702732610
4 4 163.138543227370 0.510272532190
4.5 4.5 163.138332344810 0.510129132050
4 4 163.138610709790 0.509808590560
3.5 3.5 163.138695062810 0.509057848640
4.5 4.5 163.138475744950 0.507193646800
4.5 5 163.138045544530 0.510837697450
4.5 5 163.137961191500 0.510643685500
4.5 4.5 163.137935885590 0.510820826850
4 5 163.138138332850 0.510947356380
4 4 163.138045544530 0.511014838800
4 4 163.137935885590 0.510972662290
4.5 5.5 163.137826226660 0.510913615170
4 4 163.137935885590 0.511107627130
4.5 4 163.137885273780 0.511116062430
4 5 163.137767179550 0.511006403500
4.5 5 163.137750308940 0.510922050480
4 4 163.137404461540 0.510879873960
3.5 4 163.137547861680 0.510989532900
4 4 163.137505685170 0.511082321220
4 4 163.137396026240 0.511200415460
4 4 163.137438202750 0.511023274110
5 5 163.137202014280 0.510896744570
4 4 163.137117661260 0.511326944990
4 4 163.136999567020 0.511183544850
4 5.5 163.136856166880 0.511166674250
4 4.5 163.136316307530 0.511166674250
4 3.5 163.137438202750 0.506603175630
4 4 163.137539426380 0.506721269870
4 4 163.137564732290 0.506932152430
4 4.5 163.137539426380 0.506830928800
4 4 163.137471943960 0.506982764240
3 3 163.137547861680 0.507227388010
4 4.5 163.137455073360 0.507294870430
4.5 4 163.137438202750 0.507337046940
4.5 4.5 163.137590038190 0.507387658760
3.5 4 163.137800920760 0.507522623600
3.5 3.5 163.137488814570 0.507590106020
4 4.5 163.137530991080 0.507463576480
5 5.5 163.137421332150 0.507480447090
4 4 163.137286367310 0.507446705880
4.5 4.5 163.137024872930 0.507362352850
4 4.5 163.137176708380 0.507193646800
4.5 4 163.137100790650 0.507725070860
4.5 5 163.137075484750 0.507708200250
4.5 4 163.136544060690 0.507927518110
5 5.5 163.137024872930 0.508315542030
4 4 163.137075484750 0.508205883090
4.5 5 163.137429767450 0.508475812770
5 5.5 163.138011803320 0.508433636260
4.5 4.5 163.137910579690 0.508619212910
4 5 163.136729637350 0.508560165800
4 4.5 163.136653719620 0.508889142590
4 3.5 163.136729637350 0.508796354260
4.5 4.5 163.134966659140 0.511124497740
4.5 4.5 163.134738905970 0.511149803640
4.5 4.5 163.134553329320 0.511234156670
4 4 163.134620811740 0.511225721360
4 4 163.134350882060 0.511217286060
4 4 163.134409929180 0.511048580010
4 4 163.134283399640 0.510930485780
3 3 163.134182176010 0.510997968200
4.5 4.5 163.134080952380 0.510694297310
3.5 4 163.133979728750 0.510871438660
3 3 163.134055646480 0.510863003360
3.5 3.5 163.134215917220 0.510787085640
4 3.5 163.134190611320 0.510955791690
4 4.5 163.134249658430 0.510618379590
4 3.5 163.134097822990 0.510584638380
3.5 4 163.134106258290 0.510483414750
4 4.5 163.133962858150 0.510609944290
4.5 4 163.134080952380 0.510407497030
4 4 163.134409929180 0.510415932330
5 5.5 163.134393058570 0.510550897170
4 4 163.134629247040 0.510129132050
5 4.5 163.134823259000 0.510019473120
4.5 4.5 163.134367752670 0.510205049770
4.5 4.5 163.137109225960 0.509656755110
4 4.5 163.136797119770 0.509639884510
4 4.5 163.136518754790 0.509623013900
5.5 6 163.136628413720 0.509757978740
3.5 3.5 163.136577801900 0.510036343720
4.5 4.5 163.136400660550 0.510289402790
5 4.5 163.136341613440 0.510095390840
4 4.5 163.136291001620 0.509985731910
4.5 4 163.136392225250 0.509994167210
5 5 163.136156036780 0.510078520230
4 4.5 163.135919848310 0.510466544150
5 5.5 163.135970460130 0.510728038520
5.5 5.5 163.135734271660 0.510441238240
4 4 163.135649918640 0.510399061730
5 5 163.135708965750 0.510871438660
4 4 163.135557130310 0.510660556100
4 4 163.135472777280 0.510567767770
4.5 4 163.135354683050 0.510162873260
4.5 4.5 163.135287200630 0.510289402790
5 4.5 163.134907612020 0.510922050480
5.5 6 163.134848564910 0.510871438660
4.5 4.5 163.134899176720 0.510787085640
5 5 163.135076318070 0.510660556100
4.5 5 163.135017270950 0.510626814890
4.5 4.5 163.134958223840 0.510677426710
5.5 5 163.134840129600 0.510761779730
4.5 4.5 163.134722035370 0.510981097590
6 7 163.134679858860 0.510938921080
7 8 163.134595505830 0.510719603220
4 4.5 163.134705164760 0.510559332470
4 4.5 163.134713600070 0.510744909130
5 5 163.134646117650 0.510534026570
4.5 4.5 163.134713600070 0.510466544150
5 5 163.134840129600 0.510491850050
5.5 5.5 163.135025706260 0.510474979450
4 4.5 163.134882306110 0.510576203080
5 4 163.134283399640 0.510103826140
3.5 3.5 163.134409929180 0.510162873260
5 6 163.134857000210 0.509884508280
3.5 3.5 163.134629247040 0.509977296600
4 4 163.134553329320 0.509690496320
4.5 4.5 163.136366919340 0.507995000530
4 4.5 163.135835495290 0.509015672130
4.5 4.5 163.135624612730 0.508981930920
4 4.5 163.135582436220 0.508712001240
5 5 163.135599306820 0.509074719240
4 4 163.135692095150 0.509429001950
4 4 163.135590871520 0.509209684080
3 3 163.135135365190 0.509184378180
4 4 163.135143800490 0.509218119390
4.5 5 163.134941353230 0.509429001950
4.5 4 163.134696729460 0.509547096180
4.5 3.5 163.134831694300 0.509682061020
5 5 163.134907612020 0.509673625720
5.5 5.5 163.135051012160 0.509547096180
5 4 163.135202847610 0.510061649630
5 5 163.135236588820 0.510044779020
3.5 3.5 163.136459707670 0.510171308560
4 3.5 163.136265695710 0.508906013200
4.5 5 163.136156036780 0.510525591260
6 4.5 163.136088554360 0.510390626420
5.5 4.5 163.135843930590 0.510011037810
4.5 5.5 163.135742706960 0.509513354970
5.5 6 163.135911413010 0.510340014610
4 5 163.136257260410 0.508931319100
5 5 163.136282566320 0.508838530780
4.5 6 163.132140832830 0.510272532190
4.5 5 163.131120161230 0.508054047650
4 4 163.130917713970 0.508332412630
6.5 6 163.135565565610 0.514979430950
5 5 163.135641483330 0.514439571590
5.5 5 163.136603107810 0.514734807170
5 4.5 163.136594672510 0.514717936570
4 4 163.137649085310 0.515536160910
4 4.5 163.137421332150 0.514085288890
3.5 3.5 163.137404461540 0.513469511810
4.5 4 163.137471943960 0.513528558930
7 5 163.136754943250 0.517611245300
5 5 163.136265695710 0.517771516050
4 4.5 163.136080119060 0.518412599030
4.5 4.5 163.134823259000 0.518471646150
5.5 8.5 163.130875537460 0.516227855700
7 4 163.131094855320 0.516244726310
5.5 4 163.126936251230 0.514937254430
4 3 163.127079651370 0.513545429530
4.5 4 163.126953121830 0.512693463990
3.5 3 163.126539792010 0.512769381710
5 4 163.126092720980 0.512870605340
4 3.5 163.126421697780 0.513705700280
3 2 163.126067415080 0.513756312090
4 3 163.126058979770 0.513798488610
3.5 3.5 163.126008367960 0.513992500560
5 2.5 163.126067415080 0.514043112380
4 5 163.126025238560 0.514464877500
3.5 2.5 163.125696261770 0.514346783260
3 3.5 163.125611908750 0.514102159490
2.5 2.5 163.126008367960 0.514633583550
3.5 3.5 163.125679391160 0.513486382420
4 2 163.124861166830 0.513865971020
3.5 3 163.125510685120 0.514270865540
3 3 163.125468508600 0.514448006890
2.5 2.5 163.125561296930 0.513435770600
3 2.5 163.125848097210 0.513165840920
3 3 163.126219250520 0.513503253020
2.5 2 163.126598839130 0.513461076510
3 3 163.126657886250 0.512811558220
4.5 3 163.126885639410 0.513005570180
3 3.5 163.126843462900 0.513014005480
3.5 3.5 163.126851898200 0.513258629250
4.5 3.5 163.126927815920 0.513368288180
3 2.5 163.126927815920 0.513815359210
2.5 2.5 163.126700062760 0.513773182700
2.5 3 163.126531356710 0.513773182700
3.5 4 163.127079651370 0.512406663700
5.5 4 163.127332710440 0.512685028680
3 3.5 163.127560463610 0.513014005480
4 2.5 163.127813522680 0.512744075800
3.5 3 163.127543593000 0.511951157370
5 4 163.127492981190 0.511672792390
3 3.5 163.127881005100 0.511453474530
5 3.5 163.126835027600 0.510458108840
5.5 4.5 163.126345780060 0.511116062430
3.5 3 163.126286732940 0.511031709410
3 3 163.126447003690 0.510930485780
4.5 3.5 163.126210815220 0.510382191120
3 3.5 163.125983062050 0.510432802940
3 4 163.125949320840 0.511284768480
3.5 3 163.125687826470 0.511529392250
3 2.5 163.125645649960 0.511369121510
2 2 163.125654085260 0.511495651040
3 4 163.125746873580 0.510879873960
6.5 6 163.125510685120 0.511073885920
3 2.5 163.125805920700 0.510559332470
4 2.5 163.125940885540 0.510711167920
2 3 163.125679391160 0.510787085640
3 2.5 163.124937084550 0.510407497030
2.5 2.5 163.125645649960 0.510854568060
3 2.5 163.124844296220 0.510508720660
3.5 2.5 163.125055178790 0.511065450620
3 2 163.124734637290 0.511546262860
2.5 2.5 163.124852731530 0.511402862720
3 3 163.124506884130 0.511588439370
2.5 2.5 163.124498448820 0.511326944990
3 2 163.124549060640 0.510896744570
2.5 2.5 163.124312872170 0.510896744570
4 2.5 163.124127295520 0.511630615880
2.5 2 163.123427165420 0.511622180580
2.5 2.5 163.123266894670 0.511858369050
3.5 3 163.122659552900 0.511613745280
2 2.5 163.122642682290 0.511799321930
3 3 163.122836694250 0.511714968910
2.5 2 163.122895741360 0.511301639090
2.5 2 163.123384988900 0.511073885920
2.5 2 163.123553694950 0.511276333180
2 2 163.123174106340 0.510441238240
4 3 163.127948487520 0.515983231930
4 4 163.126455438990 0.513663523770
4 2.5 163.127113392580 0.513520123620
3 1.5 163.127096521970 0.513317676370
3.5 2.5 163.127492981190 0.513030876080
2.5 3.5 163.126126462190 0.513731006190
3.5 4 163.126143332800 0.513444205900
3 4 163.126050544470 0.513967194650
4.5 4 163.126008367960 0.514515489310
3.5 4.5 163.126008367960 0.514515489310
2.5 2 163.126008367960 0.514515489310
3 3.5 163.125603473440 0.514228689030
3 3.5 163.125468508600 0.514448006890
3 3 163.125519120420 0.514262430240
3.5 3 163.127155569090 0.513714135580
2.5 2 163.127282098630 0.513722570880
2.5 2 163.127282098630 0.513663523770
3 3.5 163.125687826470 0.513469511810
2 3 163.125628779350 0.513393594090
2 2 163.125569732230 0.513427335300
3.5 3.5 163.126489180200 0.513047746690
3.5 3 163.126126462190 0.512954958360
2.5 2.5 163.125308237860 0.513047746690
2 2 163.125257626040 0.513005570180
2.5 3 163.125257626040 0.512988699570
3 4.5 163.125316673160 0.512971828970
3 2.5 163.125763744190 0.512853734730
3.5 3.5 163.125848097210 0.512769381710
4 6 163.131415396820 0.520175577240
4.5 6.5 163.130993631700 0.518421034340
2 3 163.130436901730 0.520302106780
2 3 163.131162337740 0.520259930270
3 4.5 163.130673090200 0.518328246010
2.5 3 163.131027372900 0.518522257970
2.5 3.5 163.131339479090 0.518387293130
3 3 163.131364785000 0.518370422520
3 2 163.131179208350 0.518825928850
2 3 163.131280431980 0.518876540670
3 3.5 163.131339479090 0.518876540670
3 3 163.131676891190 0.518960893690
5.5 4.5 163.131204514260 0.518547563870
1.5 3 163.131356349700 0.518572869780
4.5 3.5 163.131381655610 0.518513822660
1.5 2.5 163.131373220300 0.518564434480
3 3.5 163.132427633110 0.518564434480
3.5 3.5 163.132495115530 0.518539128570
2.5 3 163.132942186560 0.518674093410
2.5 3 163.132916880650 0.518623481590
1.5 2 163.132967492460 0.518615046290
2.5 2 163.132967492460 0.518522257970
4.5 2.5 163.132638515670 0.518564434480
4 1.5 163.132596339160 0.518505387360
3.5 2 163.132461374320 0.518361987220
2 2 163.132385456600 0.518345116610
2.5 2 163.132334844780 0.518345116610
2.5 4.5 163.132655386270 0.518319810710
2 2.5 163.132655386270 0.518235457680
2.5 2 163.132680692180 0.518243892990
2 2.5 163.132765045210 0.518193281170
3.5 2.5 163.132689127480 0.518066751630
2.5 3 163.132495115530 0.518007704520
3.5 2.5 163.132317974180 0.518007704520
2.5 3.5 163.132056479800 0.517965528010
2.5 1.5 163.132191444640 0.518184845870
2 3.5 163.132503550830 0.518210151780
4 2.5 163.133245857440 0.518100492840
2.5 2.5 163.133473610610 0.518302940100
2 2.5 163.133313339860 0.518412599030
2 2.5 163.133532657730 0.518741575830
2.5 2 163.133625446050 0.518699399320
3.5 3 163.133465175310 0.518699399320
4 2.5 163.133178375020 0.518707834620
2.5 3 163.133228986840 0.518631916900
2 2 163.133304904560 0.518572869780
2 2 163.133321775170 0.518421034340
2.5 3.5 163.133490481210 0.518302940100
2.5 3.5 163.133186810330 0.518716269920
4 3.5 163.133448304700 0.519053682020
3 2 163.133431434100 0.518986199600
3.5 2.5 163.133625446050 0.519087423230
4 2.5 163.133684493170 0.519019940810
4 3 163.133262728050 0.519213952760
3 2 163.133279598650 0.519154905650
3.5 2.5 163.133237422140 0.519078987930
3 2.5 163.133186810330 0.519078987930
3 3 163.133094022000 0.519028376110
3.5 2.5 163.133237422140 0.519078987930
2.5 3.5 163.133355516380 0.519062117320
3.5 2.5 163.133372386980 0.519281435180
2.5 2 163.133372386980 0.519247693970
1.5 2 163.133380822280 0.519458576540
2 2.5 163.133448304700 0.519407964720
3.5 2.5 163.133600140150 0.519399529420
2.5 1.5 163.133591704840 0.519348917600
2 2 163.133482045910 0.519467011840
3.5 3 163.132874704140 0.519416400020
3 2 163.132883139440 0.519467011840
2.5 2.5 163.132975927770 0.519551364860
2 1.5 163.132992798370 0.519517623650
3.5 3.5 163.133060280790 0.519492317740
2.5 2.5 163.133169939720 0.519332047000
2.5 2.5 163.132267362360 0.519492317740
4.5 4 163.132385456600 0.519180211550
3 2.5 163.134047211170 0.519323611700
4 3 163.134021905270 0.519230823370
3.5 2.5 163.133912246340 0.519391094120
4 5 163.133988164060 0.519357352910
2.5 3 163.133844763920 0.519416400020
2.5 2 163.133802587400 0.519374223510
4 3 163.134013469960 0.519576670770
3 2.5 163.134005034660 0.519526058950
3 3.5 163.133996599360 0.519483882440
2.5 2 163.133937552240 0.519483882440
3 3 163.133870069820 0.519627282580
3.5 3.5 163.133751975590 0.519762247420
3 2.5 163.133794152100 0.520049047710
4 3 163.133676057870 0.519770682720
2 2 163.133532657730 0.519829729840
2.5 3 163.133684493170 0.519635717890
2 2.5 163.133541093030 0.519829729840
3 2 163.134123128900 0.519897212260
2.5 2.5 163.134165305410 0.520040612400
2 2 163.133962858150 0.519779118030
2.5 3 163.133962858150 0.519829729840
2.5 2.5 163.134148434800 0.520049047710
2.5 2.5 163.134426799780 0.519652588490
2.5 3 163.134561764620 0.520040612400
4.5 4 163.134502717510 0.520175577240
2.5 2.5 163.130715266710 0.522292838150
3 3.5 163.130816490340 0.522377191180
4 2.5 163.131238255470 0.522385626480
2 3 163.131128596530 0.522073520290
3.5 2.5 163.130681525510 0.521963861360
3 3 163.130150101450 0.522630250250
2 2 163.129837995260 0.522588073740
3.5 3.5 163.129652418610 0.522368755870
3 3.5 163.130639348990 0.523650921840
3 2 163.129517453770 0.522478414800
3 3.5 163.129686159820 0.523676227750
3.5 4 163.130926149280 0.521432437300
3.5 4.5 163.128496782180 0.521069719300
3 4 163.128555829290 0.521086589900
3 2 163.127847263890 0.521179378230
3.5 2.5 163.127771346170 0.521289037160
3 3 163.127686993140 0.521246860650
2 3.5 163.127653251930 0.521297472460
4 4 163.127568898910 0.521491484420
2.5 2 163.127914746310 0.521449307910
3 4 163.128977594410 0.521145637020
2 2 163.129306571210 0.520782919020
3 2.5 163.128986029720 0.521154072320
2.5 2.5 163.127855699190 0.521179378230
2 3 163.127897875700 0.521440872610
3 2.5 163.128302770220 0.521525225630
2 3.5 163.128403993850 0.523406298070
2 3 163.128547393990 0.523001403560
3 3 163.127729169660 0.523549698210
2 2.5 163.128412429150 0.523423168680
2.5 2.5 163.127315839840 0.522992968250
2.5 2.5 163.127223051510 0.522883309320
3 4 163.128420864450 0.523389427470
2.5 3.5 163.138087721040 0.521137201720
5.5 2.5 163.137505685170 0.521187813530
3 2 163.137126096560 0.521390260790
2 3 163.135396859560 0.522250661640
2.5 2 163.135936718920 0.522486850110
2 3 163.136754943250 0.522520591320
3 3 163.138028673920 0.522858003410
3 3 163.137843097270 0.522503720710
2.5 3.5 163.136813990370 0.521499919720
2 2.5 163.136746507950 0.521424002000
3 3 163.135548695010 0.521457743210
3 4 163.135489647890 0.521263731250
2.5 2.5 163.135371553660 0.521078154600
2 2 163.135379988960 0.521002236880
2 3 163.135312506540 0.520985366270
3.5 2 163.134890741420 0.521525225630
2.5 2 163.135228153510 0.522377191180
2.5 3.5 163.135919848310 0.522891744620
3 2 163.135287200630 0.522478414800
2 2 163.135202847610 0.522385626480
2.5 3 163.135945154220 0.522469979500
2 3 163.137126096560 0.521381825490
3 3 163.137530991080 0.522638685550
2.5 2.5 163.136982696420 0.522335014660
2.5 2 163.136164472080 0.522402497080
3 2 163.134949788530 0.522200049820
3 3 163.133861634520 0.522157873310
2.5 2.5 163.134587070530 0.521052848690
3 3 163.134603941130 0.520960060370
3 3.5 163.134165305410 0.520605777670
2.5 2.5 163.133549528330 0.520403330410
2 2.5 163.133338645770 0.520082788910
4.5 4.5 163.134730470670 0.520901013250
4 3.5 163.130512819460 0.520757613110
5 4 163.128032840540 0.519298305790
4 3.5 163.127594204820 0.519095858530
6 5 163.130993631700 0.518404163730
5.5 4 163.128699229430 0.518007704520
3 2.5 163.130217583870 0.517965528010
2 2 163.132377021290 0.519163340950
3 3.5 163.131676891190 0.518952458390
2.5 2.5 163.133296469260 0.518589740380
3 3 163.133313339860 0.518421034340
3 4 163.133659187260 0.518918717180
2.5 2 163.133802587400 0.519078987930
2.5 3.5 163.133768846190 0.519821294540
2.5 2.5 163.133777281500 0.519863471050
2.5 3.5 163.133794152100 0.519922518170
5 3 163.133726669680 0.519762247420
2.5 2.5 163.133625446050 0.518716269920
4 3 163.131212949560 0.518809058250
2 2 163.131938385570 0.519939388770
3.5 2.5 163.131137031840 0.518901846570
3.5 3.5 163.131162337740 0.518825928850
3 2 163.132638515670 0.518218587080
2.5 2 163.132765045210 0.518210151780
2 2 163.133254292750 0.519062117320
2.5 3 163.133102457300 0.519019940810
3.5 3.5 163.134553329320 0.520808224920
2.5 3.5 163.134190611320 0.520901013250
3 2.5 163.134064081780 0.520892577950
2 2.5 163.134519588110 0.521280601860
3.5 2.5 163.135379988960 0.521069719300
2.5 2 163.134772647180 0.521187813530
3 2 163.133945987550 0.520901013250
2 2.5 163.133161504420 0.520968495670
2.5 2.5 163.132933751250 0.520411765710
2 2 163.133212116230 0.520167141940
2 3 163.132765045210 0.519964694680
3 3 163.131988997380 0.520858836740
2 2 163.132554162640 0.519998435890
3.5 4 163.135371553660 0.518227022380
2.5 2.5 163.133296469260 0.518555999180
2.5 2 163.132275797660 0.518302940100
2.5 3 163.132773480510 0.518193281170
2.5 2 163.134671423550 0.518623481590
2 2 163.135312506540 0.519163340950
6 4.5 163.133186810330 0.512600675660
4.5 4.5 163.133271163350 0.512668158080
9.5 10 163.134452105690 0.512912781850
6.5 6.5 163.134232787830 0.512431969610
6.5 6.5 163.133895375730 0.513039311390
5 6 163.134021905270 0.513064617290
7.5 6.5 163.133870069820 0.513014005480
6 5.5 163.137126096560 0.512929652450
6.5 4.5 163.137202014280 0.512988699570
6.5 5.5 163.136527190090 0.513022440780
5.5 5 163.135616177430 0.513014005480
5 4.5 163.135894542410 0.513022440780
4 3 163.135919848310 0.513047746690
4 5 163.135506518490 0.513157405620
5.5 6.5 163.135590871520 0.513089923200
6 5.5 163.135211282910 0.512921217150
4 5 163.135017270950 0.513123664410
5.5 5.5 163.134570199930 0.512735640500
6 5.5 163.134215917220 0.513073052600
5.5 4.5 163.134072517080 0.512718769890
6 6 163.135126929890 0.513081487900
5.5 5.5 163.133465175310 0.512904346550
5 6 163.134789517790 0.512676593380
5 5.5 163.134713600070 0.512600675660
6.5 5 163.134991965050 0.512718769890
4.5 5.5 163.133954422850 0.511023274110
5 6 163.133684493170 0.510888309270
6 4.5 163.133920681640 0.511107627130
7 5 163.134038775870 0.511082321220
6.5 5.5 163.133794152100 0.511141368340
8 7 163.133819458010 0.511208850760
6 4.5 163.134021905270 0.511149803640
6 6 163.133557963630 0.511242591970
7 4.5 163.132689127480 0.511014838800
5 5 163.132916880650 0.510964226990
5 4.5 163.133026539580 0.511149803640
5.5 5.5 163.133060280790 0.511183544850
6 4.5 163.133406128190 0.511352250900
6.5 5 163.133566398940 0.511402862720
6.5 8 163.132722868690 0.511790886630
7 7 163.133009668980 0.511790886630
7 8 163.133119327910 0.511858369050
6 6.5 163.133254292750 0.511841498440
5 4 163.132992798370 0.511596874670
7 6.5 163.133380822280 0.511968027980
7 5 163.133701363770 0.511765580720
7.5 10 163.133608575450 0.511748710110
6 8 163.133507351820 0.511723404210
5 4 163.133743540290 0.511563133460
3.5 4 163.133591704840 0.511790886630
6.5 5.5 163.133321775170 0.511622180580
8 7 163.134258093740 0.511765580720
5.5 5.5 163.134114693590 0.511698098300
4 4 163.134021905270 0.511554698160
6 5.5 163.134131564200 0.511394427410
5.5 5.5 163.133642316660 0.512111428120
6.5 4.5 163.133490481210 0.512170475240
5.5 5 163.133431434100 0.512187345840
5 5 163.132790351110 0.512322310680
4 5 163.133701363770 0.512583805060
3.5 5.5 163.133676057870 0.512398228400
3.5 4.5 163.133625446050 0.512431969610
6.5 5 163.133271163350 0.512280134170
6 6 163.134443670390 0.511976463280
3.5 3.5 163.134232787830 0.512162039930
5.5 4 163.133903811030 0.512212651750
4.5 4 163.134047211170 0.512212651750
5 4.5 163.134274964340 0.512322310680
5.5 5 163.134595505830 0.512381357800
5.5 7.5 163.134578635230 0.511267897880
4.5 5.5 163.134544894020 0.511166674250
6 5 163.134182176010 0.510846132750
5.5 6 163.134730470670 0.511849933740
7 6.5 163.134941353230 0.511858369050
4.5 4.5 163.135194412300 0.512162039930
5.5 4.5 163.133161504420 0.510997968200
4.5 5 163.133347081070 0.510871438660
4 4 163.133296469260 0.510820826850
4.5 5 163.134300270250 0.511385992110
4.5 4.5 163.134283399640 0.511428168620
4.5 4.5 163.137590038190 0.512372922490
5.5 5.5 163.137978062110 0.512246392960
5 4.5 163.135641483330 0.512727205200
5.5 5.5 163.134958223840 0.512271698870
8 6 163.134747341280 0.512305440080
4 4 163.135245024120 0.512094557510
5 5 163.134755776580 0.512178910540
6 6 163.135236588820 0.512406663700
5 4.5 163.135574000910 0.512263263560
5 4 163.135430600770 0.512339181280
4.5 7 163.135422165470 0.512145169330
5 4 163.135228153510 0.511883674950
5.5 7 163.135126929890 0.511934286770
4 4 163.135278765330 0.511622180580
5 5 163.135574000910 0.511782451320
4.5 4 163.135557130310 0.511934286770
5.5 5.5 163.135995766040 0.512153604630
5 3.5 163.136029507250 0.512204216450
5.5 4.5 163.137497249870 0.511681227700
4.5 4.5 163.137463508660 0.511782451320
5 4 163.137505685170 0.511875239650
5 6 163.138053979830 0.512195781140
4 5 163.138045544530 0.511934286770
4 4.5 163.138172074060 0.511883674950
4.5 4 163.137733438340 0.512060816300
4 4.5 163.137134531860 0.511613745280
5 6 163.136940519910 0.511639051180
5.5 5 163.137008002330 0.511664357090
5 4.5 163.136923649300 0.512001769190
4 3.5 163.137109225960 0.511849933740
4.5 4.5 163.136822425670 0.512119863420
6 7.5 163.137573167590 0.512617546270
5 5.5 163.139319275190 0.512507887330
6 5 163.139192745660 0.512685028680
7.5 5.5 163.138602274490 0.512929652450
5 5.5 163.138408262530 0.512609110960
5 4.5 163.138585403880 0.512600675660
4.5 4.5 163.138695062810 0.512322310680
5 4.5 163.137834661970 0.510795520940
7 6 163.137919014990 0.510846132750
6 7 163.137952756200 0.510879873960
4 4 163.137978062110 0.511031709410
4 4 163.137767179550 0.510989532900
5.5 5 163.136906778700 0.511099191830
5 4 163.136839296280 0.511208850760
5 5.5 163.136535625390 0.511217286060
6 5.5 163.136333178130 0.511073885920
5.5 6 163.136358484040 0.511267897880
5 5.5 163.136096989660 0.511343815600
4 5 163.136434401760 0.511267897880
4 5.5 163.136215083900 0.511706533600
4.5 4.5 163.135784883470 0.511453474530
5 5.5 163.136206648600 0.511714968910
4.5 6 163.135995766040 0.511664357090
4 4.5 163.135354683050 0.511723404210
6 4 163.135413730170 0.511748710110
5.5 5.5 163.136198213290 0.511824627840
5 5 163.137505685170 0.511445039230
5 5 163.137218884890 0.511428168620
5.5 4.5 163.135076318070 0.510829262150
5 5 163.134958223840 0.510795520940
4 5.5 163.134730470670 0.510905179870
4.5 5 163.133515787120 0.512288569470
4.5 5 163.133617010750 0.512322310680
5 5.5 163.133296469260 0.512845299430
5.5 5.5 163.133136198510 0.513005570180
4.5 4.5 163.133726669680 0.512609110960
3.5 3.5 163.133751975590 0.512634416870
4.5 4.5 163.133903811030 0.512356051890
4.5 4 163.133355516380 0.512634416870
4.5 4 163.133659187260 0.512819993520
5.5 5.5 163.133996599360 0.512288569470
4 4 163.133903811030 0.512271698870
5 5.5 163.133954422850 0.512491016730
4.5 5 163.134021905270 0.512558499150
4.5 4.5 163.133718234380 0.512356051890
4.5 4 163.133490481210 0.512423534310
5 5.5 163.133127763210 0.512389793100
3 3 163.133549528330 0.511858369050
3.5 3.5 163.133566398940 0.511858369050
3.5 4 163.133566398940 0.512297004770
5.5 6 163.134131564200 0.512027075100
4 3 163.133760410890 0.511833063140
3.5 3 163.133549528330 0.511461909830
5.5 4.5 163.133768846190 0.511461909830
5 5.5 163.133912246340 0.511782451320
3.5 3.5 163.133844763920 0.511875239650
4.5 4.5 163.133026539580 0.511428168620
4.5 4.5 163.133051845490 0.511293203780
4.5 7.5 163.133296469260 0.511318509690
5 6.5 163.133144633810 0.511276333180
6.5 6.5 163.132967492460 0.511234156670
4.5 4.5 163.132857833530 0.511208850760
4 7 163.132832527620 0.511082321220
5 5 163.132866268830 0.511065450620
4.5 4 163.133144633810 0.511639051180
6 5 163.133169939720 0.511630615880
4.5 3.5 163.132832527620 0.511647486490
5 5 163.133836328610 0.511208850760
5 5 163.133692928470 0.511107627130
5.5 5.5 163.133954422850 0.510618379590
4.5 4.5 163.133676057870 0.510643685500
4.5 3.5 163.133490481210 0.510668991400
4.5 4.5 163.133515787120 0.510888309270
4 4 163.133422998790 0.510626814890
4 4 163.133085586700 0.510803956240
5 7.5 163.134072517080 0.512997134870
4 6 163.134131564200 0.512701899290
5 6 163.134139999500 0.512946523060
4.5 4 163.134274964340 0.512356051890
5 5.5 163.134401493880 0.512280134170
5 5 163.134528023410 0.512389793100
5 5 163.134393058570 0.512431969610
4.5 7 163.134418364480 0.512533193240
4 4 163.134544894020 0.512879040640
3.5 3.5 163.134848564910 0.512845299430
4.5 5 163.134747341280 0.512836864130
4.5 4.5 163.134916047320 0.512718769890
5.5 4.5 163.134755776580 0.512566934450
5 4 163.135051012160 0.512491016730
5 4.5 163.134865435510 0.512575369750
4 4 163.135270330030 0.512499452030
3.5 3.5 163.135388424260 0.512499452030
4 4 163.135211282910 0.512474146120
3.5 3.5 163.135548695010 0.512254828260
3 3 163.135506518490 0.512271698870
3 3 163.135481212590 0.512381357800
4 3.5 163.135152235790 0.512904346550
4 5 163.134342446760 0.512060816300
4.5 6.5 163.134190611320 0.512043945700
3.5 3.5 163.134308705550 0.511942722070
4.5 5 163.134148434800 0.511647486490
5 4 163.134241223130 0.511470345130
5 5 163.134190611320 0.511402862720
5 4.5 163.134258093740 0.511267897880
5.5 4 163.134350882060 0.511166674250
4 5 163.134738905970 0.511107627130
4 4.5 163.134662988250 0.511158238940
4 4 163.134688294160 0.511385992110
5 5.5 163.134730470670 0.511495651040
4 4.5 163.134578635230 0.511774016020
4.5 3.5 163.134671423550 0.511968027980
5 5 163.134536458720 0.512128298720
5 4 163.134671423550 0.511942722070
4.5 4 163.134899176720 0.510997968200
4 4 163.135034141560 0.511672792390
3.5 4 163.135076318070 0.512060816300
5 5 163.135110059280 0.512086122210
4.5 3.5 163.135160671100 0.512060816300
5 4 163.135464341980 0.511900545560
6.5 5 163.135447471380 0.511900545560
5 7 163.135152235790 0.511731839510
4.5 5 163.135084753370 0.511622180580
4 4 163.135118494580 0.511343815600
4 4 163.135565565610 0.511571568760
4.5 4.5 163.135548695010 0.511731839510
3 3 163.135472777280 0.511706533600
4 4 163.135886107100 0.511968027980
4 4.5 163.135835495290 0.511976463280
4.5 5 163.135810189380 0.511934286770
3.5 5 163.135827059990 0.511740274810
4 4 163.135886107100 0.511369121510
3 4 163.135911413010 0.511605309970
5.5 4.5 163.135666789240 0.511613745280
4.5 5 163.135742706960 0.511571568760
3.5 5.5 163.134772647180 0.511208850760
6.5 4 163.134409929180 0.511090756530
4 8 163.135666789240 0.512035510400
3 3 163.135363118350 0.511849933740
4.5 4.5 163.135995766040 0.512212651750
3.5 3.5 163.135759577570 0.512507887330
4 5 163.134435235090 0.510863003360
6 6 163.134578635230 0.510677426710
4.5 4.5 163.134249658430 0.510668991400
4 4 163.134258093740 0.510736473820
4 4 163.134258093740 0.510938921080
4 4.5 163.134131564200 0.510913615170
3.5 4 163.134418364480 0.510879873960
5 5 163.134662988250 0.511014838800
5.5 4.5 163.134730470670 0.510871438660
4 4 163.134924482630 0.510601508980
5 5 163.134857000210 0.510626814890
5 5 163.134966659140 0.510685862010
5 4 163.134916047320 0.510829262150
4.5 4.5 163.134958223840 0.510677426710
4 4.5 163.135093188680 0.510584638380
4.5 6 163.135953589520 0.510584638380
7.5 6 163.135489647890 0.510896744570
5.5 5.5 163.135304071240 0.510728038520
4 4 163.135675224540 0.510770215030
3 4 163.136206648600 0.512997134870
4 3 163.136113860270 0.513165840920
3.5 3.5 163.136350048740 0.512777817010
4 3 163.136240389810 0.512710334590
4 3 163.136257260410 0.512398228400
4.5 6.5 163.136198213290 0.512364487190
5 4.5 163.136147601480 0.512221087050
4.5 4 163.136231954500 0.512246392960
4 4 163.136459707670 0.512263263560
4.5 5 163.136451272370 0.512457275520
4.5 4 163.136535625390 0.512600675660
4 5 163.136611543110 0.512642852170
4.5 4 163.136535625390 0.512592240360
5 4.5 163.136341613440 0.512617546270
4 5 163.137134531860 0.512575369750
4 4.5 163.137404461540 0.512668158080
4.5 4 163.137244190800 0.512431969610
5.5 4.5 163.137396026240 0.512448840220
3.5 3.5 163.137446638050 0.512170475240
3.5 4 163.137750308940 0.512178910540
3.5 3.5 163.137784050150 0.512322310680
3.5 4 163.136906778700 0.512777817010
4 6.5 163.136619978420 0.512271698870
3.5 4 163.136459707670 0.512187345840
3.5 4 163.136383789950 0.512415099010
6 5.5 163.135928283620 0.512010204490
3.5 3 163.136231954500 0.511748710110
4 3.5 163.136274131020 0.511664357090
4.5 3.5 163.138239556480 0.511883674950
3.5 4 163.138163638760 0.511689663000
3 3 163.138070850430 0.511714968910
4 6 163.137927450290 0.511917416160
4 3.5 163.138129897550 0.511892110260
5 5 163.137640650010 0.512001769190
3.5 3.5 163.137632214710 0.511833063140
4 3.5 163.137320108520 0.511993333890
4.5 3.5 163.137227320190 0.512052381000
4.5 4 163.137902144380 0.511419733320
4 4.5 163.137843097270 0.511217286060
3 3.5 163.138028673920 0.511251027270
3 4 163.137699697130 0.511225721360
4 4.5 163.137632214710 0.511099191830
4.5 4 163.137471943960 0.511116062430
5 4 163.137471943960 0.511099191830
7.5 7.5 163.137261061400 0.511124497740
8 5 163.137598473500 0.511504086340
4 4 163.137362285030 0.511411298020
3.5 4 163.137455073360 0.511352250900
5 5 163.137514120470 0.511487215740
5 6 163.137573167590 0.511267897880
4.5 5 163.137708132430 0.511605309970
4.5 5 163.137859967870 0.511639051180
4.5 5 163.137792485450 0.511757145420
4.5 4.5 163.137598473500 0.511782451320
5 3 163.137261061400 0.511723404210
4 4 163.137252626100 0.511664357090
4 4.5 163.137311673210 0.511588439370
4.5 6 163.137412896840 0.511698098300
4 4 163.137396026240 0.511504086340
4 5 163.136560931300 0.511057015320
4 5 163.136653719620 0.510989532900
4 4 163.136738072650 0.511149803640
4 4.5 163.136392225250 0.511099191830
4.5 4.5 163.136189777990 0.511436603920
5.5 5.5 163.136206648600 0.511385992110
4.5 4 163.136139166180 0.511546262860
4.5 3 163.136198213290 0.511504086340
6.5 4 163.137252626100 0.511782451320
3 3.5 163.137083920050 0.511774016020
4 4 163.137142967170 0.511580004070
4 4 163.136982696420 0.511681227700
4.5 5 163.136535625390 0.512102992820
4 7.5 163.136881472790 0.511436603920
6 4 163.136881472790 0.511630615880
4 4 163.136738072650 0.511908980860
5 5 163.136687460830 0.511487215740
5 4 163.136847731580 0.511428168620
4.5 3.5 163.136991131720 0.511310074390
6.5 6 163.136662154930 0.511495651040
4.5 5 163.136459707670 0.511487215740
4.5 5 163.136409095850 0.511293203780
5 4 163.136510319480 0.511352250900
4.5 5 163.136535625390 0.511487215740
6 8 163.136459707670 0.511571568760
6.5 6.5 163.136560931300 0.511630615880
4.5 5 163.136307872230 0.511453474530
5.5 4 163.136425966460 0.511402862720
4 4 163.136856166880 0.511816192530
3 4 163.136586237210 0.511790886630
5 5 163.136788684460 0.511807757230
5 4 163.136898343400 0.511774016020
5 4 163.136704331440 0.511647486490
4 4 163.136729637350 0.511639051180
5 5 163.136645284320 0.511605309970
3 3 163.136982696420 0.511875239650
3.5 3.5 163.136856166880 0.511959592680
3.5 3.5 163.136813990370 0.511968027980
4 5 163.138070850430 0.510719603220
4 4 163.138129897550 0.510685862010
4 4 163.138307038900 0.510854568060
4 4 163.138340780110 0.510736473820
5 4 163.138155203460 0.510820826850
6 4 163.137961191500 0.510997968200
6 5 163.137859967870 0.510871438660
3.5 5 163.137691261820 0.510770215030
4 4.5 163.137581602890 0.510846132750
4.5 4 163.137581602890 0.510972662290
4.5 5 163.137547861680 0.510955791690
3.5 4.5 163.137463508660 0.510837697450
5 4 163.137370720330 0.510770215030
4.5 5 163.137421332150 0.510795520940
4 7 163.136493448880 0.510846132750
5.5 5.5 163.136991131720 0.510584638380
6 6 163.136535625390 0.510787085640
5.5 6 163.139192745660 0.512625981570
4 5.5 163.139589204870 0.512803122920
4 4.5 163.139724169710 0.512836864130
5.5 4 163.139420498820 0.512465710820
4.5 4.5 163.138357650720 0.512853734730
4 4 163.138804721740 0.512465710820
3.5 4 163.138627580390 0.512440404910
5.5 6 163.139074651420 0.512187345840
4.5 6 163.139007169000 0.512153604630
7 5 163.138526356760 0.512305440080
4.5 4.5 163.138492615550 0.512136734030
4.5 4.5 163.138964992490 0.511858369050
4 4 163.139310839890 0.512102992820
6 8 163.139133698540 0.511655921790
4.5 4 163.139395192910 0.511343815600
3 3 163.139454240030 0.511487215740
3.5 4 163.138889074770 0.511681227700
6 6 163.138804721740 0.511706533600
5.5 6.5 163.139766346220 0.511816192530
4 4.5 163.138830027650 0.511293203780
4 5 163.138627580390 0.511453474530
3 3 163.138593839180 0.511242591970
4 4 163.138973427790 0.511183544850
3 3 163.139133698540 0.510660556100
4 4 163.138762545230 0.511107627130
5 4 163.138382956620 0.511090756530
3.5 3 163.138509486160 0.511208850760
6 6.5 163.138754109930 0.510888309270
4.5 4 163.138517921460 0.510879873960
4.5 5 163.138357650720 0.510795520940
4 4 163.138399827230 0.510736473820
4.5 4.5 163.138425133140 0.510525591260
4 4 163.139091522030 0.510829262150
6 7 163.139066216120 0.510694297310
6 4 163.138880639470 0.510854568060
4.5 4 163.138889074770 0.511023274110
4 4 163.139099957330 0.510981097590
4.5 6 163.139319275190 0.510820826850
3 3 163.139496416540 0.510930485780
4 3.5 163.139293969290 0.513764747400
3 4 163.139243357470 0.513629782560
2.5 3.5 163.138754109930 0.513418900000
4 4 163.138678192210 0.512904346550
4 5 163.139175875050 0.512668158080
3.5 4.5 163.139251792770 0.512634416870
3.5 3.5 163.138551662670 0.512676593380
2.5 3 163.138517921460 0.512499452030
3 5 163.138745674630 0.513427335300
2 3 163.138695062810 0.513342982270
4 3 163.138340780110 0.512718769890
3.5 2.5 163.138028673920 0.512263263560
3 3.5 163.137986497410 0.512060816300
2 3 163.138079285740 0.512060816300
5 4 163.137067049440 0.512971828970
2.5 4 163.137142967170 0.512659722780
4 4 163.137176708380 0.513064617290
4 4 163.136721202040 0.513427335300
5.5 5 163.136628413720 0.513671959070
3.5 3 163.136704331440 0.513714135580
2 2.5 163.136729637350 0.513958759350
6 6 163.137016437630 0.514144336000
3 3 163.137463508660 0.514076853590
4 3 163.137421332150 0.514220253730
3 3.5 163.136889908090 0.514701065970
4 3 163.136721202040 0.514709501270
3.5 3.5 163.137480379260 0.514751677780
4 3 163.137370720330 0.514996301550
4 4 163.137961191500 0.515173442900
5 4.5 163.137952756200 0.515308407740
3.5 3.5 163.138087721040 0.515392760760
5 4.5 163.137564732290 0.515974796630
2.5 2.5 163.138366086020 0.514675760060
2.5 3.5 163.138576968580 0.514667324760
2 2 163.138838462950 0.514667324760
2 2.5 163.138458874340 0.515207184110
2 3 163.138728804020 0.515013172150
2.5 2 163.139260228080 0.515139701690
3.5 2.5 163.140162805440 0.515392760760
3.5 3 163.139057780820 0.515544596210
2.5 2.5 163.140820759020 0.515080654570
5 4 163.137497249870 0.512786252310
4 3 163.137412896840 0.511757145420
2 2.5 163.137328543820 0.511698098300
3 2 163.137488814570 0.511470345130
3 3.5 163.136982696420 0.511757145420
2 3 163.137218884890 0.511495651040
3 3 163.138990298400 0.511968027980
3 2.5 163.139057780820 0.511799321930
2 3 163.138728804020 0.511428168620
3 2 163.139150569140 0.511040144710
3 2.5 163.139049345510 0.510888309270
3 3 163.137952756200 0.510871438660
3.5 3.5 163.136501884180 0.513587606040
3 3.5 163.136493448880 0.511301639090
2 2 163.138475744950 0.511799321930
3 4 163.136830860980 0.511478780440
2 3 163.138484180250 0.511757145420
4 4 163.138357650720 0.511040144710
3.5 3 163.140930417960 0.511875239650
2 3 163.137235755490 0.510905179870
3 3 163.136510319480 0.510955791690
2.5 3 163.136906778700 0.513520123620
4 3 163.136544060690 0.514667324760
3.5 2.5 163.138408262530 0.516253161610
3 4 163.144296103630 0.516135067380
2 2 163.144152703480 0.516016973140
2 3 163.144414197860 0.515089089880
3 3 163.145477045970 0.514819160200
2 2 163.145013104330 0.516185679190
2 2 163.144810657070 0.516160373290
2 2 163.145013104330 0.516008537840
3 3 163.145283034010 0.514996301550
2.5 3.5 163.146345882120 0.515325278340
2.5 2.5 163.140382123300 0.512018639790
3 2 163.140323076180 0.511968027980
2.5 3 163.141959524850 0.511563133460
3 2 163.136923649300 0.512170475240
2.5 2.5 163.137623779400 0.512145169330
3.5 2.5 163.137497249870 0.511487215740
2 3 163.136628413720 0.511284768480
2.5 3 163.139791652130 0.512415099010
2.5 2.5 163.137033308230 0.515021607460
3.5 2.5 163.136687460830 0.516278467520
2.5 2.5 163.136586237210 0.515924184820
2.5 2 163.136679025530 0.515553031510
3 2.5 163.137033308230 0.515030042760
2.5 2.5 163.138374521320 0.515063783970
2.5 2 163.138830027650 0.514667324760
3 2.5 163.137050178840 0.511942722070
2.5 2 163.136704331440 0.514802289590
2 2 163.137539426380 0.514869772010
3 2.5 163.139226486870 0.515350584250
2.5 2 163.139268663380 0.515148136990
3 2 163.137320108520 0.513612911950
2.5 2.5 163.136662154930 0.513014005480
2.5 2.5 163.136695896140 0.512954958360
2 2.5 163.136679025530 0.511757145420
3 3 163.137421332150 0.510863003360
2.5 2 163.138382956620 0.510736473820
2.5 2.5 163.139226486870 0.510744909130
3 3.5 163.137497249870 0.510188179170
2.5 3 163.136636849020 0.511284768480
3 2.5 163.139243357470 0.513621347250
17 13 163.128665488220 0.511630615880
7.5 6 163.128986029720 0.511892110260
5 6.5 163.128640182320 0.511335380300
6 8.5 163.128741405950 0.511436603920
9 7 163.128766711850 0.511866804350
6.5 5.5 163.128716100040 0.511225721360
8 6 163.128842629580 0.511158238940
9 9 163.128859500180 0.510761779730
3.5 5 163.128783582460 0.510787085640
7 7.5 163.128538958690 0.510643685500
11 13 163.128555829290 0.510500285360
5 6 163.128403993850 0.510179743860
7 4.5 163.128387123240 0.510061649630
4.5 5.5 163.128631747010 0.510213485070
5 7 163.128707664740 0.510297838100
4 7.5 163.128657052920 0.510171308560
6.5 7.5 163.128319640830 0.509673625720
6 7 163.128319640830 0.509850767070
4.5 4.5 163.128361817340 0.509985731910
4.5 5 163.128564264600 0.509741108140
5.5 6 163.128555829290 0.509665190410
7.5 8 163.128530523390 0.509547096180
5.5 5 163.128454605660 0.509623013900
6.5 6 163.128302770220 0.509538660880
6.5 8 163.128741405950 0.509479613760
5 5.5 163.128842629580 0.508956625010
5 5 163.128716100040 0.509201248780
6.5 9 163.128496782180 0.506965893640
5.5 5.5 163.128741405950 0.506603175630
6 6.5 163.127577334210 0.507379223460
5 5.5 163.128513652780 0.506873105310
7 7.5 163.127881005100 0.509251860600
4 4.5 163.126953121830 0.507379223460
5 5.5 163.127611075420 0.506535693210
5.5 6 163.128007534640 0.506493516700
7 4.5 163.128260593710 0.506594740330
4 4.5 163.127948487520 0.508231189000
5 5 163.128159370080 0.508079353560
5 6 163.127349581050 0.508779483660
5 6 163.127484545880 0.508610777610
4.5 5 163.127602640120 0.508568601100
5 5.5 163.127678557840 0.508366153840
4.5 5 163.127737604960 0.508425200960
5 5 163.127855699190 0.508340847930
5 4 163.128454605660 0.508728871850
6 6 163.127585769510 0.511841498440
5.5 5.5 163.127492981190 0.511672792390
5 5 163.127838828590 0.511419733320
5 5.5 163.128083452360 0.511571568760
6 5 163.128049711150 0.511343815600
7 8 163.128344946730 0.511191980150
5 5.5 163.128370252640 0.511394427410
6 5 163.128269029010 0.511352250900
6 5 163.127906311010 0.511242591970
5.5 5.5 163.127881005100 0.511191980150
5 4.5 163.128007534640 0.511090756530
4.5 6 163.128235287800 0.511132933040
8.5 9.5 163.127248357420 0.511571568760
5 6.5 163.127029039550 0.511217286060
7 5.5 163.127172439690 0.511208850760
5.5 6 163.127071216070 0.511369121510
5 5.5 163.127349581050 0.511208850760
5 6 163.127788216770 0.510888309270
6.5 6 163.127661687240 0.511234156670
4.5 6 163.127779781470 0.511048580010
4.5 5 163.127627946030 0.511065450620
5.5 6 163.127113392580 0.510837697450
5.5 5.5 163.127189310300 0.510567767770
6 5.5 163.127214616210 0.510500285360
7.5 6 163.126927815920 0.510449673540
6 5 163.127408628160 0.510112261440
4.5 4 163.127366451650 0.510972662290
5.5 5.5 163.126641015640 0.510019473120
5.5 5 163.126767545180 0.510027908420
9.5 8.5 163.125578167540 0.511006403500
7.5 7 163.126371085960 0.511082321220
5 4.5 163.126286732940 0.510997968200
6 5.5 163.126615709730 0.511655921790
5.5 4.5 163.126725368670 0.511849933740
5 5.5 163.126666321550 0.511892110260
4.5 5 163.128336511430 0.511006403500
5 4.5 163.125957756140 0.511251027270
5.5 4.5 163.126497615500 0.509859202370
5 6 163.125114225900 0.511504086340
5 4.5 163.128370252640 0.510854568060
5 5.5 163.125696261770 0.511293203780
4 5.5 163.125805920700 0.510744909130
6 4.5 163.125856532520 0.511453474530
5 6 163.127130263180 0.509336213620
7.5 5 163.127661687240 0.509741108140
5 4.5 163.127872569800 0.510011037810
5 5.5 163.126497615500 0.509884508280
4.5 6 163.127113392580 0.509429001950
5 5 163.128209981890 0.510795520940
5.5 5.5 163.128193111290 0.510635250190
5 5 163.127855699190 0.510171308560
5 4.5 163.128007534640 0.510340014610
6.5 7 163.127830393280 0.510154437960
4.5 4 163.127391757560 0.509563966790
5 4 163.127383322260 0.509631449210
5 5 163.127678557840 0.509656755110
3.5 4 163.127568898910 0.509589272690
5 4.5 163.127425498770 0.509859202370
4.5 4.5 163.127045910160 0.510264096890
6 4 163.126286732940 0.510255661580
4 4.5 163.126016803260 0.510390626420
5 6 163.125772179490 0.510761779730
5 8 163.125983062050 0.510677426710
5 5 163.125974626750 0.510272532190
5 5 163.126809721690 0.508492683380
4.5 4.5 163.126759109880 0.508197447790
4.5 4.5 163.127400192860 0.508965060310
5 4.5 163.127509851790 0.508762613050
5 4.5 163.127248357420 0.508771048360
5 4.5 163.127315839840 0.508745742450
4 5 163.127568898910 0.509859202370
4 4 163.126944686530 0.510171308560
5 4 163.127003733650 0.510280967490
4.5 4.5 163.127315839840 0.510567767770
4 4 163.126759109880 0.509774849350
5.5 5 163.124759943200 0.508045612350
5.5 4 163.124869602130 0.509108460450
5.5 4 163.124709331390 0.508821660170
5.5 5 163.123907977650 0.506999634850
6.5 8 163.127096521970 0.506434469580
4.5 4 163.123629612670 0.511596874670
6.5 5.5 163.126118026890 0.509234989990
4 4.5 163.125797485400 0.508374589140
4 4.5 163.120913445290 0.510846132750
5 5 163.122701729410 0.511757145420
4 4 163.123494647840 0.511529392250
4.5 4 163.122946353180 0.511200415460
4.5 4 163.124034507190 0.507421399970
4.5 4 163.124101989610 0.507556364810
4 4 163.123874236440 0.507446705880
4 4 163.124726201990 0.509437437250
4 4 163.124439401710 0.509665190410
4 3.5 163.124894908040 0.509344648920
4.5 4.5 163.124987696370 0.509513354970
4.5 4.5 163.124987696370 0.509294037110
5 5 163.124979261060 0.509876072980
4.5 4.5 163.125004566970 0.510221920380
3.5 4.5 163.124928649250 0.510399061730
4 4 163.124861166830 0.510424367630
6 7 163.126312038850 0.511554698160
5 5 163.126168638710 0.511596874670
4 4.5 163.126362650660 0.508973495620
4 4.5 163.126379521270 0.508695130640
3.5 4.5 163.126345780060 0.508686695330
5 3.5 163.126337344750 0.509555531480
5 4 163.126328909450 0.509369954830
4.5 4.5 163.127999099330 0.508585471700
4.5 4 163.127999099330 0.508560165800
5.5 5 163.128285899620 0.508526424590
3.5 4.5 163.127518287090 0.511554698160
5 4 163.127442369370 0.511554698160
4.5 5 163.127813522680 0.511740274810
4.5 3.5 163.127307404530 0.511664357090
4.5 4 163.127838828590 0.511251027270
6.5 4 163.127796652070 0.511124497740
5 5.5 163.128209981890 0.510997968200
5 6.5 163.127737604960 0.511006403500
5.5 8 163.127864134490 0.511411298020
3.5 3.5 163.127931616910 0.511478780440
5 4 163.128142499470 0.511251027270
4.5 4 163.128058146450 0.511352250900
4.5 4 163.128209981890 0.511107627130
4.5 4.5 163.127408628160 0.511259462570
5 5 163.127273663320 0.511343815600
4.5 6 163.127130263180 0.511664357090
6 5 163.127231486810 0.511807757230
5.5 6.5 163.126969992440 0.511984898580
4.5 5.5 163.126894074710 0.511942722070
4.5 5.5 163.126843462900 0.511740274810
3.5 4 163.126742239270 0.511765580720
4.5 4 163.127012168950 0.511588439370
5 4.5 163.126978427740 0.511740274810
4.5 5 163.126835027600 0.511672792390
4 4 163.127062780760 0.511706533600
5 6 163.126657886250 0.511613745280
4 4 163.126489180200 0.511698098300
5.5 4.5 163.126497615500 0.511824627840
4 3 163.126826592300 0.511571568760
4 4 163.126835027600 0.511470345130
4 4 163.126944686530 0.511537827550
4.5 4.5 163.126835027600 0.511453474530
5.5 5.5 163.126607274430 0.511402862720
4 4 163.126590403830 0.511318509690
5 5 163.126868768810 0.511251027270
3 3 163.126624145040 0.511099191830
4 5 163.126674756850 0.510896744570
5 4.5 163.126632580340 0.511276333180
4 4.5 163.126447003690 0.511259462570
4.5 5 163.126455438990 0.511461909830
5 3.5 163.126573533220 0.511504086340
6 4 163.126447003690 0.511537827550
4 4 163.126261427030 0.511782451320
3.5 3.5 163.125991497350 0.511714968910
4.5 4 163.127838828590 0.511605309970
4.5 5 163.128454605660 0.510534026570
3.5 4.5 163.128378687940 0.510221920380
4 4.5 163.128412429150 0.510500285360
3.5 4 163.128446170360 0.510711167920
7 5 163.128572699900 0.510711167920
4.5 4 163.128657052920 0.510685862010
3.5 3.5 163.128943853200 0.510550897170
3.5 3.5 163.128977594410 0.510820826850
4 4 163.128682358830 0.510888309270
3.5 3.5 163.128547393990 0.510846132750
4 4.5 163.128817323670 0.510719603220
6 9 163.128201546590 0.510668991400
3.5 4 163.128420864450 0.510837697450
3.5 4.5 163.128344946730 0.510728038520
4.5 3.5 163.128201546590 0.510736473820
4 4.5 163.128184675990 0.510508720660
3.5 3.5 163.128201546590 0.510576203080
5 5 163.128091887660 0.510542461870
5 4 163.128218417200 0.510466544150
3.5 4 163.128117193570 0.510365320520
4 3 163.127965358120 0.511006403500
3.5 7 163.127661687240 0.510626814890
3.5 3.5 163.127906311010 0.510922050480
4 4 163.127577334210 0.510424367630
3.5 3.5 163.127501416490 0.510593073680
4 4 163.127703863750 0.510373755820
5 5 163.127248357420 0.510593073680
4 5 163.127231486810 0.510719603220
5 4 163.127366451650 0.510677426710
3.5 4 163.126767545180 0.510795520940
5.5 6 163.126725368670 0.510702732610
4.5 4.5 163.126598839130 0.510719603220
5.5 5 163.126261427030 0.510913615170
6 4 163.126295168240 0.511057015320
3.5 3.5 163.126126462190 0.510964226990
4.5 5 163.126109591590 0.510837697450
4 3.5 163.126447003690 0.510879873960
3.5 4 163.126295168240 0.510677426710
5.5 6 163.126252991730 0.510719603220
4 3.5 163.126421697780 0.510711167920
4 4 163.126387956570 0.510474979450
3.5 4 163.126202379920 0.510517155960
4 4 163.126075850380 0.510432802940
5 5 163.126548227310 0.510390626420
4.5 4.5 163.126531356710 0.510171308560
3 3 163.126438568380 0.509631449210
3.5 3.5 163.126430133080 0.509682061020
4 3.5 163.126624145040 0.509310907710
5 5 163.126345780060 0.509445872550
5 5 163.126227685820 0.509167507570
4 4 163.126320474150 0.509251860600
5 6 163.126548227310 0.509024107430
3.5 5 163.126497615500 0.509007236830
4 4.5 163.126244556430 0.509218119390
3.5 3.5 163.126269862330 0.508931319100
4 4 163.126160203400 0.508906013200
4.5 4.5 163.125949320840 0.508956625010
4 4.5 163.126252991730 0.509800155250
4.5 4.5 163.126151768100 0.509918249490
4 4 163.126134897500 0.509572402090
4.5 5.5 163.126379521270 0.508172141880
5.5 4.5 163.126514486110 0.508172141880
5 4 163.126244556430 0.508374589140
5 4.5 163.126126462190 0.508399895050
3.5 3.5 163.126303603540 0.508762613050
4.5 4.5 163.126539792010 0.508779483660
4 5 163.126430133080 0.508737307150
3.5 3.5 163.126252991730 0.508678260030
3.5 3.5 163.126016803260 0.508897577890
4 3.5 163.126134897500 0.508619212910
4 4 163.125974626750 0.508383024450
4.5 5 163.126463874290 0.507969694630
3 3 163.127071216070 0.507126164380
3.5 4.5 163.126219250520 0.506932152430
4 3.5 163.126084285680 0.506265763540
4 3.5 163.125991497350 0.506383857770
3 3 163.125932450240 0.506510387310
4.5 3.5 163.126447003690 0.506991199540
5 5.5 163.126303603540 0.506248892930
4.5 6.5 163.125789050100 0.511158238940
5.5 5.5 163.125789050100 0.510871438660
4.5 4.5 163.125856532520 0.511284768480
4 3.5 163.125738438280 0.511352250900
3.5 5 163.125763744190 0.510922050480
3 3 163.125611908750 0.510955791690
3.5 4.5 163.125940885540 0.511377556810
3 3.5 163.125772179490 0.511571568760
3 3.5 163.125805920700 0.511613745280
5 9 163.125730002980 0.511546262860
3 3.5 163.125611908750 0.511672792390
4.5 4.5 163.125485379210 0.511394427410
4.5 3 163.125367284970 0.511487215740
4 3 163.125493814510 0.511537827550
3 4 163.125367284970 0.511369121510
3 3.5 163.125552861630 0.511217286060
4 3.5 163.125325108460 0.511132933040
3.5 4 163.124979261060 0.511251027270
3.5 3.5 163.125029872880 0.511428168620
3.5 3.5 163.125257626040 0.511377556810
4.5 3.5 163.125139531810 0.511580004070
4 3 163.125316673160 0.511698098300
3.5 3.5 163.125443202700 0.511866804350
3.5 3.5 163.125274496650 0.511276333180
5 3.5 163.124852731530 0.511385992110
5 4 163.124818990320 0.511546262860
4 3.5 163.124878037430 0.511664357090
4.5 3 163.124709331390 0.511875239650
3 3.5 163.124675590180 0.511782451320
4.5 4.5 163.124608107760 0.511445039230
3.5 4 163.124540625340 0.511394427410
4 4 163.124751507900 0.511065450620
4.5 6 163.124169472030 0.511512521650
4.5 5 163.124321307470 0.511267897880
3 3 163.124127295520 0.511596874670
3 5 163.123933283560 0.511655921790
5 4 163.123967024770 0.511723404210
3.5 3.5 163.123941718860 0.511588439370
3 3.5 163.124034507190 0.511402862720
5 3 163.123933283560 0.511461909830
3 3 163.124186342630 0.511107627130
6.5 5 163.125527555720 0.510820826850
4.5 6 163.125957756140 0.510778650340
3.5 3.5 163.125519120420 0.510905179870
4 3.5 163.125493814510 0.510922050480
4.5 4 163.125805920700 0.510702732610
4 4 163.125755308890 0.510685862010
4 5 163.125721567680 0.510593073680
4.5 4 163.125679391160 0.510668991400
5 4.5 163.125257626040 0.510652120800
4 4.5 163.125080484690 0.510905179870
5 4 163.125392590880 0.510736473820
4.5 4 163.125417896790 0.510550897170
3.5 4 163.125426332090 0.510626814890
3.5 4 163.125282931950 0.510542461870
3.5 4 163.125485379210 0.510466544150
4 4.5 163.125375720280 0.510584638380
4 3.5 163.125586602840 0.510517155960
4 3 163.125535991020 0.510483414750
4 4.5 163.125687826470 0.510365320520
3 3.5 163.125755308890 0.510508720660
5 5 163.125957756140 0.510415932330
3.5 4 163.125721567680 0.510078520230
3.5 3 163.125637214650 0.510078520230
3.5 3 163.125502249810 0.510331579310
3.5 3.5 163.125392590880 0.510314708700
3.5 3.5 163.125316673160 0.510432802940
4 4 163.125181708320 0.510626814890
4.5 4.5 163.125097355300 0.510576203080
5 4 163.124759943200 0.510719603220
3 3 163.124329742780 0.510837697450
3.5 3.5 163.124194777940 0.510787085640
4.5 3.5 163.124262260360 0.510601508980
4 3 163.123967024770 0.510711167920
4 4 163.123781448120 0.510753344430
5 5.5 163.124346613380 0.510601508980
3.5 4 163.124051377800 0.510441238240
3.5 3.5 163.124186342630 0.510365320520
4 3 163.124329742780 0.510382191120
4 3.5 163.124490013520 0.510559332470
3 3.5 163.124717766690 0.510407497030
5.5 4 163.124473142920 0.509968861300
3.5 5 163.124203213240 0.510146002650
4 5.5 163.125831226610 0.509538660880
3.5 3.5 163.125687826470 0.509791719950
5 4.5 163.125746873580 0.509732672830
4 4 163.125814356000 0.509960426000
4 4 163.125873403120 0.509496484370
6.5 5.5 163.125670955860 0.509234989990
5 5 163.125603473440 0.509369954830
4 4 163.125645649960 0.509175942870
3.5 4.5 163.125679391160 0.509243425290
4.5 4.5 163.125519120420 0.508779483660
4.5 4 163.125105790600 0.508855401380
4 4 163.124582801850 0.508948189710
5.5 3 163.124414095800 0.509049413340
4.5 5 163.124692460780 0.509192813480
4 4.5 163.124430966410 0.509175942870
3.5 4 163.124296001570 0.509091589850
4 5 163.124253825050 0.509184378180
5 3.5 163.124312872170 0.508830095470
3.5 4.5 163.124236954450 0.509682061020
4.5 4 163.124253825050 0.509741108140
3.5 3.5 163.124515319430 0.509943555400
3.5 3.5 163.125569732230 0.509766414040
3.5 6 163.125797485400 0.509547096180
4 3.5 163.125561296930 0.509488049060
4 4 163.125426332090 0.509395260740
4.5 4.5 163.124996131670 0.509859202370
3.5 3.5 163.125055178790 0.509783284650
4.5 3.5 163.125215449530 0.509766414040
4 4 163.125375720280 0.509631449210
3.5 3.5 163.125325108460 0.509783284650
5 3.5 163.125299802560 0.509918249490
4 4 163.125249190740 0.509918249490
4 3.5 163.125215449530 0.509994167210
3.5 3.5 163.125544426330 0.510011037810
4.5 4.5 163.125510685120 0.509833896460
4.5 6 163.125797485400 0.508855401380
4 4.5 163.125468508600 0.508745742450
3 3 163.125595038140 0.508720436540
4 4.5 163.125409461490 0.508754177750
4.5 4 163.125552861630 0.508509553980
5.5 5 163.125417896790 0.508307106720
4.5 4.5 163.125864967820 0.508146835980
4.5 4 163.125628779350 0.508442071560
5.5 4.5 163.125679391160 0.508138400680
4 3.5 163.125957756140 0.506881540610
4 4 163.125755308890 0.506864670010
4 3.5 163.125704697070 0.506721269870
4 4 163.125451638000 0.506738140470
4 4 163.125527555720 0.506653787450
4.5 4 163.125358849670 0.506679093350
5 6 163.125207014230 0.506620046240
4.5 4.5 163.124844296220 0.506113928090
5 5 163.124886472740 0.506409163680
5.5 5 163.125384155580 0.506350116560
5.5 5.5 163.124894908040 0.506729705170
3.5 3.5 163.125325108460 0.506847799400
8 5 163.124987696370 0.507126164380
5 3.5 163.125417896790 0.507143034990
4.5 4.5 163.125502249810 0.507657588440
4 5 163.125358849670 0.507674459040
4.5 4 163.125257626040 0.507809423880
4.5 3.5 163.125038308180 0.507598541320
5 6 163.124743072600 0.507708200250
6.5 5 163.124540625340 0.507961259320
4.5 4 163.124667154870 0.507868471000
4.5 6 163.124869602130 0.508087788860
6 4 163.125131096510 0.508197447790
4.5 4.5 163.125038308180 0.508205883090
3 3 163.125291367250 0.508264930210
4 4 163.124743072600 0.508323977330
3.5 4 163.124650284270 0.508433636260
4 3.5 163.124498448820 0.508273365510
4.5 4.5 163.125215449530 0.508231189000
4.5 3.5 163.124987696370 0.508577036400
5.5 5.5 163.125249190740 0.508652954120
4 3 163.125114225900 0.508686695330
4 3.5 163.125114225900 0.508872271990
5 6 163.125114225900 0.508872271990
4 5.5 163.124894908040 0.508737307150
5 4.5 163.124397225200 0.508543295190
4 3.5 163.124177907330 0.508501118680
5 4 163.124118860220 0.508543295190
3 3 163.124253825050 0.508745742450
3.5 3.5 163.124017636590 0.508636083520
3 3 163.123983895380 0.508585471700
3.5 4 163.124059813100 0.508323977330
4.5 4.5 163.124447837010 0.507159905590
3.5 4 163.124152601430 0.506906846520
3.5 3.5 163.123992330680 0.507151470290
4 4.5 163.123933283560 0.507320176340
3 3 163.124000765980 0.507421399970
3.5 3.5 163.124042942490 0.506527257910
3.5 4.5 163.124101989610 0.507606976620
4.5 4 163.123806754030 0.507716635550
3.5 3.5 163.124287566260 0.507741941460
4 4.5 163.124355048680 0.507944388720
4.5 4.5 163.123983895380 0.508037177050
3.5 3.5 163.124599672450 0.507202082110
4.5 4.5 163.123730836300 0.511461909830
4.5 4 163.123697095090 0.511563133460
5.5 4.5 163.123587436160 0.511352250900
4 4.5 163.123325941790 0.511790886630
3.5 5 163.123418730110 0.511723404210
4.5 4 163.122887306060 0.511461909830
4 5 163.122862000150 0.511453474530
3 3.5 163.122288399590 0.511647486490
3 3.5 163.123570565560 0.511706533600
3.5 3.5 163.120710998030 0.509040978040
3.5 3.5 163.122617376380 0.509707366930
4 4 163.122414929120 0.509749543440
4 4.5 163.122946353180 0.509488049060
5 4.5 163.121309904510 0.508349283240
3.5 4 163.123233153460 0.509791719950
4.5 3.5 163.123224718160 0.509690496320
4 4 163.123275329970 0.510255661580
4 4 163.123418730110 0.510112261440
4 3.5 163.123258459370 0.510137567350
4.5 3.5 163.123342812390 0.510196614470
4 4 163.123444036020 0.510272532190
4 4 163.123486212530 0.510458108840
4.5 5 163.123705530400 0.510483414750
6.5 4.5 163.123705530400 0.510196614470
4.5 4 163.123460906630 0.510837697450
5 4.5 163.123351247690 0.510719603220
4.5 5 163.123638047980 0.509943555400
4 4 163.123688659790 0.509960426000
5 5 163.123705530400 0.510264096890
5 5.5 163.123452471320 0.510036343720
6 7 163.123519953740 0.510154437960
4.5 5 163.123300635880 0.510011037810
4.5 4.5 163.123460906630 0.510103826140
4.5 4 163.123157235740 0.510070084930
4.5 4 163.123283765270 0.509951990700
5 4 163.123444036020 0.509766414040
5 4.5 163.123157235740 0.509926684790
4.5 3.5 163.123039141500 0.509547096180
3.5 3 163.123165671040 0.509437437250
4.5 4.5 163.123266894670 0.509251860600
4 4 163.123224718160 0.509302472410
4 4.5 163.123401859510 0.509294037110
4.5 4.5 163.123789883420 0.509100025150
3.5 4 163.123629612670 0.508922883800
5 4 163.123579000860 0.509015672130
4 5 163.123393424210 0.508872271990
4 3.5 163.123190976950 0.508956625010
4 4 163.123705530400 0.509319343020
5 5 163.122566764570 0.509243425290
5.5 4.5 163.122862000150 0.509066283940
4.5 6 163.122937917880 0.509007236830
6.5 6 163.123081318020 0.509175942870
3.5 4.5 163.122777647130 0.509294037110
5.5 4.5 163.122296834890 0.509083154550
5.5 6 163.122414929120 0.509243425290
4 4 163.122372752610 0.509251860600
3.5 4.5 163.122398058520 0.509757978740
4 4 163.122322140800 0.509690496320
7 4 163.122254658380 0.509429001950
5 5 163.123115059230 0.507657588440
4 5 163.123081318020 0.507708200250
3.5 4 163.123469341930 0.507649153130
4 4.5 163.123722401000 0.507421399970
4.5 4 163.124076683700 0.508138400680
4.5 4 163.123570565560 0.508003435840
4.5 4.5 163.122684858800 0.508526424590
5.5 5.5 163.122710164710 0.508644518820
4.5 3.5 163.123680224490 0.508754177750
4.5 3.5 163.123857365840 0.508661389430
5 5 163.123570565560 0.508509553980
4 3.5 163.123047576810 0.506324810650
3.5 3.5 163.122887306060 0.506257328230
4.5 4 163.122895741360 0.506366987170
5.5 4.5 163.123950154170 0.506426034280
4.5 5 163.122929482570 0.506679093350
4.5 4.5 163.123115059230 0.506569434420
5 5 163.123579000860 0.506653787450
5 4 163.123452471320 0.506982764240
4 4.5 163.123747706910 0.507261129220
4.5 4 163.123832059930 0.507320176340
4.5 4 163.123713965700 0.507404529360
5.5 6 163.122735470620 0.507176776200
5 5.5 163.122786082430 0.507311741040
4 4 163.122642682290 0.507505752990
4.5 5 163.123022270900 0.507024940750
4 7 163.123579000860 0.507092423170
4 5 163.121495481160 0.511107627130
4 4.5 163.120753174550 0.510846132750
4.5 5 163.120770045150 0.510770215030
5 4 163.119850597190 0.510913615170
5.5 5 163.119681891140 0.511023274110
5.5 4 163.119698761740 0.510289402790
5.5 5 163.119310737830 0.510205049770
4.5 4 163.119015502250 0.510255661580
5 5 163.118762443170 0.509817025860
4.5 4.5 163.118855231500 0.509648319810
6 5.5 163.118062313070 0.509403696040
5 4 163.117817689300 0.508070918260
5.5 5.5 163.118728701960 0.506974328940
6 6 163.118028571860 0.506679093350
4 4 163.118686525450 0.506535693210
5.5 5.5 163.119985562030 0.506265763540
3.5 2.5 163.126531356710 0.513022440780
4 2.5 163.126581968520 0.512735640500
3.5 2 163.126683192150 0.512752511100
2 2 163.126750674570 0.512735640500
3 4.5 163.126598839130 0.511748710110
3 3 163.126649450940 0.511908980860
2.5 2 163.126750674570 0.511824627840
3 2 163.126134897500 0.511968027980
2 3 163.126193944610 0.512077686910
4 5 163.123309071180 0.512954958360
3 2.5 163.126177074010 0.513427335300
2 5 163.126269862330 0.513267064550
2 3.5 163.126244556430 0.513477947110
4 5 163.126455438990 0.513680394370
3 3 163.126657886250 0.513452641210
3 3.5 163.126556662620 0.513739441490
3 2.5 163.126674756850 0.512077686910
3 2.5 163.126767545180 0.512094557510
4 3 163.126733803970 0.511968027980
4 3.5 163.125375720280 0.512963393660
3.5 2.5 163.125282931950 0.512938087760
2 2.5 163.125274496650 0.513005570180
3 3 163.125333543770 0.513022440780
3 4 163.125645649960 0.514085288890
2 4 163.125561296930 0.514253994940
3 3.5 163.125637214650 0.514211818420
4 3.5 163.125746873580 0.514313042050
3 3 163.125493814510 0.514405830380
3 2.5 163.125932450240 0.514338347960
2 2 163.125966191450 0.514456442190
5.5 5.5 163.126025238560 0.514481748100
3.5 4.5 163.126033673870 0.514599842340
2 2.5 163.125907144330 0.514034677070
2 2 163.125915579630 0.513984065260
5.5 4.5 163.126050544470 0.514034677070
3.5 4.5 163.126058979770 0.513941888750
3.5 2 163.126118026890 0.513756312090
4 3 163.126126462190 0.513722570880
4 2.5 163.125746873580 0.513444205900
2 2.5 163.125645649960 0.513410464690
2 2 163.125578167540 0.513418900000
6 5.5 163.126126462190 0.512819993520
3 5 163.126177074010 0.512954958360
5 2.5 163.125873403120 0.512735640500
3 2 163.125805920700 0.512819993520
3 2.5 163.125274496650 0.512879040640
2.5 2 163.125190143620 0.512921217150
2.5 2.5 163.125198578930 0.513064617290
2.5 2.5 163.125569732230 0.512566934450
3.5 4 163.126978427740 0.514903513220
2 2 163.126826592300 0.512625981570
2.5 2 163.126801286390 0.512609110960
2 3 163.125881838420 0.513140535020
3.5 2.5 163.124920213950 0.513849100420
3 3 163.124911778640 0.513655088460
3 3 163.124818990320 0.513587606040
3.5 2.5 163.124447837010 0.513655088460
2 2 163.124599672450 0.513697264980
2.5 3 163.124684025480 0.513646653160
2 3 163.124194777940 0.513865971020
2 4 163.125569732230 0.513604476650
2.5 3 163.125384155580 0.513671959070
3 3.5 163.125738438280 0.513925018140
3 3 163.125493814510 0.513975629960
2.5 5 163.124439401710 0.513385158790
3.5 2.5 163.124414095800 0.513283935160
3 3.5 163.125173273020 0.514270865540
3 3 163.125173273020 0.514203383120
2 3 163.124599672450 0.513705700280
2.5 2.5 163.124667154870 0.513629782560
2.5 2 163.124776813800 0.514034677070
2 2 163.124852731530 0.514000935860
3 2.5 163.124557495940 0.514237124330
3.5 2.5 163.124608107760 0.514405830380
3 2.5 163.124557495940 0.514388959780
5 3.5 163.122912611970 0.512524757940
3 4 163.123427165420 0.512760946410
2.5 2.5 163.123368118300 0.512693463990
2.5 3 163.123241588760 0.512625981570
2 3.5 163.123292200580 0.512592240360
3.5 2.5 163.123216282860 0.512440404910
2.5 2.5 163.123013835600 0.512583805060
3 4.5 163.123528389050 0.512558499150
3 3 163.123477777230 0.512440404910
2.5 2.5 163.123418730110 0.512305440080
3 2.5 163.123587436160 0.512364487190
3 4 163.123671789190 0.512499452030
2.5 2.5 163.123899542350 0.512718769890
3.5 3 163.124009201280 0.512718769890
2.5 2 163.123595871460 0.513385158790
2.5 2 163.123528389050 0.513342982270
3 2.5 163.123444036020 0.513469511810
2 2 163.123722401000 0.513486382420
2.5 5 163.123907977650 0.513376723480
3 3.5 163.123967024770 0.513317676370
2.5 3 163.123030706200 0.513283935160
2.5 3 163.122980094390 0.513393594090
3 2.5 163.123300635880 0.513368288180
2.5 2.5 163.123258459370 0.513410464690
2.5 2.5 163.123300635880 0.513393594090
5.5 3.5 163.125662520560 0.511335380300
4 4.5 163.125822791310 0.511453474530
4 4 163.125983062050 0.511259462570
3.5 3 163.125122661200 0.511563133460
2.5 4 163.124911778640 0.511672792390
3 3.5 163.124768378500 0.511672792390
3 4 163.124523754730 0.511554698160
3.5 3.5 163.124759943200 0.511537827550
3 3 163.124903343340 0.511512521650
3.5 3 163.125721567680 0.511512521650
2 2 163.125687826470 0.511461909830
6.5 6 163.126404827170 0.511065450620
4.5 3.5 163.126286732940 0.510997968200
7.5 7 163.125578167540 0.511014838800
3.5 2.5 163.125797485400 0.510787085640
4 5.5 163.125983062050 0.510711167920
2.5 2.5 163.125409461490 0.511124497740
4 2 163.125392590880 0.511073885920
3 2.5 163.125417896790 0.511023274110
4 2.5 163.125451638000 0.510947356380
3 2.5 163.125451638000 0.512060816300
3.5 2.5 163.125527555720 0.512128298720
3 2 163.123638047980 0.511672792390
2 2.5 163.123469341930 0.511613745280
2.5 3 163.125004566970 0.511057015320
2 2 163.126160203400 0.511672792390
2 2 163.126193944610 0.511706533600
2.5 2.5 163.126455438990 0.511799321930
2.5 2.5 163.126455438990 0.511731839510
3 3.5 163.126775980480 0.512339181280
3.5 3.5 163.126961557130 0.512060816300
3.5 3 163.126969992440 0.511976463280
4 4 163.126860333500 0.512027075100
3 2.5 163.126303603540 0.511580004070
2 2 163.126396391870 0.511613745280
3 2.5 163.125460073300 0.513089923200
3 3 163.126708498060 0.514945689740
2.5 2.5 163.126750674570 0.514937254430
3.5 2.5 163.126320474150 0.515165007600
3.5 3.5 163.126118026890 0.515080654570
3 3 163.126050544470 0.514911948530
2.5 3 163.126118026890 0.514768548380
2 2.5 163.124253825050 0.514329912660
3 3 163.124228519150 0.514270865540
3 2 163.124110424910 0.514228689030
2.5 2.5 163.124051377800 0.514346783260
2.5 2.5 163.124101989610 0.514355218570
2.5 2.5 163.121875069770 0.513722570880
4 2 163.121807587350 0.513663523770
2.5 3 163.126548227310 0.512102992820
3 2.5 163.126362650660 0.512195781140
3.5 2 163.126421697780 0.512178910540
3.5 3.5 163.126910945320 0.514709501270
2.5 2.5 163.126969992440 0.514540795220
2.5 2.5 163.126995298340 0.514490183400
2 2.5 163.126784415780 0.514709501270
2 2.5 163.126657886250 0.514760113080
2 2.5 163.126708498060 0.513781618000
2.5 3 163.126691627460 0.513984065260
2.5 2 163.126641015640 0.514178077210
3 3 163.126885639410 0.514068418280
2 2.5 163.126792851090 0.514009371170
2 2 163.126775980480 0.514119030100
3 3 163.126885639410 0.513208017440
2.5 2 163.126944686530 0.513224888040
3 2 163.126851898200 0.513309241060
3 2.5 163.124785249110 0.512364487190
3 3 163.124667154870 0.511942722070
2.5 2.5 163.124658719570 0.511858369050
2.5 2.5 163.124608107760 0.511807757230
2.5 2.5 163.122836694250 0.513773182700
2.5 3.5 163.122802953040 0.514059982980
2 2 163.122887306060 0.514093724190
3.5 3 163.122904176670 0.514009371170
3 2 163.123477777230 0.515046913360
2 2 163.123536824350 0.515055348670
2 3.5 163.123781448120 0.511968027980
2.5 2.5 163.123891107050 0.511917416160
2.5 2.5 163.123874236440 0.511866804350
3.5 2.5 163.123950154170 0.511900545560
4.5 4 163.124135730820 0.511605309970
2 2.5 163.122667988200 0.511782451320
2.5 2.5 163.122659552900 0.511639051180
3.5 3 163.123621177370 0.512980264270
2 2.5 163.123536824350 0.512921217150
2 2.5 163.122634246990 0.513587606040
2 2 163.122566764570 0.513435770600
2.5 2.5 163.120829092270 0.512372922490
2.5 4 163.120930315900 0.512339181280
3.5 3.5 163.120770045150 0.513604476650
3 3.5 163.120685692130 0.513562300140
3 2 163.121453304650 0.514304606750
3.5 3 163.121562963580 0.514717936570
2 2 163.121411128140 0.514709501270
2.5 3 163.120888139390 0.510913615170
3.5 3 163.120778480450 0.513604476650
2 3 163.120862833480 0.513798488610
3 2.5 163.119378220250 0.513899712230
2 2 163.118897408010 0.513731006190
2 3 163.118425031080 0.515232490020
2 3 163.117657418550 0.515662690440
2 2 163.117615242040 0.515553031510
2 2.5 163.117632112650 0.515510855000
3 3 163.117750206880 0.513562300140
2 2.5 163.117834559910 0.513334546970
2.5 2 163.117952654140 0.513393594090
3 2 163.118037007160 0.513494817720
2.5 3 163.120112091560 0.512524757940
2.5 2 163.119336043740 0.512566934450
2.5 2 163.122642682290 0.514186512520
2.5 2.5 163.122583635170 0.514178077210
2.5 2 163.122473976240 0.514152771310
3 2.5 163.122996964990 0.514911948530
2 2 163.122904176670 0.514650454150
2 2 163.120685692130 0.514650454150
2 2 163.120770045150 0.514734807170
2 2 163.120862833480 0.514734807170
2 2.5 163.121385822230 0.513958759350
2.5 2.5 163.120845962870 0.513790053300
2.5 2 163.120829092270 0.513857535720
2.5 3.5 163.126851898200 0.512988699570
4 3.5 163.126910945320 0.512971828970
3 2 163.126978427740 0.512929652450
2.5 2 163.125291367250 0.513393594090
2 2.5 163.125358849670 0.513258629250
2 2 163.126067415080 0.515257795930
2 2 163.126042109170 0.515114395780
2.5 2.5 163.126809721690 0.516244726310
2.5 2.5 163.126784415780 0.516092890870
2 2 163.126607274430 0.516025408450
2 2 163.125198578930 0.516126632080
2.5 2.5 163.125105790600 0.515755478770
2.5 2 163.125131096510 0.515561466810
2 2 163.124793684410 0.515451807880
2 2 163.124827425620 0.515342148950
2 2 163.124279130960 0.515603643320
2 2 163.124093554310 0.515645819840
2 2.5 163.124321307470 0.515156572300
2 2 163.124118860220 0.515249360620
2 2 163.124329742780 0.514987866250
2.5 2.5 163.124422531100 0.514911948530
2.5 3 163.124549060640 0.514793854290
2.5 2.5 163.124599672450 0.514751677780
2.5 2.5 163.125535991020 0.515072219270
2.5 2.5 163.125502249810 0.514920383830
2.5 2 163.125510685120 0.514819160200
2.5 2.5 163.125401026180 0.514962560340
3 2.5 163.125240755440 0.515291537140
2 2.5 163.125215449530 0.515198748810
2.5 2 163.125367284970 0.515232490020
2.5 2.5 163.125476943910 0.516050714350
2 2 163.125476943910 0.515941055420
3 2 163.125611908750 0.516008537840
2 3 163.125679391160 0.513115229110
2 2.5 163.125696261770 0.513005570180
2 2.5 163.125637214650 0.512904346550
2 3 163.125780614790 0.513064617290
2.5 2.5 163.125848097210 0.512659722780
2.5 2.5 163.125974626750 0.512651287470
2 2.5 163.125957756140 0.512609110960
2.5 2.5 163.126109591590 0.512592240360
3.5 3 163.126337344750 0.512676593380
2.5 2 163.126219250520 0.512558499150
2 2.5 163.126379521270 0.512423534310
2 2.5 163.126379521270 0.512347616590
2.5 2.5 163.126295168240 0.512356051890
2 2.5 163.126328909450 0.512322310680
2.5 2 163.125088919990 0.510744909130
2.5 2.5 163.125223884830 0.510728038520
2 2 163.125013002270 0.510652120800
2.5 2 163.125190143620 0.510643685500
2 2.5 163.124818990320 0.512845299430
2 2.5 163.124861166830 0.512895911250
2.5 3 163.124962390460 0.512819993520
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